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H annahs' Patent Metropolltan Railway. 
'fhe accompanying engraving is that of a system of elevat

ed railways for New York, invented by J. M. Hannahs, of 
Chicago, Ill, and patented August 2, 1870. 

It is a double track railway, support
ed by single columns in the middle of 
the street, where the carriage ways are 
sufficiently wide; that is, in broad ave
nues, parks, squares, etc. Where streets 
are narrow, like Broadway, it is pro. 
posed to place the columns at the edge 
of the sidewalk, on each side of the car
riage way, and to connect each series 
to the otller by arch girders (Fig, 5). In 
either case the railway may extend over 
themiddle of the carriage way; or, if 

thought advisable, as it might be in 
some cases, single tracks may be sup
ported by the columns on each side of 
he way. 

The girders will be of iron or steel, 
of proper thickness, riveted up into the 
form shown, the rivets on the inner 
side being countersunk, so as to leave 
a smooth surface. The girders are con
nected across the bottom by cross-bars, 
on which is placed a strong, water tight 
oak floor. 

On this floor, near the sides of the 
girders, are placed the T rails. The 
inside of the girders being smooth, there 
will be a complete, strong, and inter
nally smooth inclosure, of sufficient 
hight of side wall to rise above the full 
diameter of the wheels, and above the 
lower framework and floors of locomo
tive and cars, only the lighter upper 
work of the cars rising above the sides. 
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The ends of the axles are intended to run so near the sides 
of the girders, that the wheels cannot get off the track, and 
the bottoms of the cars will only run from three to four 
inches from the track (see Fig_ 4), so that the drop to the 
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rail, in case of the breakage of an axle, would be slight; and 
the car, striking the rail, would slide along without noticea
ble concussion, careening, or damage. 

The inventor regards this feature, which he styles the" �afe-

ty feature" of hb plan, as so unques 
tionable and self-evident that it will 
secure general public confidence. 

On the ends of the girders, there 
are strong head blocks (as shown in 
Fig. 2), riveted or bolted on, for the 
fourfold purpose of making substan
tial and solid bearings, for the ends 
of the girders, on the cross beams, and 
as braces to prevent them fl"Om spread
ing at the top. Being made with lugs, 
they serve to draw the girders togeth 
er endwise, near the top surface, which 
is done by heavy steel bolts, which 
strengthen the girders. They also serve 
as towers, over which to place the truss 

rods or cables. 
At intervals of six feet, are riveted to 

the outer sides of the girders, fins or 
braces, the feet of which are fastened 
to the projecting cross-bars, serYing to 
give rigidity to the girders, and prevent 
their spreading. 

'1'he truss is not only an ordina.ry, in
dependent one, acting as a strengthener 
and supporter for the girder within 
itself, as usual, but taking hold, as it 
does, upon the girders beyond fOl" an
chorage, it is as really a complete sus
pension cable, for any single length of 
the railway, as is the cable of a Sllspen
sion bridge. 

HANNAHS' PATENT METROPOLITAN RAILWAY The girders being bolted rigidly to
gether by the cross-bars, and each being 
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strong of itself, and additionally strengthened by being 
drawn endwi5e to the girders beyond , by the steel bolt be. 
fore mentioned, and upheld by the truss or cable, anchored as 
it is, provided that all are of suitable and proper proportions, 
and provided that the columns will bear it up, will, it is 
claimed, make a structure strong and enduring as it is pos
sible to make·of iron. 

The columns are designed to be of cast iron, with bases 
reaching far out beyond the line of the weight of the super
structure; and each column, with base and upper cross beam, 
may be cast in one piece . The base of the column will rest 
upon a cut stoue foundation, say four or five feet below the 

surface of the street. 
It has been denied by some engineers that columns can be 

set so as to sustain such a railway ; the inventor of the rail
way under consideration maintains that this is a mistake. 

Such columns, as those which have failed in the West side 

railway in Greenwich street, in thi� city, set on crumbling 

brick foundations, will not do. His line of argument, in ref· 

erence to these columns, is illustrated by the diagram, Fig. 3, 

and is as follows: If a stone pier were carried up from the 

stone foundation to the proper hight, fifteen feet broad at the 

base, and contracted toward the top, as shown by the lines, A, 
and a cast iron plate of sufficient thickness were placed upon 

the top, no one would doubt its capacity to support its share 

of such a superstructure. -Now suppose that, instead of stone, 

the pier is of solid cast iron, placed on the same foundation; 

it would bear up the railway with any possible weight or 

speed of trains thereon. Such a pier, placed in the street, 
would be too much of an obstruction. But if thus set up to 

remain, the vast pyramid of iron might be reduced in size, 

provided the full size of the base and the top bearing, with 

sufficient brackets and thickness of each, were left intact. 
The question is, how much can its immense proportions be 

reduced and still retain the necessary strengtb. ? 
A trifling reduction of the pier , as shown by the dotted 

lines, B, while the' base and cross beams are not reduced, 
leaves it still, to all intents and purposes, a perfect pier. 

Then let the reduction go on, as at C, till it stands as a col
umn, D, two feet in diameter, with base, shaft and cross 
beam unimpaired. It would then, it is maintained, be capa 
ble of bearing up, in perfect safety, this narrow track rail
way, with all the travel that could be crowded upon one or 
both tracks, as much as lhough it retained the original form 

indicated by the lines, A. 
While columns may easily be cast entire, so exact that only 

drilling will be required, yet Mr. Hannahs thinks they can be 
made much lighter and cheaper with a base and cross beam 
of cast iron, and the shaft of wrought iron riveted up. In 
this case the base would be a plate with flanges or ribs to 
strengthen it, with a heavy ring or flange to which to bolt 
and rivet the wrought iron shaft. The cross beam can be 

bolted in a similar manner. 
The arch girders will be riveted up, as shown, of wrought 

iron, and bolted to the heads of the columns prepared to re

ceive them. 
It is propose'! to drive the cars whh small locomotives of 

about the weight of a small fire engine. They will be Tery 
low, with only four wheels, and the wheels, cylinders, cranks, 
and pitmans will be entirely within the girders, and out of 
sight, so that horses will not be frightened. Dummies might 
be used, but their appearance is uncomely, and therefore ob
jectionable. 

'rhe cars will be narrow, and will have only four wheels, 
with rear door for entrance and front door for egress, so that 
there may be no crowding or delay. 

Trains will consist ordinarily of three cars , holding forty 
passengers each when necessary, though starting, as they 
easily may, eVt'ry minute, there will be no necessity for thus 
crowding the cars. MOl"e cars can be added, and the trains 
start every millUte, if necI>ssary. 

The engineer always stops at every station, so that he 
knows just when to shut off steam and put on brakes, but he 
starts only on signal. Being without obstruction, and hav
ing regular places to Rtop, high speed can be attained. It 
will be observed, also, that the peculiar construction of this 
railway brings the floor of the cars about five feet lower than 
the Greenwich street railway , while the rail itself is not so 
low. Fare will be paid on entering the station, as at th,e 
ferries . 

At the ends of the railway, the curve will be around the 
engine and car house, so that the locomotives and cars can 
be switched off and on, as shall be desired, with greater facili
ty than horses can be changed . The train goes around at the 
ends of the tracks, from one on to the other, and pas::les on 
without delay. 

The cars will be entirely above the dust of the streets, and 
yet no dust or dirt from the cars can reach the street below, 
because the water-tight floor of the mil way will al ways be 
damp, and so hold any ashes or dust from the locomotive 
from being blown about. 

As before mentioned, there are many streets on which the 
single track, each side of the street, will be preferable. In 
this case, the track can, as circumstances require, be curved 
from the side to meet on the single columns, and also be car
ried from the single columns on to the before mentioned 
arches, at pleasure. 

The cars will be reached by light bridges, from waiting 
rooms, at proper intervals. 

Of course, a work of this magnitude will meet with objec
tions; the principal of which will be obstruction to light and 
obstruction to carriage-way, from the columns being in the 
middle of the street. 

Obstruction to light, in a street of eighty feet width, from 
a structure like this. being less than twelve feet in width, or 
of three feet in hight, at an altitude of fifteen feet, cannot, 
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it is thought, be material ; not nearly so much "8 an awning 
would produce. 

The matter of obstruction from the columns in the street 
requires some consideration. Of course business streets, as 
Broadway, or any street no wider than Broadway, will be 
spanned by the arch girder. The carriage way in all such 
streets would be left intact. But on reaching the broad ave
nues, which comprise the principal extent of the railway, 
and where the columns will be in the middle of the street, 
there will still be more room on either side of the single 
columns, than is contained in the whole width of the carriage 
ways of streets in the lower part of the city. The single 
line of columns, seventy feet apart, in such a street, even 

though thronged with travel, would not, it is thought, be a 
noticeable obstruction. In fact, there are streets in the lower 

part of the city, as, for instance, Bowery, Center, Broad, and 
other streets, where, Mr. Hannahs maintains, a single row of 
columns would be no obstruction. As can now be seen, the 
middle of Broad street is occu pied as a carriage stand, with
out material inconvenience to travel. If columns were plant
ed at intervals of seventy feet in that line of carriages, they 
would not add to the inconvenience. But, of courtie, no col
umn should be placed at any intersection of streets. If, 
however, they prove a slight obstruction, it is thought so 
much should be conceded and borne with, considering the 
vabt tide of travel that will come rushing down by that chan
nel-a flood which, .ike that of the Nile, brings prosperity, to 
the whole city, and especially to th" immediate route of the 
travel. It wonld be a tide additional to that which now 
maintains its inexorable ebb and flow in the great thorough

fares of the city. 

The eRse with which the 
Greenwich trains run up and 
down a grade of n9 feet to 

the mile, has demonstrated 

the fact of its adapted ness to 
any grade in New York. 

If the objection be raised 
that the railway will be an 
obstruction to view or sight, 
it is one which lies equally 
against ,hade trees and other 
street adornments, which real
ly add to, instead of detract
ing from ,the beauty of streets; 

Fig. 1t 

and Mr. Hannahs thinks this railway, with its graceful col
umns and beautiful proportions, its ornamental paneling 
and finish, its unique coaches, gliding noiseles .,ly past (for so 

smooth could the track 
be kept that he is con
fident that it would be 
less noisy than a hack), 
together with a sense 
of its perfect adapta
tion and usefulness, 
would make it an at· 
tractive feature of 
Broadway itself, or of 
Central Park . 

To attain the highest benefits from a means of rapid tran
sit, there should be such a harmonious arrangement of routes 
as not to interfere with carrying out such a system. To be 
complet , Mr. Hannahs thinks there should be three lines, all 
meeting together at their extremities, and that the most eligi
ble rout� for the first line is from the Battery, up Broadway, 
to 34th street, then up 6th avenue to and through Central 
Palko But as that route might be objected to at present, the 
next best would be to pass into and up Broad and Nassau 
streets to Spruce street; then let Elm street be opened through 
one block to Chambers street, and let the railway cross the 
corner of the Park, between the Court House and 'fax Offices, 
into Elm street; thence up Elm street into Marion street, 
and up Marion street to its termination. Then let Marion 
street be extended through into Lafayette Place, and thence 
through Lafayette Place into 4th avenue; thence over Union 
Square into Broadway and 6th avenue, and through Central 
Park. This route is very near Broadway, being only two 
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short blocks therefrom at any place, and most of the way but 
one. This route would also, Mr. Hannahs believes, open and 
bring into use a new and valuable thoroughfare between 
Chambers. street and Astor Place, which is now valueless for 
travel or traffic. 

This route is almost a straight line from the corner of 
Broad and Beaver streets to 4th avenue. It would not defeat 
the harmony of the system, as then another line could be lo
cated on each side of the central one. But this line may be 
carried on up 4th avenue from Lafayette Place, and another 
up 8th avenue, both meeting at their extremities. Even then 
there would be afforded, for a long time to come, the necessary 
facilities for rapid transit for New York and Westchester 
county. 

With the system fully carried out, and the three lines estab
lished, the central one might make more frequent stops for 
the accommodation of city travel, that is, for Broadway and 
Fifth avenue, and adjacent parts, and for visitors to Central 
Park. 

With the view of New York bay from the elevated posi
tion of the railway at the Battery, and the trip up Broadway, 
through Central Park, and beyond, an excursion on this rail
way would be unequalled for magnificence and variety. 

Mr. Hannahs estimates that the entire structure may be 
constructed in one year, at a cost of $300,000 per mile on the 
broad avenues, and at a somewhat increased cost when two 
sets of columns with arch girders are required. On narrow 
streets, where the anchors are short, the cost will not be much 
greater than where single columns are employed. The parta 
all being made from drawings, can be constructed at different 
ShOPB and brought together, so that the work might progress 
rapidly. 

For descriptions, drawings, specifications, estim3.tes, and 
plan of operating the road, address J. M. Hannahs, 37 Broad. 
way, New York. 

- .--
Precautions In Using Wire Rope. 

In winding wlth round wire rope upon conical drums, it is 
important to make sure that the angle of inclination of the 
surface of the drum is not too great, as othel wise th!l coils of 
the -rope are apt to slip off and cause serious accidents. Sev
eral fatal accidents have occurred in England from this 
cause. Mr. Wales, a government mining inspector (Great 
Britain), in his examination upon the cause of one of the ac
cidents referred to, said: 

"In his opinion, what most affected the proper and safe 
working of the spiral drum was the angle which the rope 
formed between the pulley over the shaft and certain por
tions of the drum. In the present case the angle was fifteen 
degrees, and in his opinion the accident was principally due 
to that fact. and not to any defect in the rope, which was 
broken by the jerk caused by the rl)pe falling from the drum. 
In conclusion, he remarked that in erecting spiral drums, 
care should be takp.n to have the rope at as easy an angle as 
possible, and in no case ought it to exceed from ten to eleven 
degrees." 

Professor Warrington Smyth, of the British Royal School 
of Mines, in one of his lectures direct, attention to the pre
cautions necessary in the use of conical drums. He mentions 
the case of a very serious accident a few years ago, by which 
the lives of a number of men were sacrificed, simply, he be
lieves, in come'luence of the cage h ,wing becn wonnd up at 
too great a velocity, and then allowed to slacken too sudden
ly, the result being that the laps got loose, some parts slip
ped off, the rope went over the edge of the drum, and was 
snapped. Mr Smyth then points out how this danger may 
be obviated by an ingenious contrivance of M. Lemielle, 
which consists of an endless rope passed down the shaft, and 
over a pulley at each extremity. The rope is thus kept con
stantly stretched out, and motion is communicated to it by a 
direct acting cylinder, which sets one of the pulleys in mo
tion. 

It is found to be very dangerous to allow wire ropes to 
wind over any inequality or projection, by which the wires 
are subj ected to repeated ben ling back and forth. At the 
Cannock Chase Colliery, England, in 18G7, the flat wire 
cable suddenly snapped, and precipitated eight men and 
boys to the bottom of the shaft, killing five. The inspect"r 
found that at the point of fracture, the cable had been cov
ered for about eighteen inches with hemp, which had become 
hard and solid, and formed a bolster or projection on both 
sides of the cable, three fourths of an inch thiclt. The ob
ject of placing this hemp upon the cable was to show the en
gine man, when the rage was opposite a certain drift, where 
it had to stop. In pas ,ing to and fro over a pulley five feet 
in diameter, and under a drum of the same diameter, the 
constant bending broke off the wires. This e ffect was proba
bly gradual, since it appeared on examination that only 
twenty.five or twenty.�ix wires, one seventh of the number in 
the cable, were whole when the cable finally parted. The 
covering also prevented the condition of the cable from being 
known, and it was believed that the breaking of the wires 
had been going on for three weeks or a month before the 
accident.-Extractedfrom Blake's" Mining Machinery." 

_ .•. -
RAILWAY BRIDGE OVER THE GANGES.-Notwithstanding 

the numerous railway lines, and the erection of many exten
sive railway bridges ir, India, the river Ganges has not yet 
been polluted by the shadow of the locomotive. That event 
is, however, close at hand, as a railway bridge is now in pro
ceFS of construction, which is to span the river at Cawnpore. 
The bridge is t,) be put up without the use of scaffolding. 
It is to 1:>0 hoped that none of the girders will topple into the 
river, for in that case the Hindoos will be certain to ascribe 
it to the anger of their deity, und as a j ust punishment for 
invading the sanctity of the holy s Lream . 
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SOLUTIONS FOR SILVER PLATING. 

[From Watt's Electro·Metallurgy.] 

In making any of these solutions, perfectly fine silver must 
be employed; or, if it be desired to use standard or other im
pure silver, it will be better to purify the silver by first diS
solving it in nitric acid; then add about one quart of cold 
water to the acid solution obtained from dissolving four 
ounces of silver. Now throw in a few pieces of sheet copper 
to precipitate the silver. In a few moments the silver will 
begin to deposit its,,!lf upon the copper, and by continuing the 
process for some time, and adding a gentle heat, the whole of 
the silver will eventually become precipitated in the form of 
minute crystals. When the pure silver is thus obtained, it 
is to be again dissolved in two parts water and one part nitric 
acid. 

Solution 1: fine silver, 1 ounce; nitric acid, about 1 ounee; 
water, t ounce. 

Put the silver carefully into a Florence flask, and then 
pour in the acid and water; place the flask on a sand bath 
for a few minutes, taking care not to apply too much heat; 
and, as soon as chemical action becomes violent, remove the 
flask to a cooler place, and allow the action to go on until it 
nearly ceases; when, if there be silver still undissolved, the 
flask may be again placed on the sand bath until the silver 
disappears. If, however, the acid employed has been weak, 
it may be necessary to add a little more. The red fumes, 
formed when chemical action is going on, disappear when the 
silver is dissolved, or when the acid has done its work. If a 
little black powder be visible at the bottom of the flask, it 
may be taken care of separately, as it is gold. I have fre· 
quently found gold in the silver purchased of a refiner; in 
some instances more than sufficient to pay the expense of the 
acid employed. 

The nitrate of silver formed during the above operation 
should be caJ.tefully poured into a porcelain or vVedgwood 
capsule, and heated until a pellicle appears on the surface, 
when it may be placed aside to crystallize. The uncrystal
lized liquor should then be poured from the crystals into 
another capsule, and heat applied until it has evaporated 
Sllfficiently to crYRtallize. When this is done, the crystals of 
nitrate of silver are to be placed in a large jar or other snita
ble vessel, and about three pints of cold distilled water 
added, the whole being well stirred with a glass rod until 
the crystals are dissolved. 

A quantity of carbonate of potassa is now to be dissolved 
in distilled water , and some of the solution added to the 
nitrate of silver, until no further precipitation takes place. 
It is advisable occasionally to pnt a little of the clear solu· 
tion in a glass, or test tube, and to add a few drops of the 
solution of potassa, in order to ascertain whether all the 
silver is thrown down, or otherwise; as soon as the applica
tion of the alkaline solution produces no effect upon the 
solution of nitrate of silver , this operation is complete. 

The supernatant liquor (that is, the fluid which remains 
above the precipitate) should next be carefully poured off 
the precipitated silver, and fresh water !l.dded; this is again 
allowed to settle, and the water poured off as before, which 
operation should be repeated several times in order to wash 
the precipitate thoroughly. 

A quantity of cyanide of potassium is theu to be dissolved 
in hot or cold water, and rather more than is sufficient to dis
solve the precipitate added. In a few minutes the carbonate 
of silver will be dissolved by the cyanide, but in all proba
bility there will be a trifling sediment at the bottom of the 
vessel, which may be separated from the solution by filtra
tion, and preserved, as in all probability it will contain a 
little silver. 

Sufficient water is now to be addnd to make one gallon of 
solutioll. Should the solution be fonnd to work rather slowly 
at first, a little of the solution of cyanide may be added from 
time to time, as it is required; but it is preferable, in work
ing a new solution, to have as small a proportion of cyanide 
as possible, otherwise the articles may strip, especially if they 
are composed of German silver. 

'When a silver solution has been worked for some length 
of time, it acquires organic matter, and is then capable of 
bearing, without injury, a larger proportion of cyanide. 

It is necessary that the nitric acid employed for dissolving 
silver should be of good commercial quality, if not chern· 
ically pure, for if it contain hydrochloric acid (which is not an 
un frequent adulteration), a portion of the silver dissolved 
will become precipitated in the form of a white flocculent 
powder (chloride of silver), and the success of the operation 
is thereby impaired. 

Solution 2: To one ounce of silver, dissolved and crystal. 
lized as above directed, is to be added three pints of distilled 
water. The silver is to be precipitated from this by adding 
gradnally a strong solution of cyanide of potassium. This 
must be done with caution, as an excess of cyanide will re
(lifsolve the precipitate. Should the operator, however, acci. 
dentally apply too much cyanide, a little nitrate of silver in 
solution may be added, the silver of which will be precipi
tated by the surplus cyanide . A portbn of the solntion 
should be placed in a wineglass occasionally, and a drop of 
cyanide added, until no further effect is produced by this 
substance. 

A soon as the precipitate (which is white) has subsided, 
the clear solution is to be poured off, and fresh water added, 
this being done several times, as before, to wash the pre· 
cipitate. 

Three pounds of ferrocyanide of potassium (yellow prus
siate of potassa) may now be dissolved in water, and added 
to the precipitate. 

When the precipitate is dissolved, add sufficient water 
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to make one gallon of solution, which should then be filtered 
before using. This solution is not very p rofitable to the 
electroplater, as it requires fresh silver to be added frequently, 
owing to the fact that the anode, or silver plate, is not acted 
upon by the ferrocyanide, therefore the solution soon be· 
comes deprived of its silver. It may be used, however, for 
experimental purposes. 

Solution 3 :  One ounce of fine silver, dissolved and treated 
as before, to which add three pints of distilled water. Pre
cipitate the silver by adding a strong solution of common salt 
-an excess does no harm. A single drop of hydroch:oric 
acid will show whether all the silver is thrown down or not
The white precipitate thus formed (which is chloride of siL 
ver) is to be washed as before. 

A quantity of hyposulphite of soda is next dissolved in 
hot distilled water, and a sufficient quantity added to dis· 
solve the precipitate. Water is then to be added to make 
one gallon. This solution is decomposed by light, and should 
therefore be kept covered up, or in a dark place. It is not 
much used by electroplaters. 

Solution 4: One ounce of fine silver treated as before and 
dissolved in three pints of distilled water. Precipitate 

'
with 

common salt, and wash, as above directed. Dissolve the pre· 
cipitate with a strong solution of cyanide of potassium, 
taking care nflt to add much more than will dissolve the 
chloride of silver. Filter carefully, at least once through 
the same filtering paper, and once through clean filtering 
papel', and then add enough distilled water to make one gal. 
Ion of solution. 

The above solution is very useful when it is desired to 
plate an article delicately white, but the silver is liable to 
strip when the burnisher is applied to it. This solntion, 
however, may be employed with less fear of the work strip. 
ping, if it be used weaker, with a small surface of anode and 
feeble battery power. 

Under all circnmstances this solution is more applicable to 
surfaces which only require to be scratch· brushed, or which 
are to be left dead. Chased figures, clock dials, cast metal 
work, etc., may be admirably plated with this solution. 

Solution 5: One ounce of fine silver, as before, and the 
crystals dissolved in three pints of distilled water. Add 
strong solutlOn of cyanide of potassium until no further pre. 
cipitation takes place. If too much cyanide be added, it will 
re·dissolve the precipitate. Pour off the supernatant liqnor 
and wash the silver as before. , Now add strong solution of 
cyanide to dissolve the precipitate. Make one gallon with 
distilled water. The solution should have a moderate excess 
of cyanide, and it must be filtered before usiner 

Solution 6; A silver solution may be made"'by dissolving 
one ounce of silver as before. Dissolve the crystals in one 
pint of distilled water. Next be prepared with a large ves
sel full of lime water, made by adding recently slaked lime 
to an ample quantity of water, which,it must be remembered, 
dissolves but a very small percentage of lime. To the clear 
lime water is to be !l.dded the solution of nitrate of silver 
which will be converted into a dark brown precipitate (oxid� 
of silver.) When all the silver is thrown down the clear 
liquor is to 'be poured off, and the precipitate

' 
washed as 

before. Now add strong cyanide of potassinm solution to 
dissolve the oxide of silver, and make one gallon with dis
tilled water. 

This makes a very excellent solutiou, although it is some
what troublesome to prepare. 

Solution 7: Dissolve in one gallon 'of water one ounce 
and a quarter of cyanide of potassinm, in a stoneware or 
glass vessel. Fill a porous cell with some of this solution, 
and place it in the larger vessel; the solution should be the 
same hight in both vessels. Then put a piece of sheet cop. 
per or iron, connected with the wire which proceed,S from the 
zinc of the battery,'into the porous celL Place in the stone 
vessel a piece of stout sheet silver, which must be previonsly 
attached to the wire issuing from th!l copper of the battery. 
It is well to employ several cells alternated, for this purpose, 
when a large quantity of solution has to be prepared; that 
is to say, the zinc of one battery should be united by a wire 
with the copper of the next, and so on. In a few honrs the 
solntion in the larger vessel will have acqnired snfficient 
silver, and the solution may be at once used. The porous 
cell is to be removed, and its contents may be thrown away. 

In working this solution, at first it is necessary to expose a 
rather large surface of anode, and small qnantities of cyanide 
must be added occasionally until the solution is in hrisk work. 
ing order, 

This is one of the best solutions, when carefully prepared, 
and is less liable to strip than many others. 

Solutions of silver may be prepared by precipitating the 
Hilver from the solution of nitrate with ammonia, soda, ma'y
nesia, etc., etc., but for all practical purposes the solutLns 1, 
4, 5, 6, and 7, may, if carefully prep!l.red, be depended upon. 

When it is desired that the articles should come out of the 
bath having a bright appearance, a little bisnlphuret of 
carbon is added to the solution. This is best done in the fol
lowing manner; Put an ounce of bisulphuret of carbon into 
a pint bottle containing a strong silver �olution with cyanide 
in excess. The bottle shculd be repeatedly shaken, and the 
mixture is ready for use in a few days. A few drops of this 
solution may be poured into the plating bath occasionally, 
until the work appears sufficiently bright. The bisulphuret 
solution, however, must be added with care, for an excess is 
apt to spoil the solution. In plating surfaces which cannot 
easily be scratch·brushed, this brightening process is ser
viceable. The operator, however, must never add too much 
at a time. 

In making up any of the foregoing solutions, the weights 
and measures employed are troy, or apothe(Jaries' weight and 
imperial measure. 

' 

Cultivation ot: the FIg, and itl!! PreparatIon Cor 
Market. 

The preparation of the fig for market is so simple that any 
family, having the trees, can succeed. It requires nQ 
sugar or syrup; as the fruit dries, it forms its own sugar, 
The greatest trouble is in gathering. If picked by hand , it 
will be found a tedious process. The best plan is to hold a 
sheet under the tree, then shake the tree hard enongh tQ 
make the ripe fruit fall. Do not place the sheet upon tho 
ground, as the ripe figs will burst open and be ruined for 
drying. Prepare a bath of strong ley that will swjm an egg, 
have this near the boiling point. Put the figs in a basket, 
dip in the ley for two minutes, then dip in cInar water. The 
reason for putting them in ley is to destroy the acrid gum in 
the skin, also, to change the color of the pnrple fig; let the 
fruit drip a short time, aud it is ready for drying. 

If dried in the open air, hurdles should be made with nar
row slats, upon which to place the frnit. Keep in the sun
shine. The second day you can flatten the figs by pressing 
them with the hand; the hurdles, with the fruit on them 
must be placed nnder shelter at night, or when it rains. A� 
objection to drying in the open air is, that a fly lays eggs in 
the fruit, and in a short time they become wormy. This can, 
however be obviated by heating them in an oven or stove 
just hot enough to destroy the vitality of the egg, but not ho; 
enough to candy the fruit. It requires a little practice to 
know when the fruit is d.vy; it should be soft enough to pack; 
close in a box with moderate pressnre; it keeps much better 
packed close, and is freer from the attack of insects. 

The boxes should contain from ten to fifteen pounds. Use 
oak, cypress, or gum, as pine will impart a turpentine taste 
to the fig. 

The best and most expeditions plan is to erect a drying 
house, th" size of which will depend upon the extent of the 
orchard. vVhere plank is scarce, a house can be built of logs, 
five feet by ten feet, and six feet high. Face both sides of 
the side logs, so as to leave a space of three inches between 
each; when the logs are put up, let these spaces begin two 
feet six inches from the bottom. Make an arched clay or 
brick flue through the house leugthwise, smoke-tight, WIth a 
chimney at the end outside; thick stove pipe can be used for 
a flne. Put slats across the ends and center of the house. 
Make frames half the width of the house, to fit the openings 
in t he logs across the bottom of these frames or drawers and 
make a lattice of palmetto stems; upon this place the fig; 
and keep np a moderate fire; in twenty-fonr to thirty.six 
hours the fruit will be dry. Be carefnl not to have too 
great a heat, for it will darken the fig, give it a sirnpy taste, 
and injnre the market value. In building the house put a 
tight roof on, and daub all the cracks with clay. 

_._1. 
Bra i n  Weight. 

An eminent German professor once assumed that, as a 
certain size and mass of brain is essential for the exer. 
cise of the mental facnlties, therefore all the hnman raco 
must be furnished with an equal amount of brains , This 
truly Teutonic theory has since however, been effectually dis
sipated. An elaborate paper was read not very long ago, be. 
fore the Royal Society of England, in which the existiner 
evidence as to the weight of brain among different nation� 
was analyzed, The average brain weight for the English is 
stated to be 47'50 ounces; for the French 41'58; for the Ger
mans. 42'83; bnt there are discrepancies in the resnlts of dif. 
ferent observers, some giving a greater average than this to 
the Germans. The Italians, Lapps, Swedes, Frisans and 
D�tc� come into the category with the English. Among tho 
ASIatlC races, the Vedahs of Ceylon and the IIindoos give a 
mean of over 42'11 ounces. 'l'he skulls of Mussulrnans afford 
a slightly increased average of brain weight over those of 
the Hindoos. Two skulls of' male Khonds-one of the un. 
questioned aboriginal races of India-show a brain weight of 
only 37'87 ounces. The general average of the Asiatic table 
shows a diminution of mo:e than two ounces when compared 
with Europeans. The g-eneral mean of African races is less 
than that of European races, althongh there are great diller

�nces; the Caffre rising high, and the Bushman sinking low 
III the scalc. The average of the whole of the aboriginal 
American races reaches 44'73 ounces, which is 2'14 ounces 
less than that of the European races. The Anstralian races 
show a brain weight one ninth less than that of the general 
average of Europeans. '1'he Malays and others of the Oceanic 
races, who migrated boldly, for commercial purposes, over 
the North and South Pacific Ocean, and occupy the islands 
show a tolerably high average of brain weight ;  and, on ar. 
riving at this section, we retnrn in some measure to the large 
brain weight of Europeans. 

-.-.-
Preservation ot: Honey. 

As further information on the snbject of the preservation 
of honey, and the prevention of its candying and turnino
white, we give the following directions, from Mrs. Sarah 
Kennedy, of White Hall, S. C.: �fter the honey is passed from the comb, strain it through 
a SIeve, so as to get out all the wax ; gently boil it, and skim 
off the whitish foam which rises to the surface, and then tho 
honey will become perfectly clear. '1'he vessel for boiling 
should be earthen, brass, or tin. The honey should be put 
in jars when cool, and tightly covered. 

To keep honey in the comb, select combs free from pollen, 
pack them edgewise in jars or cans, and pour in a sufficient 
qnantity of the boiled and strained honey (as above) to cover' 
the combs. The jars or cans should be tightly tied over with 
thick cloth or leather. The writer says that these processes 
have been in use for twenty years with unvarying snccess. 

_ .... -
THE snail has 110 rows of teeth, with 111 on each row, or 

12,210 teeth in all. 
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THE COCHINEAL INSECT AND ITS ALLIES. 

Like the Aphides, the bark lice belong to the order of 
Hemipters or bugs-insects, we may remind the reader, which 

have a mouth adapted for piercing vegetable or animal tis
sues, and then sucki ng up their j uices. In the characteristic 
hemipters, as this name, " half-winged," implies, the four 

wings are partly thickened, opaque, and coriaceous, and partly 

membraneous ; but there is a subdivision of the order in 

which the wings have not the typical character, but are thin 

and translucent throughout their extent ; and the members of 
this group are thence termed the homopterous (signifying 
" similarly winged ") bugs. It is to this subdivision that the 
insects under consideration are assignable, and its characters 

may be familiarly observed-as we stated in our former paper 

on the Lantern fly (Jilu7(J01'a)-in the common Harvest fly or 

Locust (Cicada). 'fhe families of the aphides, or plant lice, 

and coccidre, or bark lice, are closely allied, but yet present 

us with some remarkable differences. The 

$dtutifit 
twigs by a resinous substance, concerning which there ap
pears to be doubt as to whether it is a secretion from the in
sect or an exudation from the wound made by the puncture 
of the bug. 

The " vegetable wax " of China is another production of 
this family ; and, according to Blanchard, a similar product 
may be profitabl y  obtained from an European species of 
kermes, C. :ficu8. 

Valuable as these important products are, it is a matter of 
speCUlation whether the net profit derived from them is equal, 
in a pecuniary point of view, to the damages others of the 
bark lice inflict upon us. In any case, it is a consolation to 
know that we can utilize, in some way, these devastators of 
Nature. 

We have had occasion, in these papers, frequent�y to speak 
of the relative perfection of different insects, thereby imply
ing their absolute imperfection ; and this, and to speak of 
" degraded "  forms of liie, may seem to some minds to be an 

though almost laughably grotesque, is a very pretty creature 
Its general color is ashen gray ; at first glance, an exceeding 
ly sober suit. But if examined more closely, it will be found 
thickly studded with tiny spangles of metallic silver. Add 
to this its rich armature of daintily carved plates, like a coat 
of mail, its body always pertly erect, and, bent forward, it 
look s  like the steed of a knight-errant in quest of adventure ; 
and those -pretty golden, yet queer little eyes, chameleon-like, 
independent of each other, intently gaze two ways at once. 
Then, as to that dorsal fin, in oddity and beauty it has no 
compeer among its ichthyic rivals, so tastily fringed with a 
neat border of delicate yellow, precisely like the yellow tip. 
ping of the tail of the cedar-bird. In truth this dorsal fin is 
cruelly libeled in every engrav ing we Imve ever seen. In 
nature it is an exquisite fan, in form, size, and ornament, 
worthy the hand of Queen Mab. Thus our sea-horse, though 
anomalous in form and habit, has beauty united with its 
strange features, and grace with its eccentricity. In fine, as 

we look at his equine appearance, and think 
of his monkey faculty, and his opossum traits, 
and that queer blending of innocent oddity 
with patriarchal dignity, we have to accept 
the old fisherman's proverb : ' Thero is nothing 
on the land that is not in the sea.' " 

Food f'rolD Algre or Sea Mosses. 
William S. Rand, Jr., of Brooklyn, N. Y., 

states in the specification of his recent patent, 
as above, that there are known to he over two 
thousand distinct species of algre, and among 
them many contain the most valuahle elements 
of vegetable nutrition. Some writers affirm 
that they contain nutritive elements sufficient 
to sustain all the demands of the human sys. 
tern . Hon. William H. Harvey, Professor of 
botany in tue Royal College in Dublin, says 
" that algre have been neglected as an article of 
food from want of proper commercial form, 
ignorance, and its invariable companion, pre. 
j udice." 

males of the coccids are minute insects,winged, 
it is true, but having only one pair of wings, 
the hinder pair being aborted and only repre
sented by rudiments, reminding one of the 
similar condition of the wings in the Dipters 

or flies. In fact, so unlike are these males to 

the other members of this order, that they 

have been mistaken for dipterous patasites of 

the females and not for their lawful husbands. 

The mouth organs of the males, after they 
attain the mature stage, are but slightly de

veloped, and they are consequently said to 

take little or no nourishment during the brief 

term of their perfect existence. The females 

are also remarkable for their " degraded " 

structural characters ; they are wingless, and 

generally appear as little more than an ani

mated scale, but they have a .well developed 
beak ,  and use it for piercing the plant , whose 

j uices they imbibe. The scale-like larvre, wIlen 
hatched from the eggs, crawl over the plants 

they frequent, living upon their sap and pass

ing through the ordinary phases of insect 

!!Towth. The adult female coccus is an ovoid

;haped creature, 'lery convex above, as repre

sented in the engra'ling, accompanying our THE MALE COCH[NEAL INSECT GREATLY MAGNIFIED. 

The only serious obj ection to algre as articles 
of food is their peculiar flavor. Growin'" as
they do, mostly in salt water, they contain lime , 
sulphur, salt, iodine, etc., which impart what 
may be properly called a sea flavor. 

last paper. Soon after emerging from the pupa stage, she 
att[1chos herself by her beak, and frequently by an exudation 
from her body or else from the punctured plant, and proceeds 
to the reproduction of her kind. The convex and scale-like 
body is distended with eggs ; these she finally lays under
neath her, in such manner that they are almost entirely con
cealed from view ; as they are discharged from the interior 
of the body, the latter collapses from beneath, the upper and 
lower walls thus coming together and forming a protected 
shell over the eggs. Most of the coccids also secrete, in 
greater 6r less quantities. a whitish feculent substance, 
amidst which the eggs are deposited, and which frequently, 
also, is developed as a covering to the larvre and even of the 
adult insect. 'fhe collapsed female dies ; and when the eggs 
hatch, the young readily escape from under the extraordina
ry protection, and make their way to their feeding grounds. 
According to Leuckart, these females, like those of the aph
ides, have carried the doctrine of " woman's rights " to the 
extent of dispensing considerably with husbands, whose ser
vices are only required at one period of the year. During 
the rest of the season, the multiplication of the family is 
carried on by virgin, or rather, as examination shows, by un
developed females. 

Insignificant and degraded in life type as these lowly bugs 
are, they are powerful for evil, and many a lover of plants 
has seen a favorite one become a wreck, pining and flower
less, and finally die altogether away, and yet has scarcely dared 
to attribute the ruin to the almost inanimate scales that 
swarmed upon it. Fitch regards the " oyster·shell bark louse " 
as the worst foe to the apple tree in this country, and no tree 
is able long to withstand the exhaustion produced by this in
sidious pest . 

Bnt while the aphides are unmitigated pests, the coccids,  
lIS some atonement for these inj uries, contribute largely to. 
the artificial requirements of our civilized condition, and the 
value of the substances they secrete appears almost fabulous 
when the insignificance of the authors is known. 

How important the culture of the cochineal insect is, in 
the countries in which it is carried on, may be j udged from 
the fact that upwards of 2,500,000 lbs. of cochineal were im
ported into Great Britain in 1850, while 1 ,414,158 lbs . , of the 
value of $92'7,946, were brought into this country in 1869. To 
meet this demand, we read of gardens of nopals (opuntia), the 
cactus upon which the coccus cacti feeds, in Mexico, contain
ing from 50,000 to 60,000 plants ; and this although, it is said, 
the largest part of the supply is obtained from the small gar
dens of poor proprietors . The COCCU8 cacti was originally 
discovered in Mexico, but has since been introduced into other 
countries, notably into Java, Spain, and Algeria . 

'fhe Mexican cochineal has greatly superseded the use of 
the products ' of the European cocci, which formerly were 
used for obtaining similar dyes. These kermes dyes were 
known to the ancients even as far back as the days of Moses, 
and the coccus polonicus was collected in the middle ages as 
tribute from the rural serfs. But the uses of the coccids are 
not confined to the production of cochineal. The COCCU8 7acca, 
a species of this family, feeding upon various trees in the 
vast conntries of southern Asia, gives rise to the various pro
duct� known as lacs and lac dytes. Stick-lack, from which 
seedlac and shellac are made and lac dye obtained, consists of 
the bodies and eggs of the bark lice, aggregated together upon 

imputation on the " goodness " of the works of the Creator. 
The fact is, that these creatures, as we have hinted h'lreto· 
fore, are admirable in their perfection, if we look beyond the 
individual. '1'he very lowness of the type of reproduction 
in the individual aphis may probably be its salvation as a 
race ;and if the female coccids were not degraded as they are, 
they would possibly have long ago been exterminated, and 
we should have been without cochineal. As it is, they fill a 
place in Nature that would otherwise be vac�nt, and their 
very ;abundance proves how well they are adapted to the 
peculiar conditions under which they are placed ; and this, 
though they may be utterly helpless by themselves, as are 
those aphides, of which Fitch tells us, which do not incre'\se 
and multiply unless discovered and tended by n community 
of friendly ants 1 

_ .•. -
THE SEA·1{ORSE. 

This remarkable fish is found near our south Atlantic 
coasts. It belongs to the eingular order known as Lopho
branch, or tuft-gilled, which differ from other fishes in the 
peculiar structure of the gill arches, by which the gills are 
arranged in little tufts on each side of the head, under the 
" cheek " bones or gill covers. 

The male is really and literally father and mother to the 
progeny, as he is provided with a pouch or sack in which the 
eggs are deposited by the female ; in which sack the eggs 
are fertilized, hatched, and the young reared, by the male. 

We are indebted for our engraving to the American Natur
alist, in which the Rev. Samuel Lockwood, who has carefully 
studied the habits of the sea-horse, gives us much interesting 
information. 

The structure of the sea-horse's tail is unlike that of any 
other fish, being covered with an envelope, consisting of long 
scales-four-sided, and suggesting a small four-sided file-in 
faculty, prehensile, like that of a monkey, and of considera
ble length. In the act of excluding its young, it catches its 
tail around some obj ect, such as a shell, and drawing its 
pouch downward against the obj ect, pushes up the contents, 
forcing the young out of the opening at the top of the pouch. 
A dried specimen of a sea-horse sent to us recently by Mr. 
E. L. Caum, of Pennsylvania, measured five inches in length. 
Says Mr. Lockwood : 

" Th� sea-horse, when taken fresh from his native hom-e, 

The object of this invention, then, is to expel, by a suita
ble process, the obj ectionable ingredients without de compos" 
ing or changing the nutritious and health-giving qualities,  
and put in such form as will be the cheapest and most con
venient for commerce and the consumer . 

The mode of preparing algre (with the exception of the 
chondrus crisp!ts) is  to thoroughly clean the moss by suit" 
able machinery or by hand ; and, by washing it in a light 
alkali, to remove the salt and disagreeable sea taste, and, after 
desiccation, to disintegrate or grind it to a fine powder or 
farine. 

.. ..... -
Clbnatology oC Bright' s  Disea se. 

Gouverneur M. Smith, M. D. , N GW York , does not doubt that 
climate is an element in the causation of Bright's disease. 
The inhabit!1nts of the poles and the tropics are comparative
ly exempt from the disease, owing to the fact that the cli
mates to which they are exposed are either uniformly cold 01' 
equably warm. The annual mean temperature of the city of 
New York and vicinity is 510 F., and therefore it is a location 
especially favoring the development of Bright's disease. It 
is consequently not surprising to hear that the malady is so 
frequently encountered. During the year 186'7 the deaths ill 
New York city numbered 23,441, of which number 425 were 
from Bright's disease. Rochester and PrOVidence, with cli
mates cooler than that of New York, have a considerably 
less mortalitj from Bright's disease. Dr. Smith believes that 
the liability to this disease is diminished where the vicissi
tudes of the weather are less abrupt than in this locality ; in 
other words, that the climatic element of causation decreases 
both in more northern and more southern latitudes. 'fhe 
southern part of our union seems to present a place of refuge 
to one threatened with Bright's disease, or to one who has re
covered from its more serious symptoms, and appears to offer 
a residence in which he is less exposed to excited irritation in 
parts of the kidneys which may be unaffected, or which may be 
but plutially diseased. In following the isothermal line of  
600 F.,  we find it  commencing near the northern part of North 
Carolina, running through Chapel Hill and Raleigh, thence 
along the northern part of Georgia, Alabam[1, l\fississippi, Ar. 
kansas, and Texas ; thence crossing the continent and run. 
ning northward on the Pacific coast, north of Sacramento, to 
about 400 of latitude. In conclusion, he says : " It be
hoves all, therefore, who reside in this metropolis during th e 
winter months, to maintain a constantly uniform and normal 
temperature ; an object which can only be attained by 8uita" 
ble diet, warm clothing, and a due attention to the warming 
of apartments." 

- .-. � 
The Iron-clads of' the United Stat es, 

The iron-clad war vessels of the United States Navy now 
number fifty-one vessels of all classes . Most of these, we 
believe, are armed with smooth bore cast iron guns. The 
recent Prussian war has demonstrated, beyond fill question, 
the superiority of cast steel breech-loading ordnance. A 
vessel armed with these might stand out of range of the 
heaviest guns of our iron-clads, and yet drive shot through 
them. The American Government is behind the age in reo 
spect to effective ordnance. It has not yet commenced the 
manufacture of steel breech-loaders. 
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MITCHELL & KESSINGER'S IMPROVED FLOUR BOLT. 

In this improved flour bolt, a soft cotton cord, A, or a cord 
of other suitable flex.ible material, is extended lengthwise 
over the reel and fastened to coiled springs, B.  On each end 
of the reel, or around the middle of the reel, are placed 
ratchet bandr" C, over which the cord passes and straps down 
upon each section of the reel , one or more times, as it re
volves, Auxiliary cords, D, are attached to the eyes of the 
springs, B, and are also attached to the principal cord, A, in· 
side of the end ratchet uars, as shown. 

'rhis simple device can ue attached to any reel at trifling 
cost, ano , it is claimed, it secures important advantages, viz. : 
it keeps each section of the reel clear as it is presented to the 
rolling flour, and adds much to the capacity in bolting when 
the wheat is damp. It prevents beards and oat husks from 
sticking intq, the cloth to its injury, and preserves it from the 
ravages of moths. It is well known that the cleaner the 
cloth is kept, the less liaule it is to be injured . The inven
tion enables the miller to make the turn-out without diffi
culty, which, it is claimed, makes ,a large annual saving, and 
thus to satisfy his customers better. 

The invention has been in use since December, 1868, and 
we have been shown letters from those using it, expressing 
in highest tenns their satisfaction with the operation of the 
device. When grinding in damp weather, and when damp 
and musty wheat are ground, or when grinding new wheat 
IJeiore it has thoroughly dried, the work will, it is claimed, 
bo done with greater ease and profit to the miller. 

The principle of the operation of the device is that of 
whipping the cloth as with a bunch of broom straw. It does 
not j ttr the reel, but simply the cloth of each section, as it reo 
volves. The ratchet bands serve to strengthen the reel, be· 
6ides performing tho office above described. 

The invention was patented May 1 1 , 1869, by Rufus S. 
Mitchell and Geo. Z. Kessinger. For further informatio n  
regarding territorial or mill rights, address Mitchell & Kes· 
singer, Monmouth, ·Warren Co., Ill. 

. .  -. -
Archhnedc a n  Scre,v and Centrifugal P ump . 

At the meeting of the Institution of Civil Engineers (London) 
February 14, Mr. Vignoles, president, in the chair, the first 
paper read was " On the Archimedean Screw for Lifting 
'Water," by Mr. \Vilfred Airy , This communication was in
tended to supply information regarding the best form of the 
Archimedean screw, and its effect when laid at different 
anglos of inclination to the horizon . After suggesting that 
the p revious neglect of this subj ect was probably owing to 
the mathemeiical and practical difficulties attending the con· 
struction of SClews in the ordinary way,-namely, with the 
threads at right angles to the surface of the core,-the 
author stated that he had adopted another principle of form
ing the spiral threads, which would simplify the work of con
struction and produce a more efficient machine. This was to 
make the spiral threads on the natural and d evelopable system. 
If an annular piece of card or tin be wrapped upon a cylindri. 
cal core, having its edge retained in a shallow spiral groove 
on the surface of the core, it would naturally take up a fixed 
and detorrrdnate position, not at right angles to the surface 
of the core, but inclined to it, and inclined to it at an angle 
depending only upon the inelination of the spiral groove on 
tho core. The core could only be constructed approximately 
by using it great llumber of s�all pieces. 'rho developable 
throads also prodnced a more efficient machine than the 
threads of the usual form, as was shown uy reference to 
t!\bular diagrams. 

Experiments formed the basis of the investigation, and it 
was deduced from them ;-

1. That the quicker the spiral, the flatter must the machine 
be laid to produce its best effect. 

2. Tlw.,t, screws of quick spiral angle, when laid at their 
best angle of inclination, delivered a far greater volume of 
water per revolution than those of slower spiral ang-Ie, when 
laid at their best angle of inclination. 

In the most favorable case, the useful effect of the screw 
appeared at 88 per cent ; and it was concluded that, after 
making- allowance for certain small lo�ses referred to, the 
useful e ffect o f a well constructed screw should not be less 
than 85 per cent. 

Heference was then made, by way of comparison, to other 
maehihes commonly used for low lifts,-namely, suction 
pumps, centrifugal pumps, open Archimedean screws, scoop. 
wheels, chain pumps and Persian wheels ; and the paper con
cluded by pointing out the various advantages of the Archi
medean screw, more particularly as regards its durability , 
simplicity, and useful effect. 

$dtutifit 
The second paper read was on " Centrifugal Pumps," by 

Mr. D. Thomson. The practical rules of construction were 
thus stated : 

1. The arms of the fan were curved backwards, according 
to principles of construction which were explained by dia
grams. The depth of the fan was one fourth of the diameter, 
and the central opening for the admission of the water was 
about nine sb:teenths of the diameter. The space allowed in 
the case round the fan should be of ample dimensions. 

2 .  The best duty was given when tho speed of the periph
ery of the fan exceeded the velocity of a falling body, due to 
the height of the lift, by from 6 ft. to 8 ft. per second. 

3. A fan 12 in. in diameter, and proportioned as described, 
would discharge 1 ,200 gallons of water per minute. 

4. If the diameter of the fan were varied (the speed of the 
periphery and the lift remaining the- same), the delivery of 
water was increased or diminished directly as the square of 
the diameter. 

5. \Vhen a centrifugal pump, properly proportioned, was 
worked by a steam-engine, the duty that might be realised 
ranged from 55 per cent in the smaller sized pumps to 70 
per cent in the larger machines, of the power shown by the 
indicator diagrams . 

- .�. -
G. K. PROCTOR'S IMPROVED TREADLE MOTION. 

This improvement is designed to render a double treadle 
motion, having no dead point, applicable not only to new 
sewing machines of all kinds, but to such as are already in 
use. 

As will be seen, it is a double crank, of which our engrav
ing shows only one form, but which is modified without 
change of principle, to adapt it to other methods of attach
ment. 

In the form shown, the attachment of the crank is made by 
set screws, to the hub of the wheel, and by a slot to the 
old crank wrist on the fly wheeL The two crank arms, A 
and B, "Fig. 2, are set at right angles with each other, which 
obviates the possibility of both crank wrists being on the 
ccnter at once, and allows the wheel to be started when in 
any position. The treadles act independently of each other, as 
will be understood without further explanation. 

On machines where the crank is formed on a shaft passing 
from end to end of the machine, instead of being attached 
directly to and forming part of the fly wheel, the double 
crank is attached by set screws . 

In this way the inventor provides for the applicati.)n to 
all machines of a double treadle motion, placing the machines 
entirely under control of the foot, leaving the hands free to 
work, making it easy to run tte machine at high or low 

speeds, and giving more natural motion to the muscles, so 
that less fatigue is sustained by the operator. A stop mo· 
tion, not $hown, has also been provided, so that the macltine 
cannot be started the wrong way. This can bo used with or 
without the form of treadle movement illustrated. 

Patented, March 7, 1871, through the Scientific American 
Patent Agency, by G. K. Proctor, whom address for rights or 
other infonnation, 206 Essex street, Salem, Mass. 

_ .... -
Tile Crystals Co und In Plants. 

It has been proven by the microscopic examinations of dis 
tinguisheu naturalists, says the American Joul'nal of Micro
scoPlJ, that salinG sub;;tances are spontaneously crystallized 
within the cellB of plants, the crystals having been found ex 

Fig1 

Fig:2. 

isting i n  infinite numbers throughout the bark, wood, a,ml 
leaves of a great variety of trees and shrubs.  

Prof. Bailey. of ·West Point, lirst called attention to this 
subject. He observed the crystals in the ashes of tho hick_ 
ory ; afterwards he examined the bark previous to its being 
subjected to th e action of firo. 

vVhen the bark of the hickory is illuminated by the rays 
of the sun, numerous glittering particles are seen. An exaUl· 
ination proves them to be crystals, for when thin layers of 
bark or sections of wood are viewed by a microscope, the 
crystals are detected imbedded in their natural position . 

They are, however, better seen by scraping the bark upon 
It plate of glass, upon moistening which with the breath, the 
crystals are made to adhere to the surface, while the woody 
particles are readily blown oJI: When placed under a micro
scope, the glittering atoms then appear as beautiful transpar_ 
ent crystals, having the forms shown in figure 1 .  

These crystals are identical in every particulttr with the 
polygonal bodies found in the ashes of hickory. Prof. Bltiley 
examined the wood and bark of nearly �vcry indigenous and 
foreign tree.  and with the same result. Even in the densest 
woods. such as mahogany and lignum vitro, the crystals may 
be found by scraping the wood into a watching glass filled 
with water, picking out the woody particles and then exam· 
ining the residue. 'fhe crystals are likewise detached, in the 
minute particles that fall from worm-eaten wood, sawdLlst 
and in the finer particles of ground dye woods. This shows 
that even the finely ground medicinal barks, woods, etc., 
used by the pharmaceutist, may be examined successfully for 
the crystals peculiar to them. 

It only remains for scientific men who desire to advanco 
the interests of the profession of m edicine, to examine all the 
medicinal vegetable substances, and ascertain the peculiar 
crystals belonging to each. Then, if these crystals are de· 
lineated and appended to our works on Medical 13otany, Phar_ 
macology, and even to Dispensatories, a great and vractical ad, 
vance in our knowledge of the purity of drugs would result. 

\Vhen thin layers of the bark of the poplar are moistened . 
and examined by the microscope, the arrangement of crystals 
appears like an elegant piece of mosaic work , the crystals ill 
the cells of the bark being either simple or compound, as 
shown in Fig. 2 : 

If we wish, for example, to satisfy ourselves whether a 
given specimon of pulverized Peruvian bark is adulterated or 
not, wc first examine a thin layer of the perfect b'll'k by the 
microscope, !tnd ascertain the exact appearanc() of  the nystals 
therein. Then we place some of the Jincly g-ro llnd bark under 
the instrument, and see if the crystals, or all of them, httve 
the same appearancc. If tho crystals in the p lllvcrizcLl uark 

be identical with those in the perfect specimen, wo Illay ,Ie 
cide the former to be g'enlline . If other crystals be found, 
the testimony is strongly in hvor of ad ulteration. 

This test, together with another which consists in the 
identification of tho ultimate structure of the wood or bark , 
will enable us at all times to avoid imposition and the 11150 of 
worthless dru.gs. 

- .-. -
L icensing Drug'gists' Clerk s .  

A recent law, relative to the sale of drugs in New York city, 
is as follows : 

The Mayor is directed to appoirft, �fore the 1st of June, a 
board, consisting of one skilled pharrnaceutist, .Q,!lC practical 
druggist, and two regular physicians, to hold omce during 
the pleasure of the Mayor. These shan cl_ a practical 
druggist as secretary. ,*le uoard shall examme and license 
all druggists, and clerks now employed, or�eafter to be em
ployed, as clerks in drug stores. At the ' expiration o f  six 
months from the organization of the above'·· board, any Ull· 
licensed person who oha11 make up a physician's prescription 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemem�"lthd shall be liable 
to a fine of not more than $500, or imprisonment not more 
than six months, or both. 'fhe sala"ry of the members of the 
board shall be fixed by the Board of Supervisors, but shall 
not exceed $2,.'500 per annum . 

© 1871 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.
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1 he Editors are not responsible for the opinions ''''pres8ed bU their Cor ·  
'l'et1Jondents. 

Filling the I.sues of Turbines. 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-It is a well established fact that all 
good turbines possess the quality of working with filled 
issues ; that i3, the veins of water which they discharge are 
no less thau the issues themselves ;  and it is plain that, if 
they are not filled, there cau be no reactiou, as there can be 
uo pressure within a wheel which has the outlet so large 
that the entering water can escape without even touching all 
the surface of the bsue or exit. 

It is difficult to understand how port gate wheels can de
rive their power from anything but direct action of the 
water against the buckets, in the same way as the old un· 
dershot or fl utter wheel gets its power. It is simply impos· 
sible that they should derive any power from reaction. 

Reaction alon� can be shown capable of giving 100 per 
cent effective power, thus : Suppose that the wheel's issues 
measure 144 square inches, and that the head is 10 feet, and 
the velocity through the issues 20 feet per second ; now, since 
the iiisues are to move only as fast as the water is discharged 
(which simply means that the issues are to move, and not the 
water) 20 cubic feet per second will be discharged, and 
20 x 62�=1,250 pounds, falling 10 feet=22'7·horse power. 
This is the entire power of the water discharged. The con· 
stant pressure on the line of issue is 144 X 4'33 (the pressure 
per square inch)�623'5 pounds moving 20 feet per second _ 
22·7·horse power as before ; consequently the effect is equal 
to the power applied. This .is v�ry evident, and simple 
enough, but in carrying out this theory there are certain 
conditions to be complied with, to aid in explaining which, 
I give the following diagram of a turbine : a a a are the 
guides, and b b b the buckets ; the lines, c d and m n, 
the guide and wheel issues respectively. The numerous 
broken curved lhtes show the direction of the water, as it 

passes through the wheel, when it (the wheel) is in motion. 
Now, it will be observed that the four following conditions 
are essential : 1. A pressure on the plane of issue equal to 
that due the head. This is approximated by having the 
inlet larger than the outlet, and is also aided by complying 
with the thi rd condition. 2. Making the plane or line of 
issue at right angles to the plane of tbe wheel's rotation. 
Thus the first furniRhes the propelling force, and the second 
gives it the right direction. 3. There must be no retarding 
force, consequently the buckets must be so shaped as to en· 
ter and pass, through the column of water, from the guides, 
" endwise," or without obstructing the water or being ob· 
structed or retarded thereby ; thus allowing the water to 
pass in a solid column downwards, with the mere thickness 
of the buckets separating one vein from another. This is 
easily accomplished when the relative velocities of water 
and buckets are considered. Also, all that part of the out· 
lIide of the buckets from m to n must not be touched by the 
water, or, at least, no pressure must be exerted ag-ainst it. 
This is accomplished by making a rather short turn or angle 
at m, and drawing that part of the buckets above it, so as to 
require a slightly faster downward motion of the water to 
this point than after passing it. This bend also locates the 
plane of issue nearer the desired position, as it is thus made 
nearer at right angles to that of the wheel's rotation. 

Thus far we have secured the propelling force, and 
avoided retarding forces ; and it only remains to see that the 
water is discharged no faster than the issues move. This is 
the fourth condition, and one that has been the cause of a 
vast deal of trouble and disappointment. Yet it is accom· 
plished by the very simple expedient of locating the relative 
position, or distance asunder, of the gui d e  and wheel issues, 
as is required by the natural motion of the water in passing 
from one to the other. 

The simple fact is : That as the water issues from the 
guides, it has a certain intensity of force in a direct forward 
iine, but is also, from the instant of leaving the guide issue, 
Opposed and deflected from that course towards the wheel 
issues, by virtue of the law, that fluids under pressure tend 
towards the issue or outlet. The resultant is a certain 
curve, of uniform and quite short radiub, �o much so that 
it has been found nece;liary to limit the di�tance apart of 
guide and wh,eel issues to about four inches, as it has been 
determined that, in this distance, the direction of the water 
will have be�hanged so much as to then be passing direct· 
ly across the p .ane of the wheel's .atation, or parallel with 
that of the issue��hich, it is obvious, must be the case in or· 
der to fulfil this condition. 

I have thus briefly stated the requirements of a successful 
turbine, but I do not mean to be understood as saying that 
any of these condit1ons, except the last, can be exactly com
plied with ; but they can be very closely approximated. For 
instance, it is scarcely possible that the pressure within the 
wheel, and consequently on the plane of issue, can equal that 
due the head, but it is very far from being equal to that due 
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one half the head, as has been attempted to be proves' by 
discharginl\' water through two equal orifices, first from one 
vessel into another, and then into the open air. Such illus· 
trations are not applicable to the turbine, inasmuch as the 
veins from the guides, being arrested and deflected as they 
are, would offer apparently an increased resistance rather 
than otherwise. 

As to the direction of the propelling force . very little loss 
can arise therefrom ; and as to retarding forces, the mere 
thickness of the buckets is about all the resistance. By far 
the most important point, is " filling the issues and yet dis· 
charging water no faster than they move," for without this, 
all the other conditions must certainly be violated. 

I have shown in the diagram a deep and improper bucket, 
B, in which the issue is so far removed from the guide issues 
that the water has, as shown, commenced to move in a back· 
ward direction ; consequently the issues would not be filled 
without discharging water faster than they moved, and con· 
sequently not at all, unless the area of guides were very 
much the largest. 

It will be observed that the whole foundation of the prin· 
ciple which I have attempted to explain, rests upon the ques· 
tion : What time and distance traversed will be occupied in 
changing the direction of matter when acted upon in different 
directions (constantly or continuously) by forces), the direc
tion and relative intensity of which is known ? A particle of 
wate� moving in any direction cannot change that direction in 
" no time '" and " no distance." 

I have stated tire distance which I find it to be, in the case 
of a turbine, and now leave the mathematical Ilolution of 
this solution of this question to abler minds.  

Boyd, Mo. J. B. REYMAN. 

_ .... . 
The Coming Steam Plow. 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-After plowing all day, I took up the 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, and as my eye glanced over the 
pages, it fastened on your notice of Mr. Greeley's book dedi· 
cated to the first man who will make a steam ploW, etc. 

First. The coming steam plow will not really be a ploW, 
but, as Mr. Greeley says, a machine to pul verize the ground ; 
and I think inventors have been mistaken in confining their 
attention so rigidly to improving simply an engine to draw 
plows. Why ? A traction engine must have so much weight 
that it can but leave the ground in a poor condition through 
the pressure of the wheels, and I cannot see how a stationary 
engine can finish its work by plowing the ground it occu· 
pies. 

Secondly. It is a very unwieldy, costly piece of machinery, 
which last is true of all steam plows yet made, though not 
the strongest objection. Yet the price, even if they worked 
to satisfaction, would place the steam plow beyond the 
means of any but a prince. 

Thirdly. We do not want two feet of soil turned upside 
down, but we want it broken up, pulverized ; the coming 
machine must do this to meet the want. I have an idea of 
what this machine must be, but as I am no mechanic, I shall 
not be likely to realize it. The principal parts of it are, a 
moderately light traction engine, and a system of pointed 
daggers or arms behind said ' engine, and operated by it, 
striking into the ground, and throwing the earth back· 
wards, which, by reaction, will move the machine on to ano· 
ther stroke. By this means, the action of the machine will 
move it on, instead of drawing it back, as formerly ; conse· 
fluently, it will need much less traction, and less weight of 
machine. Being portable, it will be convenient. 

Hoping that the coming steam plow will soon be on hand, 
I subscribe myself, A. W. JOHNSON. 

Lower Providence, Pa. 
- - -

Coal as a Building Material. 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-In a late number of your paper you 
have a very instructive article on artificial stone, known as 
Mton, showing not only the 'Way of making it, but the uses to 
which it has been and can bd applied as a building material, 
with a well grounded opinion that it will be used as the 
best Bubstitute for the ordinary stone for bmlding purposes. 
You have not mentioned the modern or recent rival of both 
stone and beton, found in the admixture of coal dust, or small 
particles of coal, and silicate of soda (water glass), treated in 
the same way, or nearly so, as you have described the treat· 
ment of beton, to make it fit for building purposes. In it 
we have not only a building material equal to beton, but an 
excellent article of fuel, which burns without smoke or 
smell, and leaves neither clinker nor ash. In tlte neighbor. 
hood of the coal mines, where lumber is scarce, and bricks 
too costly, blocks or bricks of this coal dust, now worthless, 
could be made, and houses equally as strong and lasting as 
those built of stone or beton could be erected for a mere trifle. 
By another article in the same number, it appears that one 
half of the coal mined is waste or worthless, but this mate· 
rial could be made use of, far more cheaply than the beton 
you so favorably describe. W. J. DERMODY. 

Washington, D. C. 
[If this building material will burn as stated, it would 

scarcely do for city building-,-EDs. 
- .... -. 

Popular E rrors Regarding the Watch . 

MERSRS. EDITORS :-1 am very glad Mr. Alvin Lawrence 
and myself are not likely to have any controversy on the sub· 
ject of " popular errors regarding the compensation balance." 
His own statement of facts in anaWer to mv communication 
on that subject, leaves the matter just as i stated it to be. 
Unadjusted compensation balances, solid (uncut) or cut open, 
are good for nothing in compensating for variation by changes 
of temperature, or, as his friend quaintly expresses, " ar'n't 
worth shucks " ;  and Mr. L. naively confesses, that when he 

buys them unadjusted, he is obliged to cut them and adjust 
them in his testing apparatus. With the adjusted ones I find 
no fault"and Mr. Lawrence's certificate of adjustment, accom· 
panying a watch, should be as much respected as any manu· 
facturer's, for he can adjust a balance, undoubtedly. 

What I complain of is t. e flooding the market with unad· 
justed balances and imitations, that dishonest-no, I mean 
ignorant-dealers palm off on the credulous public, to the 
serious detriment of those who desire honorable and honest 
treatment. 

Mr. L. says he has found watches, guaranteed by responsi. 
ble and respectable makers as adjusted, that are not so. Very 
likely ; but does he know how many " bunglers " have had 
the handling of them since these certificates Were given ? So 
he may have found many not profes;;edly adjusted that were 
so by accident ; for expansion balances that are designed to 
be capable of adj ustment are at first constructed as near per· 
feet as it is possible to make them ; and many such happen 
to be just right without further attention : but those that are 
just wrong must go through the " freeze and thaw " process. 

I must say in cenclusion, that the whole tenor of Mr. Law· 
rence's answer corroborates my former statement, that all ex· 
pansion balances not adjusted are useless, except as a snare 
to catch ignorant customers . R. COWLES. 

Cleveland, Ohio. 
_ .•. -

A Voice from Texas on TeJnp erllnce. 

MESSRS. EDI'rORs :-Your valuable journal has had for 
many years, in this city, a number of constant readers and 
subscribers. Besides matters of most important scientific in· 
formation, other subj ects, no less interesting. arc found in 
every issue. 

That advertisement of " A Friend to Humanity," relative 
to the extirpation of a fruitful source of evil, crime, and 
general demoralization-the parent of 90 per cent of all the 
trouble in the civil ized world, to wit, the legalizing of a Ie· 
tail traffic in intoxicating liquors-has attracted attention. 
The invention of a practical plan-call it machine or engine
to accomplish the desired result, would overshadow, in real 
value, all the inventions, ever illustrated in your publications, 
put together. 

How would this do for the specificBtions of a plan ? namely : 
Educate the girls to a horror and detestation of, and never· 
ending opposition to, the liquor traffic and habitnal use of 
intoxicating drinks. Let this principle be inculcated in every 
public and private school, and at the lap of every mother in 
the land. Good results would, although slow, be effective 
alld permanent. HUMANITY. 

San Antonio, Texas. 
_ .•. -

Effect of C old upo n  Iron and Steel . 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-In relation to articles with the above 
heading, before the experimenter establishes as a fact that 
cold cannot cause tires on wheels to break, allow me to say 
that that will never do ! 

I admit that iron will endure as much (if not more) steady 
pressure, without breaking or bending, when frozen as it will 
when in moderate temperature, but it will not stand a sudden 
shock as well, for this very simple reason, namely : Iron will 
break when forced to stretch more, or quicker, than its 
capacity (bending a bar of iron is evidently stretching one 
side of it, and pressing the other side closer) and it m1,lst be 
just as true that the more frozen iron is, the less it is capable 
of expanding, and of expanding quickly, as it is indisputable 
that, the warmer it is, the more and the quicker it can be 
made to expand. Who can deny that FACT ? 

. ,e _ 
A S uggestion Regardln� Lamps. 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-1 noticed in a recent number of the 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, two or three communications on the 
subject of the explosion of lamps, and the shortness of the 
tube was noticed as one cause. I have been using for some 
time a. " student lamp " burner on a common glass lamp. As 
the burner is over two inches long, there is no danger of the 
flame running down into the lamp ; and the wick itself does 
not have to be moved, except when it is trimmed. As the 
flame is circular, it gives a much stronger light than the com· 
mon flat flames. F. P. MANN. 

Princeton, N. J. 
- '.' -

Seed Drill . 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-1 noticed, in the SCIENTIFIC AMERI· 

CAN, April 1, 1871, that an Englishman claims to have in· 
vented a seed drill that will drop a given or desired number 
of seeds, at such distances as are required. If he has, he has 
conferred a great boon on his countrymen, as well as a for· 
tune on himself. And, in fact, the greatest objection to rais· 
ing root crops in this country is the. labor of thinning, and 
the expense attending it. Why can't an American invent 
one ? In view of the coming cultivation of the sugar beet, 
and the great increase of root crops con seq uent to such an 
invention, there is a fortune in it to the inventor, who will, 
moreover, be a public benefactor. C. R. M. 

Johnson Town P. O., Va. 
- .�. -

A NEW CITY RAILWAY has lately been opened in Brooklyn, 
N. Y., five miles in length, from Fulton Ferry to Greenwood. 
Each car carries fourteen passengers, and is constructed in 
the most approved manner. The driver acts as conductor, 
the fares being deposited in a patent cash box ; the car door 
is opened and Closed by the driver, by means of cords. 

- '- -
THE Boston Post is authority for the report that the New 

Jersey watering places are rapidly filling up with mosquitoes, 
and never before wel:e they 1'10 thoroughly organized and con· 
fident of success. 
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Ne,v Zealand Flax \Phormiulll Tenax. 1 

The plant grows, says Mr. A. M. Southworth, in the Rural 
Houth Carolinian, in almost every variety of soil, from the 

rich mud and clny along the banks and at the mouths of 

rivers and lagoons, in the soil of the valleys and plains, on the 

tops and sides of many of the hills, and all along the seashore 

close to high water mark, among clean white sand. I think 

that the soil along the banks of our Southern rivers is admir

ably adapted for its growth, and that it would flourish among 
the low lands and islands along the coast. 

It grows in bnnches, two leaves starting first ; and when 

about a foot high, they are about an inch wide, d{)uble, and 
one clasping the oth�r ; these spread apart and two more 
come up inside, and so they keep increasing and side shoots 
starting, and get to be a large bunch from four to six feet 
across, with leaves from six to nine feet long and even long

er. 
There is a quantity of gum in the leaves, and some free 

gum in the fold of the two halves toward the bottom. This 
gum is now used in England to make " safety envelopes," a� 
no steaming or soaking will open them. There is a large 

quantity of honey in th� blossoms. The stalks are very light 
and pithy, and are used by the natives to make their canoes 

more buoyant, by binding bundles along the sides. 
These stalks , Ilplit or chopped fine, if used in stuffing the 

furniture of vessels and steamers, would make each piece a 
life buoy. The leaves, cut green from the bush and split to 
the proper size, serve a great variety of purposes, as strings 
and small ropes ;- they are woven into sacks and baskets, 
nets and mats ; the l atter are stronger and more durable than 
those brought from China. A few pieces of a leaf steeped in 
hot water will raise yeast like hops ; and it has been suggest

ed , by Dr. Hector, that the latter principle in the leaf can be 
applied to the manufacture of beer. 

The people of New Zealand have long been aware of the 
plant growing wild so abundantly around them , but it is only 
within the-last few years that machinery has been invented 
to work it to advantage. The principle in the several ma
chines u sell is the same. The leaves are cut green and fed to 
the dresser, which consists of two rollers, one smooth and one 
grooved . These are about two inches in diameter, and 
feed the leave,; to the beater, a cast iron cylinder a foot in 
diameter and six inches across, with steel bars half-square, 
l3et diagonally across its surface. This drum revolves very 
rapidly and the bILrs strike the leaf and knock the fleshy 
substance from it and leave the fibers hanging below. This 
is washed and bleached and then scutched, when it brings in 
the English market from two hundred to three hundred dol 
lars per ton. It is estimated that an acre of good flax land 
will yield from twelve to fifteen tons of green leaves and two 
tons of dressed fiber There is no particular season in which 
it must be harvested, but in New Zealand the mills run the 
year round. In England, there is machinery which still 
further improves the value of the fiber. I have seen ropes 
made from it aboard several American vessels, and the cap
tains expressed a very high opinion of it, and wished to see 
it introduced into the United States. Capt. Friend, of the 
Barkentine Adele, of San Francisco, informed me he had 
130me canvas made from it, which he obtained in Melbourne, 
Aus. Once successfully growing in the country, and witl, 
American enterprise and ingenuity Learing upon the manu
facture, I think there is no plant that will so add to the 
wealth and prosperity of the country. 

_ . • .  -
Vision oC 1 900. 

Can any one realize the exceedingly probable fact that iT: 
1900-only twenty-nine years from now-the population of 
the United States will number 75,000,000 of, we trust, free 
and independent citizens ? Yet, says the E'cening Mail, Mr_ 
Samuel F. Huggles proves that this will be the case, without 
making allowance for annexations, l'\ orth and South, that 
will certainly come about, Mr. Sumner and all others to the 
contrary notwithstanding. He shows the reasons for hb 
prophecy in figures, and although the old saw that ·,  fignres 
won't lie " is the most unveracious of proverbs, Mr. Huggles' 
figures have acquired a reputation of their own, and a good 
one at that. For the past thirty or forty years, he has been 
figuring about our internal and domestic commerce ; and 
although he has often been accused of romancing in figures, 
the facts have always . sustained his predictions. When, 
-therefore, the ablest, most e:x:perienced and most trust worthy 
statistician now living, tells us Jllat we shall llave a popula
tion of 75,000,000 in 1900, the younger part of the present 
generation may as well consider what awaits them in their 
maturity and old age. 

Seventy-five millions of people in the United States implies 

the settlement of the entire South and West by as dense
' 

a 
population as that of Massachu;:;etts ; the reclamation of the 

arid wastes of the great Plains by irrigation ; the develop
ment of states as strong as Ohio, Indiana and Illinois along 
the Hocky mountains ; the settlement of the U lah Basin by 
four or five millions of agricultural and pastoral people ;  the 
development of a tier of agricultural states along our north
ern border, fr(\m Lake Superior to the Pacific, as populous 
and prosperous as Missouri and Minnesota ; the growth of 
of th� Pacific states into commonwealths as rich and popu
lous as New York and Pennsylvania. It means that New 
York will cover the whole of Manhattan Island with a popu
lation of at least two millions, to say nothing of the outlying 
suburbs in New Jersey and across the East Hiver ; that Chi
cago and St. Louis will each become as large cities in fact, aE 
they are now in their own estimation, and that San Francisco 
will have half a million o f  inhabitants. The national jebt 
wil l  have become a tradition, and it will be difficult to under
stand how it was ever hard to raise three or four hundred 
millions a year by taxation. Such are the glowing vi�ions 
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which are excited by the prosaic and careful figures of Mr. 
Huggles . If any of our readers are unduly " Bearish " in 
their tendencies and inclined to get the blues over our future, 
we advise them to indulge in the line of speculation suggest
ed by his striking statistics, and carry our predictions more 
into details . 

- - -
F acts in the N atural History of" the Hone y Bee. 

There are three classes of bees in a hive, the 'Yorker Queen 
and Drone. 

Queens are raised by peculiar food and treatment from eggs 
that would otherwise produce workers. 

The worker is an undeveloped female. Workers in the 
the absence of a queen sometimes lay eggs. These invaria
bly produce drones.  

The queen lives from two to five years. The worker lives 
two or three months in the working season, and from sbe to 
eight during the season of rest. 

The queen is perfected in fifteen or sixteen days from the 
egg, the worker in twenty to twenty-one, and the drone in 
twenty-four. 

The queen usually commences laying from seven to twelve 
days :.fter leaving the cell, ami is capable of laying from two 
to three thousand eggs in a day. 

The impregnation of the queen always takes place outside 
the hive, on the wing, and generally the fourth or fifth day 
after leaving the cell. Excepting in rare cases, one impr!'g
-nation answers for life. The drone she has mated with dies 
immediately. 

The eggs of an unimpregnated queen produce nothing but 
drones ; and it is generally conceded that impregnation does 
not affect her progeny ; consequently, the male progeny of a 
pure Italian queen is pure, without regard to the drone she 
has mated with. 

The queen and worker are provided with stings ; but while 
the latter will use it upon any provocation , the former will 
onl y use it upon her own rank. The drones have no 
stings. 

One queen, as a rule, is all that is tolerated in a hive ; but 
previous to throwing off " after swarms," two or more queens 
are permitted in the same hive for a short time ; but the 
extra ones are soon disposed of. In case of superseding a 
queen, the old one is preserved until the new one is fitted to 
take her place. Queens have a deadly hatred for each other 
and will destroy, if permitted, all queen larvre or cells in the 
hive, and will fight each other until there is but one living 
one left. 

A frightened !Jee, or one filled with honey, is not disposed 
to sting. _ 

A good swarm contains about twenty thousand bees. 
A strong or medium hive, with a good laying queen, is 

never seriously troubled with the moth worm ; but a hiv� 
without a queen or the means of raising one is sure to be 
taken by th m. 

Bees recognize each other by their scent . 

The first one or two weeks of the young bee's life iJl spent 
in,ide the hive, as nurse or wax worker. 

The range of a bee's flight for food is generally within two 
or three miles ; much greater range is of but little benefit to 
them. 

- .- -

Manuf'acture oC PIg Iro n  in EurGpe. 

The process of improvement in the iron manufacture is 
rapid and unceasing. New sources for supplies of ore are 
being diligently sought out, and new processes for cheapen

ing the conversion of the ore into metal, or for improving 
the quality of the iron are being diligently prosecuted. Al
ready iron ores of superior quality are being brought from 
Bilboa, in the north of Spain, and from Marabello, neal' 

Gibraltar ; and during the last month, letters from the north 
of Ireland announce the energetic prosecution of iron mining 
in that district, primarily for sale to iron manufacturers in 
England, but with the intention of eventually erecting blast 
furnaces on the spot ; for, although the coal will req llire to 
be imported to work such furnaces, yet, se'ling that it re
quires two tuns of the best ore, to make one tun of iron, and 
only one tun of coal, it is believed that it will be found more 
profitable to import the coal than to export the ore. This 
announced intention corroborates the view already put forth, 
that the iron manufacture is in a state of transition, which 
suggests and imp'ies grave issues. For if the coal be hence
forth brougJlt to the ore, instead of the ore to the coal, the 
locality of the manufacture will be changed in many cases, 
and existing works must in some instances be shut up. 

In the north of Ireland there are extensive deposits 0 f 
iron ores, extending along the shore from Carrick fergus to 
the Giant's Causeway, and some of these ores are hematites 
containing 55 per cent of iron. Upwards of 80,000 tuns of 
ore were shipped to England and Wales during the past 
year. But this is only a small beginning, and the trade will, 
no doubt, rapidly expand. In other parts of Ireland there 
are ferruginous deposits which may be found of still greater 
eligibility; and in SO\llersetshire and other parts of the south 
of England valuable ores are being worked, some of which 
produce speigeleisen, which is added to the decarbonized pig 
for the production of Bessemer steel. The existing process 
for puddling iron is expensive and laborious, and many pro
jects have been propounded for superseding it. But it is the 
only method yet known whereby phosphorus and sulphur 
can be removed from the iron, and therefore the only method 
in use for decarbcmizing the pig yielded by the large class of 
orelil contaminated with those substances. 

Sherman's method of purifying the iron by the introduc
tion of a small dose of iodine, and Henderson's, by introduc
ing powd9red fluor spar, mixed with o:x:ide of iron, as a floor 

to the puddling furnace, have be,om favorably spoken of ; but 
their success cannot be said to be assured. By Heaton's plan 
of making wrought iron from pig, a certain quantity of ni
trate of soda was introduced into a vessel, and was covered 
over with a perforated iron plate. Molten iron was then 
poured into the vessel, and in a short time the oxygen, ex
pelled from the salt by the heat, boiled up through the 
metal and decarbonized it, reducing it to the condition of a 
pasty mass, which was afterwards rolled. Mr. Menelaus, of 
Dowlais, used a rotating puddlir g  furnacfl, which , however, 
did not in all respects answer his expectation ; and not one 
of the plans for superseding puddling has yet been sufficient

ly succes"ful to come into general use. Nevertheless there 
appears little reason to doubt that that this great desidera
tum will be r'lached in a little time. Just, however, in the 
proportion in which the operations of the iron manufacture 
are abbreviated and cheapened by the employment of more 
compendious meth{)ds, and ]:>y reducing the present waste of 
heat, will the relations of the existing ironworks be affected, 
as the selection of localities which yield cheap coals will 
cease to be the most prominent necessity of the manufac
ture. On the whole, it appears probable that the iron trade 
will �hift its localities, as the copper trade has ulready done ; 
and it will migrate to situations in which cheap and good 
orcs are found,or to seaports which, with cheap coal, combines 
the advantage of cheap freight for ores from other places. 

The iron trade of South Wales has uheady received a 
severe shake by the rise of a competing industry in the 
north of England. Its copper trade, once so profitable, is 
almost extinct ; and it will require great care and circum
spection on the part of mineral owners and manufacturers to 
prevent the iron trade from following a similar course. 

Meanwhile the race of improvements in pig iron suggests 
but one course, and that an imperative one, to consumers, 
ramely, that they must not localize, but extend their demand 
all over the producing world, and test by practical experi
ence and pecuniary confirmation which qualities of iron �uit 
them best. The demaud for pigs for America never was 

larger than at this moment, and as they can be laid down in 
New York and Boston at $25 to $26 gold per tun of 2,240 
pounds (all costs and duty paid), that demand is likely to 
continue.-Alex. H. JIacrcte, 

. 1 _ . •  
Base Ball. 

Some idea of the popularity of this excellent out-door 
amusement, may be gathered from the foll " wing report of 
the manufacture of base balls and bats, which we find in the 
New York Times: 

No less than sixteen kinds of balls are in use, from the 
regulation ball to the children's or fancy ball, and prices vary 
from $18 to 85 cents a dozen. Some half dO:<len regular man
ufactories of base balls alone, exist in this city, the largest 
producing just now seventy fi ve dozen balls per diem. 'l'he 
town of Natick, however, in Massuchusetts . is the greatest 
ball manufactOry perhaps in the world, many hundreds of 
people being employed in producing these articles ,  and it is 
not uncommon for houses in this line of b llsilless to order 
thence 6,000 balls at a time. Their manufacture entails no
thing of very special interest, the inside being of wound rub
ber, and the wrapping of woolen yarn, save that the winding 
of the yarn around the ball is principally done by men. One 
would suppose from the nicely shaped spheres women make 
when winding up worsted, they would be most adapted to 
this kind of work, but it seems to req llire a certain amount 
of physical strength which the weaker sex i s  not endowed 
with. The cover of horse hide is put on entirely by women; 
who use a saddler'� needle and saddler's thread. Dark, the 
famous English ball maker, is an artist in hi" way, and, ac
cording to the best authorities, employs thirty five workmen 
all the year round, and uses up one and a half tons of 
worsted, and covers them with the hides of 500 cows and 
oxen. The method of securing the cover to the English ball 
with the triple seam, is superior to the American method. 
This plan is said to have made the fortune of its inventor, 
a certain John Small. 

The total number of balls made and sold in New York is 
immense , one manufacturer alone having supplied 1 62,000 
balls last year. Perhaps the United States will bat to pieces 
half a million of balls this season. Bats form an impor tant 
business alone. They run through a dozen different varie
ties. It sounds somewhat preposterous to think of mills run
ning all the year round, turning out bats. As more bats 
are used than balls, one can form some idea of the enormous 
quantity of material consumed. Orders for all base ball im
plements arc just now at their hight, and the supply is bare

ly up to the demand. 

Improvement In Preserving ',,"ood. 

A recent patent to N-athan H. Thomas, of New Orleans, La:. 
He says : 

My method is the simple process of saturating the wood in 
resin oil, warm or cold, or at any required temperature, ac
cording to the circumstances_ In the event of the wood be

ing of moderate dimensions-thin board, for instance-I apply 
the oil cold ; and for wood of large dimensions I apply the 
oil hot, in either of the above cases, by immersing the wood 
in the oil, or by applying the same to the wood with a brush, 
or in any convenient manner whatever, so that the wood may 
be thoroughly satul Uted with the oil. 

Claim : The application of resin oil, hot or cold, for the 
preservation of wood from decay, and from destruction by 
worms and insects, substantially as described. 

[It is proper for us to state that the pre"ervation of wood by 
boiling the same in resin, under a presslue, is the subj ect of 

a prior patent,  granted some three years ago to another party, 
and that it is an effective method of preservation.-EDs. 
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3 1 0  
Improved Flask GuIde. 

All practical molders are aware of the difficulties in mak
ing castings as true as the pattern, on account of the loose
ness of the guide pins of their flasks. as they are ordinarily 
met with in foundries. If made tight, they stick or bind, 
lind ure apt to j ar the sand out ; and, if loose enough to 
work with freedom, then it is difficult to avoid lop-sided 
castings, bectluse the cope cannot generally be replaced in 
the exact position it occupied before removal for the with· 
dmwal of the pattern. 

The accurate replacing of the cope is secured 
by the improved flask guide herewith illus
tmted ; and as two sides of the pin are str aight, 
except at the point, the cope must ascend or 
descend vertically, while a spring bolt, press
ing against the ttlper side of the pin, keeps it 
forced agt\inst the straight sides. It is claimed 
that this arrangement secures a perfect guide, 
free from any liability to stick, and always 
working freely and accurately. 

The construction and operation of this device 
will be ' more fully understood on reference to 
the engraving, in which A represents the part 
of the device attached to the lower part of the 
fiask ; B, that attached to the upper part of the 
fiask ; C, the guide pin, triangular in form, with 
one side tapering, as shown ; D, a spring.bolt 
bearing against the pin ; and E, the spring that 
exerts the pressure. The guides are made from 
right and left patterns. 

The improvement was patented through the 
Scientific American Patent Agency, April 5, 1870, 
by Thos. S.  Brown, of Poughkeepsie, N.Y., whom 
address for further information. 

L eft-H a ndedness . 

Various attempts -have been made to account 
satisfactorily for the use of the left in preference 
to the right hand in those in whom this peculiar
ity exists, but, according to the Lancet, without 
success. Dr. Pye·Smith takes up the question, 
and, disposing of the theories that left·handedness is to be 
accounted for by transposition of the viscera, as as�erted by 
Von Baer and others, or by an abnormal origin of the pri 
mary branches of the aort,a, proceeds to argue that right
handedness arose from modes of fighting adopted, from being 
found to be followed by the least serious consequences. " If 
11 hundred of our fighting ambidexterous ancestors made the 
step in civilization of in \'"enting a shield, we may suppose 
that half would carry it on the right arm, and fight with 
thc left ; the other half on the left, and fight with the 
right. The latter would certainly, in the long run, escape 
mortal wounds better than the former, and thus a race of 
men who fought with the right hand, would gmdually be 
developed by a process of natural selection." Of course the 
habit once acquired, of using the right h and more than the 
left, would be hereditarily transmitted from parent to child. 

_ .,... -
l"rings' Nc'w Proccss {"or Preparing an(1 Mashing 

Grain in Distilling. 

Mr. Charles H. Frings, of Centreton, Mo., has invented an 
improvement in preparing and mashing grain, of which the 
following is a description, derived from his specification : 

In thi� process the grain is first pulverized, or if of a horny 
consistency, like rice and certain kinds of corn, first steeped 
in an alkaline solution, containing for every bushel of grain 
one to one and a quarter ounce of caustic soda, or an equiva
lent quantity of caustic potash, and water enough to cover 
the grain. 

After having been steeped for several hours, the horny 
parts will be sufficiently loose, and the grain may, after hav
ing been superficially dried, be pulverized. Grain less 
horny is first pulverized, and is then, in a sui !;able sieve or 
apparatus, separated from the larger (horny) parts. These 
are then separately moistened with an alkaline solution, like 
that used for the horny grain, and pulverized, after a few 
hours, when sufficiently dry. 

To extract the proteine from the grain, the latter is steeped 
in another alkaline solution, which contains for every bushel 
of grain one to one and a quarter ounce of caustic soda, or its 
equivalent amount of caustic potash, and for every bushel of 
rice or corn about fifteen, for other grain about twenty, gal
lons of water. 

The grain is stirred in this solution for about fifteen mi
nutes, and then allowed to settle until about five gallons of 
the liquid above the sediment can be drawn for every bushel 
of grain. 'This proteine extract is reserved for fermentation. 

To prevent alkaline reaction, which in the mash promotes 
a disadvantageous formation of lactic acid, the inventor adds 
to the sediment muriatic acid , in such proportion that the 
mash will, after addition of proteine extract, show a sour re
action. '1'his aids in completing the disclosure of starch be
fore saccharization, and promotes, in conjunction with the 
said alkaline bases, the effectivity of the diastase during sac
charization, and the action of the proteine during ferment�
tion. It also improves the quality of the alcohol, prevents 
the formation of acetic acid, and increases, by forming salts, 
in its combination with the soda or potash, the value of the 
slop or swill as fodder. 

From five to six ounces of muriatic acid for every bushel 
of grain, diluted in three times its bulk of water, are, . while 
the sediment is being stirred, added to the same. The mix
ture, after standing about fifteen minutes, is brought to the 
mash tub. The tub should contain sufficient hot water so 
that, after the addition of the grain, thirty gallons will be 
occupied by each bushel. 

$ tittttifit 
For rice and corn, the water in the tub should be about 

212°, for other grain about 180° Fah. Immediately after the 
application of the sediment to the tub, which causes a con
siderable reduction of temperature, one bushel of malt is ad
ded to every one hundred bushels of unmalted grain, for the 
liquefaction of " paste " first formed. The temperature is 
then gradually raised, for rice and corn to 2000,  for other 
grain to 170° Fah., retained for ten or fifteen minutes, then 
quickly reduced to about 145°, and the malt required for sac
charization is ad dod) whereot five bllshel� for every one 

BROWN'S IMPROVED FLASK GUIDE. 
hundred bushels of unmalted grain are required. The tem
perature is now, for about one hour, kept at 142' to 145° ,  after 
which time the process of saccharization is completed. 

The proteine extract taken from the grain Is added to the 
mash when the same has been cooled to about 120 ° .  Fer
mentation is finally effected, after further cooling, by the 
customary addition of yeast, and is completed in about thirty
six or forty hours. 

_ .. ' -
IMPROVED TURBINE WATER WHEEL. 

It has long been recognized as desirable to so construct 
turbines that the b u ckct" and gate might be easily accessible. 
For many nasons such construction adds to the usefulness of 

this class of wheels. On mountain streams apt to be sud
denly flooded by heavy rains, more or less rubbish, like stones, 
sticks, and gmvel, will be carried down, and it is scarcely 
possible to avoid its occasional entrance to the wheel. 'Vhen 
stones thus enter the wheel, should they wedge between the 
buckets and the case, either the wheel will be st?pped or the 

bucket will be broken. 'When the sections arc cast solid to 
the disk of the wheel, as in the old method of making scroll 
turbines, the buckets cannot ordinarily be polished or finished, 
and consequently, by their friction in the water, absorb a 
notable percentage of power over those made with polished 
buckets. If a bucket be broken, it becomes necessary to re-

move an entire section, and supply its place with a new ono, 
causing dolay and expense, especially when the whoel is at a 
long distance from the factory. The gate cannot be removod 
without disconnecting the scroll from the flume, and setting 
the entire wheel out of its usual place. 

These difficulties are removed in the construction of the 
wheel illustrated herewith, and another advantage is gained, 
namely, the power to adj u st the gate so as to compensate 
for wea'!', and prevent leakage and other inconveniences 
attending such wear. 

Another obj ect is secured, namely, the continueq 
reaction of the water after it has left the buckets 
so as to extract as much as possible its available 
dynamic power before its discharge from the wheel. 

These desiderata are secured by making the 
buckets separate and movable, so that they may be 
polished for the purpose of lessening friction, or 
removed without taking the wheel apart ; and pro 
viding a flange or bead upon each bucket, made in 
sections or continuous the whole length of the edge 
of the bucket, the flange fitting into a correspond
ing groove in the disks of the wheel, and secured 
by a screw bolt passing through the disks into the 
fiange or the edge of the bucket. 

The upper portion of the mouth of the Bcroll is 
made so that it can be removed, as shown in the 
engraving, which gives ready access to the gate, 
permitting the latter to be re- moved or adj ustcd 
without disconnecting the wheel from the flume 
The gate is also provided with adjustable strips or 
bars placed on the inside by which compensation for 
wear is secured and leakage prcvented. 

The wheel is made without a hub, and the upper 
and lower disks have formed upon them half domes, 
as many on each disk as the number of buckets in 
the wheel. The domes are of the shape shown in 
the engraving, and their bases receive the water as 
it leaves the buckets, and by their directing power 
compel it to react upon the buckets for a longer 
time than would be the case were they dispensed 
with. 

These improvements were patented April 18, 1871, by 
Elisha P. H. Capron, of Hudson, New York. For further in
formation address the Capron Water Wheel Company, Lock 
Box 138, Hudson, N. Y. 

- ,e _ 
Testing Cor Gold -with Iodine and Bromine. 

W. Skey, in the Ohemical News, gives a method for detect· 
ing small quantities of gold by the use of iodine and bro
mine. Two grammes of roasted quartz sand, which contained 
2 ounces gold to the tun, was shaken up with an equal vol
ume of a tincture of iodine, and a fter the sand had settled to 
the bottom, and the liquid above was clear, a piece of Swed
ish filter paper was immersed in it, and afterwards burned. 
The ash was not white, but purple, and the coloring matter 
was quickly extracted by bromine. One gramme of the 
same gold-bearing quartz was taken and thoroughly mixed 
with other rock, so that the gold did not exceed 2 dwts. per 
tun, and left for two hours with constant stirring. in contact 
with the iodine tincture. A strip of filter paper was then 
immersed five times in the liquid and tried each time, then 
burned and treated with bromine as before, when traces of 
gold were made evident. Hematite ore was mixed with 
gold quartz in such proportions that the gold did not exceed 
0',3 dwt. to the tun, and yet it was easily detected in this 
way . .  By the amalgamation method it is scarcely possible to 
detect gold, even when 100 grammes are put into test, where 
the amount does not exceed 2 dwts. to the tun. �r. Skey's 
process, being easy of execution, offers many advantages 
over the old way of testing for gold. 

- .-. -
Pa ssivity oC Iron, and E lectrolysIs. 

L. Schonn states that, when a piece of iron is tightly fast
ened to a piece of charcoal, care being taken to make the con
tact between the charcoal and well polished iron as perfect 
as possible, and also to immerse both these substances simul
taneously into nitric acid, the iron is not dissolved ; but as 
soon as either the metal or the charcoal is touched, under 
the surface of the acid, with a strongly electropositive metal 
(for instance, zinc), the iron becomes at once active again, 
and is dissolved in the acid with a copious cvolution of gas. 
When some very dilute hydrochloric acid; so weak that it 
h:;,rdly acts upon zinc, is  poured into a platinum basin, and a 
piece of zinc placed in that liquid in metallic contact with 
the platinum, a copious evolution of hydrogen takes place at 
once, precisely on the spot where the zinc, platinum, and 
acid are in contact. If, instead of the very weak acid, an 
aqueous solution of corrosive sublimate be taken, and the 
experiment repeated, metallic .mercury is separated at the 
point of contact between the zinc, platinum and th.e solution. 
The author finally states that, from a series of experiments 
made by him, he has found that all desired electrochemical 
actions can be called forth at pleasure by simply placing 
either two different metals, Of charcoal and metals, in contact 
with a fluid. 

____________ .. ��I ..... H .... -----------
REV. WILLIAM SPEER, D. D. (Ohina and tlie United States) 

says it is amusing to witness the eagerness of the Chine�c 
when, once in many years, a slight snow falls in the winter, 
to gather it into bottles, in which they suppose its precions 
virtues will be preserved after it melts, and be an efficacious 
remedy for fevers. 

- .�. -
THE secrets o f  Nature are the secrets o f  God, and man 

should inquire into them with reverence and without bold-· 
ness. 
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Imp ortance oC AdvertiSing. 

The value of advertising is so well understood by old established business 
firms, that a hint to them is unnecessary ; but to persons establishing a new 
busmcss, or having for sale a new article, 01' wishing to sell a patent, or find 
a manufacturer to work it : upon such a class, we would impress tIle impor· 
tance of advertising. Tile next thing to be considered is the medium 
through which to do it. 

In this matter, discretion is to be used at first ; but expericQ.ce will soon 
determine that papers or magazines having tbc la.rgest circulation among 
the class of persons most likely to be interested in the article for sale, will be the cheapest, and bring the quickest returns. To the manufacturer of all 
kinds of machinery, and to the venders of any new article in the mechanical 
line, we believe there is no other source from which the advertiser can get 
as speedy returns as throngll the advertising columns of the SCIENTIFIC 

AMERICA.N. 

We do not make these suggestions merely to Increase our advertising pat
ronage, but to direct persons how to increase their own business. 

The Scm"'TIFIC AMERICAN has a circulation of from 25,000 to 3U,000 copies 
per week larger than any other paper of its class in the world, and nearly as 
large as the combined circulation of all the other papers of its kind pub 
lislled. 

THE ERIE CANAL. 

When, in 1816, DeWitt Clinton presented his celebrated 
memorial, with one hundr ed thousand names appended, to 
the New York Legislature, asking for an act authorizing the 
construction of the Erie Canal, it is doubtful whether he fore
saw the storm of opposition his proposition would rai se ; and 
when, at last, by his untiring energy, he secured an appro
priation of $5,752,738, and saw the first shovelful of earth 
raised, at Rome, on the succeeding 4th of July, it is probable 
that he realized still less the brilliant future of that-at the 
time-stupendous proj ect. Still less did he foresee that 
scarcely would the work be completed ere a Bew system of 
transportation and traffic, exceeding in rapidity anything the 
world had ever dreamed of, would spring up, and, stretching 
its " steel-shod grooves " parallel with this world-famous ca
nal, rival the latter in carrying power for freights, and totally 
extinguish its passenger traffic. 

Many are still living who have been huddled in the closely 
crowded cabins of the old-time packets, whose sharp prows 
no longer cut the waters of the Erie CanaJ . And some have, 
perchance, had the experience of a trip in a lazy line-boat 
from Albany to Buffalo. 

The writer well recollects such an experience, and can call 
to mind the table supplied with steaks of fresh pork, flanked 
with boiled potatoes, tea and coffee, bread and butter, and 
apple sauce, which formed the standard dinner ; the cabin 
which, the tables being removed, was crowded with sleeping 
berths, the males being separated from the females by a rude 
curtain, and mingling their snores in anything but harmoni
ous concert ; the long drawn cry of " Lock red-d-a-a ! " 
easily heard half a mile away, in the still night air ; the shrill 
cries and screams of impudcnt boy drivers, receiving castiga
tion at the hands of irate captains ; the startling crash of 
pike poles, thrown down upon deck immediately over the 
heads of the passengers, causingthose in the up per berths to 
jump up, half awake, and bump their heads against the deck 
timbers ; the curious sensation of sinking down unfathoma
ble depths, in going through locks ; the early rising in the 
moist, foggy air ; the ablutionS', performed in ways and by 
means indescribable, or, in many cases, left unperformed ; the 
rush to breakfast ; the broiling through the long summer 
day on the deck, the monotony only varied by occasional 
cries of "Bridge-Low Bridge "from the "  steersman," and the 
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general scramble and ducking of heads which, followed, or by 
stale stories and feeble jokes, from the more h\lmorous of the 
passengers, Or perhaps by, what was then frequent, a fight 
between boatmen. These were the charms of travel over the 
Erie Canal, " but all these charms are fled." 

The writer well recollects standing in the village of Canas
tota, filled with wonder at his first sight of a locomotive and 
train, coming on at a speed of perhaps fifteen miles an hour, 
over the Central Railroad, and it was not long after that the 
waters of the Erie practically ceased to carry passengers. 
From that time, destined to be only an artery for the circu
lation of freight, it has been sought to improve its carrying 
capacity. All these movements have been opposed by the 
railroad interest, yet the people at large have seen too clearly 
how much the prosperity of the State has depended, and still 
depends, upon this great work, to allow the defeat of such 
measures. Its capacity has been greatly incrcased by en
largement of its cross section and its locks ; and many at
tempts have been made to give it still greater carrying power, 
by the substitution of steam for horse and mule power in the 
propUlsion of boats, culminating in the bill we published 
last week, offering a prize of $100,000 for the best system of 
propulsion. 

This prize will have the effect of bringing to bear upon 
the problem a vast deal of inventive talent, and if fairly 
awarded, will be quite as likely to be secured by some in
genious farmer's boy in the backwoods, as by a skilled engi
heer, versed in the mysteries of steam engineering. For it 
must be remembere-d that the solution of this problem does 
not depend upon any novel construction of steam engines, 
but upon means not hitherto employed for applying the 
power of motors to the propulsion of these boats, under the 
conditions specified in the law, or upon some radical modifi
cation in means already used, but as yet found defective. It 
is a new path that must be struck out, in which old devices 
will be of little use, except as elements of new combinations ;  
and, we venture to say, there are many undeveloped vVatts 
and Ericssons, who to-day are masters only of few tools and 
rude appliances, huddled together in their fathers' horse
sheds, who would be even more likely. to hit upon something 
new, than men whose minds have become accustomed to run 
in grooves, and who recognize, in the screw and paddle 
wheel, the only practical means of steam propulsion. 

The effect of the prize will be, however, broader than was 
intended by the framers of the hill. Those who attempt the 
solution of the problem will stumb�e upon many inventions 
capable of useful application to other purposes. The con
struction of the canal banks and locks may even undergo 
material change, ere the anticipated system of propulsion 
can be applied. It may even prove that in such a modifica
tion, of the construction of the canal, lies the solution of the 
entire question. But these are things that time only can de
velop. 

In our next issue we propose to resume this subject, per
haps giving more particulars, historical and statistical, of the 
origin and progress of the canal, and following with some ac
count of patents issued on means of canal boat propulsion in 
the United States. 

We shall also be glad to receive contributions from our 
correspondents upon this, now more than ever, important 
subj ect. 

. ..... .  
PIPES FOR DOMESTIC WATER SERVICE, 

There is nothing about which we receive more numerous 
inquiries than water pipes. Most people are getting suspi-
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kind of pipe, above referred to, which has almost become 
stopped by its deposit of mixed oxide, metallic granules, and 
salts, would seem to indicate this, as the water which flowed 
through it has always been regarded as being of ordinary 
purity for drinking and culinary purposes. 

A prominent leader in the Shaker family at New Lebanon 
N. Y.,  assures us that they have not succeeded in the use of 
zinc coated pipes ; and regarding lead with disfavor, thcy are 
meditating a return to the old pump log serviQe, once SQ 
much used in this country. 

We are cognizant of another example, in a town ncar Bos
ton, Mass., where a new house was piped with galvanized 
iron pipes. Sickness soon overtook the family, one of its 
yonng members died, and a post mortem examination re
vealed the presence of salts of zinc in the stomach and other 
organs. Death was directly attributed to the use of these 
pipes. 

Mr. Robert Rawlinson testified, before the commissi on re
ferred to, that galvanizing iron pipes is a:delufion. He said 
" If the pipes are laid in subsoils which will act upon iron, 
the galvanizing affords no protection against that action, and 
there are soils which will rapidly eat away either iron or 
lead. If you examine a galvanized iron pipe under a micro
scope, you will find that it is not an even coating ; it is 
freckled, and there are interstices, oxidation sets up, and 
then the galvanizing is blistered off; it does not improve, 
and, even so far as it does cover it, I doubt very much 
whether it preserves it ; it is not stronger in its texture, and 
it certainly does not last longer ; that is my experience." 

Mr.  Thomas Duncan, engineer of the Liverpool Water 
Works, stated that " the effect of soft water upon iron pipes was 
to produce an infinite number of small tubcrcles ; those have 
grown up, and they proj ect, in many instances, for about 
three quarters of an inch, reducing the diameter of the pipe 
between point and point, one and a half inches, thereby in
creasing the friction_ They form an infinite number of little 
eddies, and it is not only the space they occupy in the pipe, 
but, from my observation, I believe the effects extend much 
further into the interior of the pipe, and disturb the current. 

A method has been recently patented for coating pipes in
ternally by silver alectroplating therein. Water containing 
sulphur would, of course, in time convert such a coating 
into the sulphide of silver ; but this, being insol uble in 
water, would protect the pipes as well as the metallic sil
ver. Should the water contain any alkaline hyposulphites, 
and also free chloride, the silver may be gradually con
verted into a chloride, which, being dissolved by ammonia, 
would, after a time, result in the denudation of the lead . Of 
course, the time required for this action, if it should take 
place, can only be determined by experiment ; but in such 
waters as contain traces of the substances named, such ac
tion would seem likely to result ultimately. It is known 
that silver exposed to an atmosphere containing chlorine will 
gradually blacken from the formation of chloride ; and it is 
probable that this would occur, to some extent, in water pipe 
coated with silver. The cost of the metal will stand in 
the way of using a very thick coating ; and, therefore, any 
chemical action will be more apt to interfere with the eco
nomical application of silver to this purpose. 

In Boston the lined copper pipes are coming into vogue,  
and are pronounced perfectly safe in all respects. The cop
per is tinned before being made into tubes, and the interior 
of the pipe is again tinned when made up. The expense of 
these pipes is about the same as lead pipes of equal strength. 

. . • . -
THE BLOWPIPE AS AN AID TO THE DRlLL IN OP EN cious of lead for this purpose, it having been shown that 

ING SAFES. 
this metal often contaminates the potable waters conveyed 
through pipes made of it. For a time, quite a popular im- The blowpipe, in an attack upon a well constructed safe, is 
pression prevailed that in zinced, or, as commonly called, a powerful auxiliary to the drill, but it cannot be used alone 
galvanized iron pipes, the cheap and safe water conduit for with success. 
for domestic purposes had been found. This is still main- Some experiments with most skillfully constructed appa
tained by some, and it is with a view to throw additional ratus, performed at the Herring safe manufactory, in this 
light upon the subject that the present article is written. city, which we witnessed last week, show that the tem-

There is no doubt, as we have shown in previous articles, per may be drawn, in time, from a steel plate an inch thick , 
that iron pipes, thoroughly coated with zinc, and conveying by the use of the blowpipe, so that the plate may be drilled. 
perfectly pure water, will not contaminate the water to any It may also be burned quite through when operated upon 
appreciable or hurtful degree. Waters containing acids or singly ; but it is difficult to do this with iron plates, which 
free alkalies will, however. speedily become charged with burn less easily, and also conduct heat away from the point 
the oxide or salts of zinc, to a greater or less extent, depend- against which the flame is directed, as rapidly as th,e steel. 
ing upon the character of the water. In some cases, where Spiegeleisen burns with even less facility than ordinary iron. 
there does not appear to be a notable amount of alkalies, The flame directed against the corner of a fragment of 
acids, or salts, the solutions of which dissolve or combine speigelcisen fused it, but, after continu811 action, only pro
with zinc oxide, there is still rapid attack upon the metal. duced a comparatively small amount of the oxide of iron, 
We hav"" a specimen of such a pipe that is nearly filled with which coated the bead formed. The fused metal, on cooling, 
a deposit of metallic origin, resembling mixed metallic zinc was as hard as before. 'l'his material, in fact, depends for 
and red oxide of iron. An analysis of this deposit would be its hardness upon its natural composition, and not upon any 
interesting. Pure water acts more powerfully upon lead 'process of tempering, so that mere melting does not change 
than upon zinc. While the oxide of lead is readily soluble in its character. 
water free from carbonic acid, it is converted into a compara- It would, however, require apparatus not available to bur 
tively insoluble, or difficultly soluble, carbonate, whenever glars to melt a hole in the center of a speigleisen plate. It 
it is exposed to water containing carbonic acid. In experi- follows, therefore, that while iron plates and steel plates may 
ments made by the Government commissions appointed to be successively penetrated by the use of the blo wpipe, as 
examine into the chemical quality of the water supply of practically capable of use in the hands of burglars, the 
London, the extraordinary effect produced by a small quan- speigeleisen plate, which practically resists drilling, defeats 
tity of carbonic acid in thc way described was most particu- the use of the instrument as an adj u nct to the drill. 
larly noted. Pure distilled water placed in contact with lead We have recently held a conversation with Mr. John Dick 
became highly poisonous, while that containing three per inson, of 65 Nassau street, New York, manufacturcr of cal 
cent of its volume of carbonic acid remained safe. They de- bon points for drlUs, etc., who assures us that those points 
cided that sufficient carbonic acid is usually found in well , will not drill speigeleisen, except by the use of appliances 
river, and spring waters, to render lead pipes a safe means for obtaining speed, which cannot be used by burglars, and 
for conducting them. that to drill it at all would be a work of so much time as to 

Notwithstanding this, they admit that, from causes little prevent its adoption for safe-breaking. 
understood, water will at times act with unusual energy The rate at which, by the ultimate use of the blowpip e and 
upon lead ; and we have no doubt that imperfectly under- drill, a hard steel plate call be penetrated, is, we are told by 
stood conditions will often render it powerfully energetic in Mr. Farrell, about one inch per hour ; the drawing of the 
its action upon zinc coated iron pipes. The specimen of this temper in advance of the drill occupying about two fifths as 
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much time as the drilling. It is found that t':J.e alternate use 
of these instruments enables more rapid progress to be made, 
than when it is attempted to draw the temper entirely 
through the plate at a single operation. 

_ I  . . . 
IMPORTANT DECISION BY THE COMMISSIONER OF 

PATENTS. 

On th e 8th of July, 1870, amendments to the patent laws 
went into operation, providing, among other things, for th(,) 
issue of patents for trademarks.  Commissioner of Patents 
Fisher, with his customary promptness, at once established 
rulf's to facilitate the new issues ; and decided, overruling the 
Primary Examiner, that any trademark, whether consisting 
of mere words or accompanied by a device, might be the sub· 
ject of a patent. Under this ruling, a number of applica
tions were filed and patents granted ; soon after which, Com
m issioner Fisher resigned. No sooner was his back turned 
than the Primary Examiner began to nullify the new prac
tice, by rejecting those applications for trademarks that con
�isted of words, only granting those that were accompanied 
by a figure or device. The acting Commissioner declined 
to interfere, and left the matter for settlement by the incom
ing Commissioner, Gen. M. D. Leggett. 

The new Commissioner has j ust rendered his decision, 
and, we are gratified to be able to state, he gi ves to the law 
a broad and liberal interpretation, fully sustaining the rul
ing of his predecessor. 

Commissioner Leggett decides that pat�nts may be granted 
for trademarks of all kinds, consi�ting of one or more words, 
either with or without other devices. But the mere name of 
a firm or corporation cannot be patented, unless accompanied 
by some other word, device, or " mark." The document is 
cl ear, concise, and interesting. We publish it in full, on 
another page. 

This decision is very timely and j udicious. So long as. 
manufacturers are assured that they may hold, as their own 
property, and derive benefit from, the particular marks that 
they place upon goods, they will take pains to improve the 
productions ; and the patented trademark will become a cer· 
tificate of genuineness and excellence. 

We are glad that the narrow vi ews of the Primary Exam
iner have been overruled in this instance, as in so many 
other� during the past twenty years. The difficulty with 
such superannuated officer� is that they are fussy, adhesive 
to past traditions, and unable to accommodate themselves to 
th<) progress of the age ; and, as Patent O ffice examiners, 
they create d elay and difficulty in the transactIon of busi
ness, by unnecessary or whimsical rejections of legitimate 
claims. The usefulness of the Patent Office ought not to be 
thus obstructed. \Ve trust that the new Commissioner, like 
a new broom, will sweep clean, and remove all the cobwebs 
that stand in the way of an enlightened, liberal, and vigor. 
ous administration of the Department. 

We have been asked what is the especial value o f  trade
mark pa :ents, in view of the fact that the State courts are 
ready to afford protection against infringers ? We reply that 
R United States patent for a trademark is valid in all the 
States and tenitories ; and a decision made in any one 
United States court is respected in all the States. The 
trouble and expense of separate infringement trials in each 
State is thus avoided. A trademark patent costs in all only 
thirty-five dollars ; whereas a single suit for infringement in 
a State court often costs five hundred doll3:rs ; and the de· 
cision of one State court is not binding in another State. 
Moreover, the possession of a regularly issued patent for a 

. trademark is a preventive as well as a protection against in
fringers. Few persons will venture to begin an infringement 
in open defiance of a known patent. 'l'he advantages of 
trademark IJatents are obvious. 

By the terms of the new l aw, patents may now be had for 
business stamps or trademarks of all sorts, no matter how 
long they have heretofore been used. The proceedings are 
quite easy and simple. \Ve shall be h appy to communicate 
with any of our readers who desire further information upon 
the �ubject. 

- .•. -
HEALTH IN OLD AGE. 

"'illiam Cullen Bryant, the poet, and editor of the New 
Evening Post, is now almost seventy-six years of age, but he 
is as active and vigorous as most men of fifty. He is the im· 
personation of good health, the result of long.continued hab· 
its of good living. His stalwart form and flowing beard of 
gray often attract our attention as we see him passing our 
office window, on his way down town, after a brisk morning 
walk of three miles. 

Mr. Bryant has lately permitted the publication of a famil· 
iar personal letter, in which he makes known his general 
manner of livin� .  From this it appears that he is very fru
gal in diet, and very generous in the matter of bodily exer 
cise. He ri ses early, and at once engages in exercise for an 
hour, in his room, with light dumb bells, the bar, a chair, 
etc. Then a bath, then breakfast, taking n9 tea or coffee, 
no meat, but simply hominy and milk, oatmeal, wheaten 
grits, cakes, baked apples, or other fruits. After breakfast, 
study for a while, then a long walk. An early dinner, tak
ing a little meat. Supper the simplest, fruit, bread and but· 
ter. No study, no thinking, no writing of any sort in the 
evening. Ea' ly to bed. No toddy or stimulants of any sort. 
Mr. Bryant's faculties are all in good ord er. His mental 
vigor is remarkable. Not the least wonderful fact in his 
history is, that from early childhood his intellectual powers 

. have been constantly worked. As It youth he was preco
cious. nefme he was ten years old, he was It poetIcal con· 
tributor to the papers : and at fourteen, his first volume of 
poems was published. After a colle�e education, ha studied 
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law, and became quite distinguished in Connecticut. For the 
last forty-five years he has been connected with the Evening 
Post, which is one of the best daily papers in the world. 
His literary productions rank among the very highest. 

- . - . -
INVENTIONS MADE BY WORKMEN.···WHO OWNS THEM � 

The rights of employer and employe, in respect to owner
ship of ll1ventions developed during the term of servi ce of 
the workman, although settled, years ago, by the ruling of 
United States Courts, in various cases , has been lately re o 
vived in the Supreme Court in this city, on the appeal in the 
case of Lawrence va. Good. 

The latter was a foreman in the rope factory of the plain
tiff, and, while so employed, made an improvement and ob
tained a patent, for converting hemp into slivers. The patent 
was said to be worth at least fifty thousand dollars. 

The plaintiff alleged the existence of an agreement, by 
which he was to furnish means for introducing the invention, 
and, in consideration thereof, was to be entitled to one half 
of the patent when issued. 'l'his suit was brought to compel 
the defendant to assign the above share of the patent ; and 
the plaintiff also contended that, even in the absence of an 
agreement, he was entitled to the benefits of the invention, 
the same having been made while the defendant was in his 
employ as a workman, the improvement being also in the line 
of sU'ch employ. 

The
' Cou-rt decided, first, that the existence of the contract 

was not proven. Second, that, while the plaintiff had a legal 
right to the services of the defendant in the line of his em
ployment, he had no legal right tl' the results of defendant's 
intdlectnal labors, outside his ordinary duties ; and that this 
invention .was clearly outside of such duties. 

This decision is in accordance with the rulings in previous 
cases, in which the following, among other points, have been 
established : 

1. The employer is entitled to the patent if he directs a 
workman, generally, what kind of an improvement to make ; 
the employer has the right to avail himself of the ingenuity 
and mechanical skill of the workman to perfect the inven
tion, or put it in practical form ; and the employer has also 
the right, under the circumstances named, to include in hb 
patent such additions or improvements as the ingenuity or 
skill of the workman may have developed or suggested. 

2. On the other hand, the employer has no claim upon any 
independent invention made by his workman, although such 
invention may relate to the speclal bminess or trade in which 
he is engaged ; the sole right to the patent for such indepen
dent invention belongs to th e workman. 

Complaint is made by employers, that some workmen are 
so mean a.s to make use of time, materials, and shop con
veniences, belonging to the employer, for the purpose of test· 
ing inventions, without so much as a thank-you for the facili
ties thus surreptitiously obtained. This is neither right nor 
honorable ; but it is not any meaner than for an employer to 
bring a suit, as in the foregoing case, and attempt to deprive 
a man of a patent simply because he is his workman. 

_ .•. -
SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE. 

PREPARATION OF PURE BENZOLE. 

Professor Hofmann recommends, for the purpose of pro
curing perfectly pure benzole, its exposure to R freezing mix
ture and then pressing it out. The frozen cake is put into a 
brass cylinder, 8 to 10 centimeters wide, and 40 to 50 centi
meters deep, into which is fitted an iron plunger, pierced 
with numerous holes. It is better to freeze the benzole in the 
press. After squeezing out the liquid, the melted benzole 
will be found to be of unusual purity. 

ADAPTATION OF UNGROUND GRAIN FOR FOOD. 

At the meeting of the Academy of Sciences, of Paris, held 
on the 26th of September last, a discussion occurred on the 
application of unground grain for purposes of food. The 
subject was at that time one of vital importance to the 
Parisians. 

M. Grimauld reported that, during the siege of Venice by 
the Austrians, the following process had been pursued. The 
grain was first softened in water, and rubbed to free it from 
the hulls, and was then boiled with vegetables, aud seasoned. 
It produced an agreeable food, and must have been nourish 
ing, as it was composed of a mixture of gluten and starch, 
and was the exclusive article of diet, of fourteen persons for 
two months. 

Dumas remarked that the entire kernel could be eaten, and 
it was complete in itself ; by grinding and bolting, much 
nourishing substance was removed and lost. It was not a 
matter of indifference that, of the 11 ,000,000 pounds of grain 
on hand at the commencement of the siege, only 7,700,000 
pounds should be counted as food. The Romans in the first 
century were in the habit of roasting the kernels, grin ding, 
and making the meal into a paste ; and they regarded the 
baking of bread as wasteful. 

The Arabs at the present time eat grain that has been 
hulled and boiled with steam. It is generally assumed that 
four parts of grain will yield three parts of flour ; this is a 
waste pf one fourth that ought to be saved. In England, 
brown bread, containing all the constituents of the grain, is 
regarded as a luxury, and is baked as often as twice a week. 

Payen called attention to the fact that, according to Gri
mauld's proposition, 25 to 30 per cent of the nourishing 
properties of the grain was saved, which was ordinarily lost 
in the bolting ; and the resulting paste afforded a more nour
ishing, healthier, and cheaper food, as the gluten contained 
certain nitrogenous lIubstances in greater quantity than the 
other constituents of the grain, which were easily a.ssimilated 
and were �ood for the digestion. Even the indigestible part 

of grain played a part in the digestion, as was abundantly 
proved in the English brown bread made from unbolted flour. 
'fhe problem to make bread from the entire grain has been 
solved by Sezille, who slightly moistens the kernels, then 
rubs off the hulls, by which only a loss of 5 per cent is in
curred ; then he soaks for seven or eight hours in tepid 
water, until it can be easily crushed between the fingers, by 
which it takes up 50 to 60 per cent water ; he then converts 
into paste between rollers, and bakes into bread after fermen
tation. Payen had eaten such bread, and pronounced it ex
cellent. 

HEALTHY SOIL AND WATER. 

According to Chevreul, a soil is not adapted to the spront
ing and growth of plants, unless the seeds and the spongioles 
of the roots can obtain access to the oxygen of the atmos
phere. Substances absorbing oxygen, such as sulphide of 
iron, and sulphide of calcium, are therefore prejudicial to 
vegetation, while draining is beneficial. 

Animals can only live in water that contains oxygen, ltnd 
hence whatever removes this element from the water, destroys 
it for the lower animals. Fish improve stagnant water, by 
devouring organic substances, and vegetables produce the 
same effect by taking up organic matter, and giving off oxy
gen in the sunlight. Flowing water is, therefore, more whole
some than stagnant. Soil is inj ured by oil that condenses in 
gas :pipes, and by dead vegetation. It is necessary to the health 
of a house that it be exposed to air on two sldes, and that 
light can penetrate to the interior, and that the air of all 
apartments can be frequently renewed. 

GLYCERIN SOAP. 

In the manufacture of soap, since time immemorial, all the 
glycerin has been thrown away, but in later years the healing 
and antiseptic properties of the glycerin have rendered its 
combination with the fats and oils very desirable, hence we 
hear a good deal about glycerin soaps. Unfortunatdy, most 
of the soaps of this name contain little or no glycerin. 

Fashion and the ignorance of the public demand a trans
parent soap, and this quality is incompatible with a con· 
siderable per centage of glycerin. Transparent soaps owe their 
clear property to the addition of alcohol, and glycerin pro
duces an opposite effect. 

Glycerin soaps ought to contain 25 to 30 per cent of that 
agent to be really valuabl e, but ramly show more than three 
or four per cent. It would be more candid if soap mannfac · 
turers would undeceive the public on this point , aud make a 
true glycerin soap at a price that would afford them an ade
q uate profit. A glycerin soap, with some ammonia, would 
be a truly valuable article for wouuds and bites of insect�, 
but its value ought not to be destroyed by attempts at fancy 
coloring or transparency. 

- - -
ON A METHOD OF DETERMINING THE PERCEN TAGE 

O F  W .\TER MElJHANIGALLY SlTSPE NDED IN STEAM 
DELIVERED FROM BOILERS WHICH PRIME. 

A Paper read before the SOCiety of Practical E ngineering, April 26, 1871, 

by Leicester Allen. Associate Editor of the SCIENTU'W AlIElUCAN. 

The second annual report of the Inspactor of Boilers of 
the city of Philadelphia, states that out of fifty-six men who 
presented themselves during the year 1870, for inspection 
and license as engineers and boiler tenders , only four were 
considered first class. Out of thirty-nine who sought exam
ination for a renewal of their licenses, only nine were first 
class. A large proportion were only third class. I am not 
aware wh"t the standard of classification, adopted in Phila
delphia, is, but it is probably none too rigid. It  is,  probably, 
also fair to suppose that those who sought examination were 
better than the average of those employed. to take charge of 
boilers ; since there is, in that city, no penalty imposed for 
the employment of unlicensed engineers or boiler tenders. 
I deem it, therefore, extremely probable that the four re
ceiving first-class certificates, out of the fifty·six examined , 
represent even a larger proportion of thoroughly qualified 
men, than would be shown if a general system of examina· 
tion and lice;se were legally enforced. 

In view of the general incom petence of those placed in 
charge of boilers, not only in Philadelphia, but throughout 
the country, the use of boilers, not only safe with good 
care and treatment, but safe even under neglt,ct, has been 
gradually growing in favor, notwithstanding most of the 
boilers, j ustly regarded as being incapable of explosing dis· 
astrously, do not compete, in point of  economy, with others, 
which, unskilfully attended, are liable at any moment to ex
plode with destructive violence. 

The year 1870 has R most appalling record of death and 
destrnction from boiler explosions, and it is time that the 
que"tion of safety versus economy, in the use of boilers, 
should be definitely settled. The first step toward settling 
this question is the accurate determination of the real ratio 
of economy in boilers admittedly safe, under all circumstances, 
to those admittedly unsafe, except when used with the best 
skill and fullest knowledge. 

The safe boilers are those known as "sectional," in which 
very great strength in proportion to rupturing strain is at
tainable, and which-even if, under enormous pressure, they 
explode-cannot explode as a whole, but can only burst some 
minute portion of their structure. These boilers could, some 
of them, make a fair showing of  evaporative p o wer,  in pro
portion to consumption of fuel, without forcing ; but in trials 
made to ascertain their steam pro,l ncing capacity, their ex
hibitors are apt to force them. until they prime, and thus the 
amount of water passed through them becomes no index of 
their economical value as steam generators. These boilers 
also present such an enormous heating surface, in proportion 
to the water they carry, that, in practical 11se, they may be 
caused to prime by sli/iht overfiring- ; and, with the ordinary 
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care they get, it is little to be wondered at, that it is an ex, 
c eption to find one of them delivering dry steam. 

Any boiler has a limit of steam generation, beyond which 

it cannot be pushed without priming ; and, on the other hand, 

any boiler has a limit of steam producing capacity, below 

which it will Cleliver perfectly dry steam. The amount of 

dry steam per pound of fuel actually burned, that boilers will 

produce, from water at 212' Fah., is the accepted standard of 

comparison as to their working economy. Experiments made 

by myself have, however, shown that in very few cases, where 

boilers are thus tested, absolutely dry steam is delivered ; the 

amount of water contained in the steam being in one case, 

which I now call to mind, certainly not less than forty per 

cent of the entire weight of mixed steam and water issuing 
from the boiler. This was, of course, an extreme case, in 

which the boiler Was specially contrived, it would seem, to 

prime as much as possible. The evaporative power claimed 
for it by its sanguine inventor, Was thirteen pounds of water 

per pound of coal consumed. All the way from this extreme, 

up to absolutely dry steam, you may find boilers working, if 

you will look for them. Boilers priming to the extent named, 

or even much less than that, aro really unfit for �ervice to 

supply e».gines with steam ; and, I need not say, are scarcely 
ever used for that purpose. But boilers often prime to a 

much greater extent than is suspected, in the absence of 

nleans to detect the exact amount of water mechanically car

ried over, 
A common method of testing the quality of steam is to 

pass the hand through the jet of steam escaping ; a method 
so rude, that it is really a disgrace to the science, which has 
taught us, .that, with steam as a motor everything may be 
reduced to mathematical certainty. I have known the esti
mate made by good j udges to be ten per cent from the truth, 
in making this test. The appearance and feeling of steam, 
differ with the hygrometric condition of the atmosphere into 
which it rushes. On a clear bright day, steam appears differ· 
ent from tb,e same quality educted OD a moist, foggy, and 
obscure day. 

The method I have employed for testing the quality of 
steam, and the instrument devised for the p urpose, is based 
upon the fact that steam at 21ao always contains 1,17S heat 
units per pound, and water at 212', 212 units of heat per pound. 
It follows that, knowing the amount of heat issuing fropl a 
boiler in a pound of mixed steam and water, the proportions 
of water and steam, in the pound, can be easily determined. 
For if x be used to represent the water in p ounds, and 11 the 
steam in potInds, a the quantity of mixed water and steam 
educted, in pounds, and b the total number of U!lits of heat 
carried out in the mixed water and steam, we may form the 
equations x + y� a  

212 x +  117S y_o 
frOID which we [find the value of it to be it 

117Sa-o 966 or, 

to drop algebraic language, the amount of water contain ed in 
a given amount of mixed steam and water, will be, in pounds, 
1,17S times the weight of mixed steam and water, minus the 
number of units of heat it contains, divided by 966, the num
ber of units of heat required to convert a pound of water at 
21 2'  Fah, into steam at the same tt-mperature. 

To determine the amount of heat carried out by the mixed 
steam and water, I devised the fol lOWing apparatus. A scale 
beam with a platform, and a thickly felted water chamber at 
one end, and a counterpoise at the other, has upon it a slid
ing weight, indicating pounds and half pounds. The walls 
of the water chamber are made of thin tinned sheet copper ; 
there being two shells, between which, felting, an inch and 
ODe half thick, is placed. A felted cover is  also provided, 
through which is inserted a standard thermometer, having a 
large bulb and easily read in fifths of degrees. A finely per

forated coiled copper'pipe rests upon the inner floor, and 
passes out at the lower part of the side wall of the chamber. 
This is the steam induction pipe. The bottom of the cham· 
ber is obtusely funne l  shaped ; and, from the lower part of 
the funnel, is led out an escape pipe. Both pipes are provided 
with cocks. A small fnnnel in the cover, also provided with 
a cock, completes the apparatus. 

To use it, five pounds of water are placed in the chamber, 
through the funllel in the cover. The water is then raised 
to SO° Fah. by allowing a j et of steam-conveyed through a 
felted pipe-to enter through the coiled induction pipe. The 
snrplus water thus added is drawn off through the escape 
pipe at the bottom of the chamber, leaving in the chamber 
five pounds of water at SO°, contain ' ng 400 units of heat. 
The sliding weight is then set along into the five and one 
half pound notch, and the steam to be tested is then allowed 
to flow in till the scale beam balances. Then the influx of 
steam is stopped, the thermometer is read, and the experi
ment is complete. 

Suppose, now, the resulting thermometrical reading to be 
lS0'. We then have 960 units of heat in the chamber, not 
counting in the amount absorbed by the thin copper lining
a very small amount indeed, and only noticeable theoretical
ly ; the general result is scarcely affected by its neglect. It 
follows that the amount of heat conveyed into the chamber 
in the pound of mixed steam and water is 960-400_560 
heat units. Substituting this value for b in the above formula, 

we have (the value of a now being t) ���j��60 
which, re-90S duced to hundredths, gives 81 1032 per cent of water. 

This instrument, for want of a better term, I have called 
the " steam hygrometer." 

The standard quantity of water in the chamber, five pounds, 
the standard temperature, SO°,  and the standard quantity of 
steam admitted in the experiment, one half pound, are chos
en merely as matters of convenience. It is evident that, for 

$dtttfifit 
any system of standards, the percentages for different result
ing temperatures, between the minimum and maximum 
limits inclusive, may be computed and tabulated, so that, 
in testing boilers, no calculation nee!! be made ; the percent
age for any resulting temperature b eing taken at once from 
the table. 

. . •. -
REFUSE AND WASTE. 

There are no such things as waste products in Nature's 
laboratory, but in man's workshop there are plenty of them , 
In fact, we make little use of the gifts that are bestowed 
upon us, a vast majority of them being wasted on account of 
our ignorance of their value. 

If there be anything that characterizes the present age, it 
is the revolution that has taken place in this respect. We 
live in the era of saving, and many are the obj ects now turned 
to good account which formerly Were thrOWn away. But, 
notwithstanding the boasted progress of this century, we cast 
away far too many substances under the names of refuse and 
waste. 

tn the cutting, sawing, and paring of cork Wood, there is an 
accumulation of Jight material, which is ueed for packing, 
filling life preservers, and manufacture of mattresses. This 
refuse, if burned, would produce a smoke that might prove 
of value in preserving meat and fish ; if distilled, it would 
yield peculiar products ; and, if chemically treated, would 

furnish corkic acid, the properties of which are not well un
derstood� The charred cork

'
has long been used for its fine 

black color, and it is possible that, for disinfecting and filter
ing purposes, it is capable of application. Here is quite a 
field of research for any one who has the knowledge and 
leisure. 

What becomes of the buttermilk, after the fatty matter is 
separated from it ? We know that it is extensively fed to 
the pigs, and not a few people eat and drink it. It has 
peculiar chemical properties, and is said to work up into 
cements. Could we not, also, by blowing air through the 
milk, as well as agitating it, add to the yield of butter, and 
otherwise moelify the character of the sour curd ? The fer
mentation of the buttermil k is not understood by our farmers, 
nor do they pay much attention to other possible uses of this 
refuse. As there are enormous quantities of milk used in 
butter making, it would be well to look into this matter. 

So, too, in the cheese industry ; in Europe they save the 
whey to convert it into milk sugar, and this article of sugar 
can be fermented, and used for many purposes. In home
opathy it already plays an important part, 

The root plants growing wild all over olir country ought to 
be examined and experimented upon by agriculturists. We 
have abundant encouragement in favor of such a course, in the 
history of the tobacco, potato, sugar beet, peppermint, spear
mint,wintergreen, and a host of other natural products that, by 
judicious culture, have been raised from the rank of weeds to 
a first class position among pl'ofitable crops. The sugar beet 
especially is worthy of note ; it was originally an unsightly 
plant growing wild in Southern E tIrope. By culture it has 
been improved and changed in character, and now yields 
nearly one third of the total sugar crop of the world, and 
represents an industry worth some hundreds of millions of 
dollars. A s  the Government of the United States has set 
aside large tracts of land to endow agricultural colleges, it is 
not asking too much for some of theRe institutions to cause 
experiments to be made upon what are now called weeds. 
Many of these wild plants contain alkaloids, sugar, tannic 
acid, and fiber for paper, and could, by culture, be converted 
into valuable products. The example of the Massachusetts 
Agricultural College in this direction is well worthy of imi
tation. 

Sawdust, which was formerly thrown away, is now con
verted to many useful purposes. The manufacture of 
oxalic and formic acids from it, is extensively prosecuted in 
England, and is the source of wealth to all who are engaged 
in �he business ; but that is not the only invention that has 
been sought out with this unpromising material. The hard 
boxwood sawdust makes an excellent polish for j ewelry, and 
mahogany sawdust is good for smolt'ing fish. Westphalia 
hams owe their admirable flavor to the wood used in pre
paring them. Sawdust from the birch cleanses furs ; that of 
sandal wood, cedar, butternut, and black walnut, affords 
volatile oils that find favor as perfumes or to destroy in sects. 
They have a way in France of compressing sawdust into 
molds suitable for use as artificial wood ; and it could also be 
distilled for the production of creosote, acetic acid, and wood 
gas. Some of it could be used for paper, but in general the 
fiber is too short. A new industry has arisen in converting 
the sawdust into gun cotton for the use of photographers, and 
in the manufacture of a coarse blasting powder. It will thus 
be seen that sawdust is hardly any longer to be considered a 
waste product, but it is a great help in many industries. 

Vnlcanized rubber was long an obj ect of stndy and experi
ment, to see what uses could be made of the waste ; after the 
sulphur had been added, it was thonght that it could not be 
worked over, and in this event, the price was likely to re
main at a high quotation for many years. Fortunately, the 
difficulty yielded to the dtubborn will of our manufacturers 
who do not like to throw anything away, and a process was, 
discovered by which the old rubber could be mixed with the 
fresh in certain proportions, and thus changed to a useful 

article. Ivory dust and shavings have found favor in the 

manufacture of steel plates, and as an article of food. Iron 

filings, tin scraps, refuse from galvanized iron, furnace slags, 
photographer's slops, chimney soot, dead oil, rags, galls, 

bones, fat, brine, oil from wool, coal dust, cotton seed, fponge, 

sea weed, leat <ler scraps, and a host of other things that were 

useless in former times, are now economized to a considera

ble extent. 

There is a waste in large cities for which there is really no 
necessity, and that is of the sewage. A vast amount of valu
able phosphate goes to feed the fish off the banks of N ew
found land ; and if we had the monopoly of the fish, there 
would be some recompense ; as the case now stands, we have 
the consolation of knowing that we feed the fish for other 
people to catch : and then as a sort of compensation, we send 
to the islands of the Pacific for guano with which to enrich 
our lands. There is enough compost a11l,ually thrown away 
to increase the value of our crops many million of dollars. 
The vastness of this waste has probably deterred our engin
eers from attempting to grapple with it, but that is no reason 
why the loss should go on forever. 

We have thus presented some considerations on the topie 
of refuse and waste, which may a waken inquiry in the minds 
of inventors, and lead to practical results. 

- - -
MAGGOTS IN THE EAR.-Dr. C. Robtrtson of Albany, N. Y. 

at a meeting of the Albany County Medical Society, spoke of 
the case of a lady, who, while on a picnic, heard a fly b11Z7Jlng 
about her ears, but did not think of the circumstance again 
until after the la pse of a few days, when she felt some irrita
tion in one ear. A physician removed some parasites with 
aural forceps, which had penetrated beyond the membrana 
tympani. Sweet oil was poured into the ear, and retained 
for awhile ; shortly, � maggot came to the surface, appar
ently in search of breath ; this gave relief for ten minutes. 
More were observed, which were extracted with the forceps . 
The after-treatment consisted in syringing the ear with warm 
water. The opening in the tympanum closed, and her hearing 
became perfect. 

• .  e · _ 
No person should allow a tooth to be extracted till every 

possible means have been tried to save it. 

-----... _ .. 
NATURE-" the �arment of God, by which thou seest 

Him." -GOETHE. 

_ . • .  -
THE man Who possesses good health is III ways rich. 

_ .... -
IMPORTANT DECISION OF THE COMMISSIONER O F  

l'ATENTS---TRADE MARK PATENTS. 

116 th_ matt.r Of tILt application of Porter Blanchard's Sons, for the Regis· 
Wing of'a trade markfor ch'llrn8.-The applicanLs seek tu h..tvc registered 
38 a trade mark the wordS, .. The BlanChard. Vhurn," to be steucillcu ou. the 
churn they manufacture and Helll  

The examiner refused tile t\ppllcatioll j  and gave a.s a reason for the refusal, 
H the label of applicant is nut 8utlidcut to clltitlc it to registry 808 a trade 
mark ; the words should be accompanieLi by some sign or mark to di8tin� 
guish the same from tllc lUere WOrtlS alone* to the USe of whicll iatter, other 
possible partIes of tile name in like buoinC88 mig"lIt have an equal right ."  

Section 7!)  of the Act, approved .July 8, 1870, ill the  second clausc provides 
that �' the (Jommissioner uf P'atcnt8 shaH Hot receive aud record auy pr04 
posed trade mSl"k which iii not, and C3.11U· jt , become a lawful trade mark, OJ." 
which is merely the name of a person, firm, or corporation only, unaceom� 
panied by a mark 8uttleicnt to distinguish it from tHe sallle name when uf:;ed 
or other persons," etc. 
'fhe question, what constitutes a lawful trade mark, is left by the statute 

just where the common l aw leaves it, with the single limitation, that it sh .... ll 
not be the mere name of a vcrson_ firm, or corporation, unaccompallied by a 
mark sufficient to distinguIsh it from the same name wben used by other 
per;:,ons . 

The only thing about this limItation that is at al l ambiguous. is the mean
ing of the word " mark. " The examiner seelUS to ulHlllrstand oy thid word 
some device, figure, or emblem, something other than mere words. In this 
interpretation of the word " mark," 1 am clearl.y of the OpiUlOJl that the ex-
a'l1�e
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others in tne same trade, would be t'J require an impossibility, anu ()ol lgress 
certainly never thought of attaclling suell a meaniug to the wurd • .  murk. " 
This word had obtail.led a techuicai meaning before the act of July 8, 1870 . 
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vices and emblems and symbols, but single words, and ail maliner of com
binations of words, witnout devices. (Jongret;s took this word H marl,," 
with the meaning it had obtained in the compound word . ,  trade mark," and 
introduced it into the statute. 

Previous to the passage of this l aw, the courts had not been uniform in 
their decisions "'s to the mere names of pcrso1l8, firms, or corporations iJ eing 
legal trade marks, aad the statute settled this questIOn by saying that the 
mere name or a person, firm, or corporation only, unaccompanied by some 
other " mark," that i�, some other word, or words, or letter, ur figure, or 
Bign, or symool, or deVIce-in short, something in additioll to tile mere llame 
ouly-should not be registered as a trade marK. 

I am clearly of the Opillivll that any word. O'r any combination of words, 
with the ::lingle exceptlvil named, that would constitute a trade mark under 
the comIIlOU law, may iJe registered a.s such under the statute of July 8, 1870. 
The expression, " Tae Blanchard Churn," c.crtainly IS not the mere naHle 
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only question then is, as to whether it is a legal trade lUllrk at ('ommon law. 
In the case of The Amoskeag Manu facturlHg Company, 2 Sand, 8 .  C. R . ,  

599, the Court says : . .  Every manufacturer and c \' ery merchant for whom 
goods are manutactured, has an unquestionable right to distinguish the 
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that he may tnus 8�cure the profits, that their superior repute alii hiil, may be 
the means of gaining. 

" .'1'11e prinCiple is well settled .that a manufacturer may, by priority of ap
g
ropriation ot names, letters, mark�, or symbols of any kind to distinguish 

L
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u
J:�b�c�ire a. property therein a.i a. trade mark. " Stok(!s VB. 

U A manufacturer of goods who, in order to deSignate his Own manUfacture, 
has adopteu names, marks, or labels, which arc peCUliar, and not before 
used, is entitled to be protected in a court of equity in their uac. " Williams 
VS. JOhUSUD, 2 Bosworth 6. 

j i  Though the mark liaS DO other meaning than to distinguish their manu� 
facture from others, if tlle party has given I t  out as his mark, and by it the 
article has acquired reoutation and sale, he is entitled to protection ill it. " 
Ibid 6. 

U Any contrivance, design, device, name, or symbol which points out the 
true source and origin of the goods to whidl it j8 applied, or whieh desi.lo:nates 
th3 dealer's place of business, may be employed as a trade mark, alld the ;��ll!� �.
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which is adapted to accomplisn the o oject proposed by i t ;  that is, to point 
out the true source and ongin of thc goods to which said mark is applIed. " 
-lbid. 

These quotations state the broad doctrine on the subject of trade marks 
as held by the courts. 

The followil�g are a few among many trade marks that have been sus
tained by the Courts, and that would not be excluct.eu by the limiting clause 
of the law of July 8, ll::l70, namely : " Cocaine," a8 the name of hair 011, Hur
nett vs. Phalon, Y Bosworth, 192 ; " 303 " as a mark for pens, Gillott V8. Ester� 
brook, 47 11al'b. 545 ; .. Sykes' Patent " as a mark: for shot bolts, Sykes '08. 
Svkes, 3 Barn G. Cress, 543 ; " Bell's Life " as the name of a newspaper, Clem-
:�
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Knight, 6 R. I . 4S4 i "Anatolia " as a brand for liquorice, McAndrews VS. 
Bassett, 10 Jurat, N. S. 550 ' �' Revere House " as the uame of a hotel, Marsh 
'0', Biilings, 7 Cush. 3',,2 ; " Bur�ess' Essence of Anchovie�," Burgess V8. Bur-
fg�Sv:'

7 J�18;0��2'J�1�!� :ra�����orrison's Universal Medicilles," Morri-
It is proper here to remark that most of the trade marks here referred to 

were uded in connection with the names of the persons claiming them, or 
with their place of bUSiness, or both, and sometimes in connection with 
other words . 

There s..!ems, then, to be no more restriction against the choice of wordS, combinatioHs of words or nam(!s (other than the mere name of a person, firm 
Ot' corporation only) , fol' a trade mark, than of symbols or devices. The 
only limitation at common law in the selection of words or devices for trade 
marks is, that they be so tar original, as, when known in the market, to dis
tinguish the goods ot one merchaut or manufacturer from .those of an
other, and that they be not generic in their use, nor description of quality 
nor calculated to deceive the public as to their true origin or ownerShip .  
The object of a trade mark i s  to  point out the origin and o,vnership of  the 

article offered for sale, and the more clvarly the words or devices selected 
do this, the less objection there should be to their selection and rCtlistratJon 
and trade marks. so they avoid the limitatiolls named. 

The combination of the three words, " The Blanchard Churn," seems to 
possess the necessary characteristics ot" a trade lUark, and is not excluded by 
the limi'tatioll$. The decision of the examiner is therefore reversed. 
April 2!, li71. 

(Signed) M. D. LJ;;UUI>TT, Commissioner. 
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B�sponslbl� Advertising A gencies 
Are a gt'eat advantage to both advertiser and publisher. That of Gear ge P 
Rowell & Co. , No. 40 Park RoW, New York, ls considered by many the most 
complete establlshment of the kind in the;Unlted States. 

Jtitutifit 
Cold Rolled-Shafting,piston rods,pump rods,Collins pat.double 

c ompression couplings, mauutactured by Jones & Langhllns,Plttsburgh,Pa. 

For Solid Wrought-iron Beams, etc ., see advertisement . 
dress Uniou Iron Jll!lls, Pittsburgh, Pa. , for Uthograph. etc. 

Ad-

The Merriman Bolt Cutter-the best made. Send for circu-
lars. H. B. Brown & Co . •  25 Whitney ave. , New H aven. Conn. 

7he Oharge for In8ertion unaer t"i8 "ead is One Dollar a Line. lJ tM Notice. 
Glynn's Anti-Incrustator for Steam Boilers-The only reliable e:l:ceerl Pbur Lines. One Dollar ana fl, Half /Jer Line will '" ckarqaa. 

The paper t�at meets the eye of manufacturers throughout 
the United States-Boston Bulletin, $4 00 a year. Advertisements 17c. a line. 

For the best, purest, and most economical Machinery Oils, of 
all kinds, send to 011 House of Chard & Howe, 184 Malden Lane, N. Y. 

Wanted.-A small wire Staple Machine, for Blind Staples . 
Manufacturers wlll please send their address to Laughland 80 Co. , 212 Frank
lin st. , New York. 

Wanted.-Situation as foreman, by a machinist of 22 years' 
experience at the trade, and 15 years as foreman in building locomotives, 
and stationary and portable engines. Understands drafting. References 
exchanged. Address Box 26, Bryan, Ohio. 

preventive. No foaming, and does not attack metals of boilers. Price 25 
cents per lb. C. D. Fredricks, 58'1 Broadway, New York. 

For Fruit-Can Tools,Presses,Dies for all Metals, apply to BlisB 
& Williams, successor to May & Bliss, 118, 120, and 122 Plymouth st. , Brook
lyn, N. Y. Send for catalogue. 

Presses, Dies, and Tinners' Tools. Conor & Mays, late Mays & 
Bliss, 4 to � Water st., oppOSite Fnlton Ferry, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

English and American Cotton Machinery and Yarns, Beam 
Warps and lllachine Tools. Thos. PraY,Jr . •  57 Weybosset st. Providence.R.I. 

Taft's Portable Hot Air, Vapor and Shower Bathing Apparatus . 
Address Portable Bath Co. , Sag Harbor, N. Y. (Send for Clrcnlar.) 

Winans' Boiler Powder.-15 years' practical use proves this 
a cheap, emclent, safe preyentlon of Incrustations. 11 Wall st. , New York. 

H. W. C., of Vt.-You are right in supposing the principal 
dimculty In the dIrect application of steam to the raiSing of water, with
out the Intervention of pistons, ls the condensation and consequent loss 
of power. Attempts to avoid this have been made in various ways, such 
I\8 linlng the pump cylinder with non-conducting material, the Introdnc
tion of ttexlble non- conducting diaphragms, to separate steam and water, 
etc. Were It not for this loss, the most economical application .  of steam 
to raising water, would be directly upon th e water surface In the cylinder , 
provIded we were conllned to the use of steam non- expansively ; but to 
use steam expansively necessitates the nse of a cylinder and piston, or 
their eqUivalent, as It Is obvious that steam preSSing directly upon water, 
eveu If It would not condense, could never expand below the pressure of 
the water. With the use of a steam cylinder and piston, and a smallcr 
piston In the pump, we can expand the steam to any limit desired. 

D. C. A., of N. H., asks " what is considered, by scientific men, 
to be the strictly trne definition of the word " machinery ? "  In other 
words, what is a machine ? Is. a planer, or lathe, or drill (for either Iron 
or wood) a lI)achine, or simply a tool ? The question Is of Importance to 
mechanIcs here, from the fact that machinery Is taxable, while tools are 
exempt. ..  The courts, or other authorities, in whom the p ower to regu
late the working of the tax law Is vested, must decide what is the distinc
tion between the terms " tools " and "machines" within the meaning of the 
law. Sclentiftcally speaking, any instrument, if only a simple lever, by 
which power Is applied to the performance of work, is a machIne. 

Map Surveyor wanted. Address H.F.W., Box 41 18,Boston,Mass 
'ro Ascertain where there will be a demaI).d for new machinery T. P. M., of N. J.-The scales of pyrometers are marked Wanted to buy, an interest, on easy terms, in some shop , to or manufacturers' supplles read Boston Commercial Bulletin's Mannfactnr. 

start the "thresher husiness. Address "Machinist," Box 805, Canton, Ohio. ing News oftha United States. Terms 14 00 a year, 

New Railroads are fully described in the RAILROAD GAZETTE 

Tin Presses and Hardware DrUls. Ferracute Mch. Works, 
Bridgeton, N. J. 

A. G. Bissell & Co. manufacture packing boxes in shooks at 
East Saginaw, Mich. 

Small Portable Steam Engines, cheapest and best in market. 
For Circulars address Skinner & Walrath, Chittenango, N. Y. 

Two experienced young men desire situations to design and 
superintend the building of first class machinery. The best of referenc es 
given. Address W. C. H. , Springfield, Mass. 

For Sale.-To a practical man, or manufacturer, one half of a 
Patent for a Bottle and Demijohn Lock. Address Sam'l L. Gouverneur, 
Frederick. Maryland. 

Wanted.-A responsible dealer in every town in the United 
States, to sell ".The Tanite Co. 's " Emery Wheels and Emery Grinders . 
Extra indncements from lIlay 1st. Send tor terms to "The Tanlte Co. ," 
Stroudsburg, Pa. 

Wanted, on a salary, an experienced traveler, to sell Me c h ani 
cal Goods. Address, with full details and referenr,es, Morgan. Box 2874 
New York. 

A.M. Towl,Sevastopol,Ind.,wants a Machine to make shoe pegs. 
To Builders of First-class Houses .-" Broughton'S" Faucets 

cannot leak, never want repairs, and are the most durable made. Send to 
H. Moore, 41 Center st. , for Clrcumrs. 

The " Broughton" Lubricators are the most durable and effec 
tlve. The tendency of the valve is to improve and tighten by wear. Send 
to H. Moore, 41 Center st. , for Circulars. 

Hardware and House Furnishing Patents wanted. Inventors' 
Co-operative Manufacturing Co. , 258 and 260 Broadway. New York. 

American Manufacturer's Review," Pittsburgh, goes over the 
whole country. Subscription, ,�. Advertisements, 15c. per line. Try it 1 year. 

A Company, with a large cash capital,wish to add to their busi
ness the manufacture of some sm"ll patented articles of hardware. Ad
dress, with fnll particulars, J. W. W. , Box 1971, New York. 

Important to Painters, Grainers, etc.-New, quick, clean, and 
easy mode of wiping ont the hearts, lights, crotches, knots, veining, etc., of 
all kinds of wood, through perforated metal plates cut from choice natural 
deSigns. Price of 10 plate set, $40 ; 7 do., $30 ; single plates, $5 each. Rights 
for sale. Address J. J. Callow, Cleveland, o. 

For Hydraulic Jacks, P unches, or Presses, write for circular 
to.E. Lyon, 470 Grand st . •  New York. 

The new Stem Winding (and Stem Setting) Movements of E. 
Howard & Co. , Boston. are acknowledged to be, In all respects, the most 
desirable Stem Winding Watch yet offered, either ot European or Ameri
can manufacture. Omce, 15 Malden Lane, New York. 

Belting that is Belting.-Always send for the Best Philadel 
phia Oak· Tanned, to C. W. Arny, Manufacturer, 301 Cherry st. , PhIl'a. 

Send your address to Howard & Co., No . 865 Broadway, New 
York, aud by return mail you wlll rec eive their DescrIptive Pr ice List ot 
Waltham Watches. All prices reduced since February 1st. 

Balloons made to order, with instructions, by John Wise , 
Lancaster, Pa. 

t� 
I'!PEOIAIJ NO fE.- TIIi8 column is de8ignerlJor 1116 general int61'eBt ana In

etruction qf our reader8, not for gratuitou8 rllflUes 10 qUeBti01/8 Of a purely 

busines8 01' /J6r'sonal nliture. Wfl will publl." such inquiries, "oweoer, 

when paidfor as adoerti8ement8 '" 1 '00 a line, und8r Ihe Maa qf ••  Busl nus 

ana Personal."  
A.LL reference to  back number8 must be  btl IIolvme ana pa(fe. 

D. D.,  of Ind.-Pnt in flues 8 inches in diameter behind the 
bridge wall of yonr furnace. "the si�e o£ the perforations should be about 
one half inch, bllt there should be plenty of thelll. Provide the m with 
first class dampers, and arch over your mnd drum. It js a too common 
practice not to have dampers In fnrnace doors, but to keep steam from 
getting too high by opening the furnace door. Such practice Is a disgrace 
to engineering. Your Idel\8 In reference to setting boilers and clellnlna
them are right ; stIck to them. 

J. B., Jr.-An extension bridge of ordinary width and con
struction requires the aid of machinery in laying up the cables, but one 
may be made by stretchIng single wires by hand over a stream a quarter 
of a mile In width, If only enough wires are used, and all are made to reo 
ceive their share of the weIght to be supported. 

TANNING SHEEP SKINS WITH THE WOOL oN.-Take one part 
of alum and two of saltpeter ; pulverize and mix weI! together ; then 
sprinkle the powder on the tlesh side of the .kln, and lay two fiesh sides 
together, having the wool side out. Thel) {old up the skiD S as tight as 
you can, and hang or lay them in II dry place. As soon as they are dry 
(which will be in two or three days) , take them dOWIl and scrape them 
with a blunt knife till they are supple, and rub them over the edge of a 
board, If necessary, to make them soft. Other skins, which you wish to 
cure with the fur on, may be treated In the same manner. -H. A. C . •  of 
N. Y. 

TURNING CURVED PLUNGER.-In regard to " turning curved 
plunger," I would state for the benefit of s. G. S. (whose inquiry is given 
lu your Issue of 15th ult. ) ,  that the fiange plate can be cut nearly off with 
safety, after the body of the pluuger Is finished, by using an acute angular· 
pointed turning tool. By proper care the body of the plunger can be 
finished over the reduced part, the fiange plate being cut away, or rednced 
01) each side. The plunger can then be separated from the plate by 
scoring with a square· nosed tool, on each side of plate, about one- six
teenth inch from the body ; and the sUght prOjectIon, or fin edge. can be 

removed with a file and scraper. If 
desIred, a carrier can be used, that 
wjjl allow the entire body of the 
plunger to b e  turned. I enclose 
sketch of the device ; It consists of a 
fiange plate and center shaft, the 
plate being furnished wIth bosses 
that are drilled aud tapped for set 
bolts, that support and retain In posi· 
tlon the plunger to be turned. One 

of the bolts has its end squared, to enter a similar shaped hole cast in end 
of plnnger, .. J amb nut on the bolt preventing Its turning. The set bolt 
In the other boss, upon being screwed up , secures the plunger In position 
In the carrier. The turning tool can be fed through from each Side, by 
working the lathe, by hand, the thlcil;l)ess of the lIange plate of the plunger 
carrier.-W. P. P. , of Pa. 

Ashcroft's Low Water Detector, $15 ; thous.ands in use ; can be 
LEAKY FAUCETs .�Let C. H. K. take pulverized grindstone 

applied tor less than $1. Names of corp orations havil1g thirty In use can 
be given. Send for circular. E .  H. Ashcroft, Boston, Mass. 

To Cotton Pressers, Storage Men, and Freighters .--35-horse, 
Engine and B oller, with two Hydraulic Cotton Presses, capable of press
ing 35 bales an 11Onr. Machinery first class. Price extremely low. Wm. 
D. Andrews & Bro. , 414 Water st. New York. 

Use H.awhide Sash Cord for heavy weights. It m akes the best 
round belting. Darrow Manufacturing Co. , Bristol, C onn. 

Millstone Dressing Diamond Machine-Simple, effective, du
rable. For description of the above see Scientiftc American, Nov. 27th, 
1869. Also. GlazIer's Diamonds. John Dickinson, 64 Nassau st. , N. Y. 

Peck's Patent Drop Press. Milo Peck & Co., New Haven, Ct 

Brown's Coalyard Quarry & Contractors' Apparatus for hoisting 
and conveying material by Iron cable. W.D.Andrews & Bro,4U Water st"N .Y. 

American Boiler Powder Co., P. O. Box 315, Pittsburgh , Pa. 

See adverti�ement of L . & J. W. Feuchtwanger, Chemists,N.Y 

Carpenters wanted-$10 per day-to sell the Burglar Proof 
Sash Lock. Address G. S. Lacey, 27 Park Row, New York. 

Manufacturers' and Patentees' Agencies, for the sale of man
ufactnred goods on the Pacific coast, wanted by Nathan Joseph & Co. , 619 
Washington street, San FranCiSCO, who are already acting for several firms 
in the United States and Europe, to whom they can give references. 

All parties wanting a water wheel will learn something of in
terest by addressing P. H. Walt, Sandy mil, N .  Y. , t o r  a free circular of his 
Hu(leon River Champion Turbine. 

For mining, wrecking, pumping, drainage, and irrigating ma
chinery, .ee sdvertisement of Andrews' Patents In 8lI0ther column. 

Twelve-horse EQ.gine and Boiler, Paint Grinding Machine ry 
F e e t'!  Pnmps. t w o  Martin BOilers, suitable for Fish Factory. W m .  D. An 
drews & Bro. , 414 Water st . ,  New York. 

Improved Foot Lathes. Many a reader of this paper has 
one ot them. Selling n all parts of tile conntry, Canada Europe, et c 
Catalogne free. N. H. Baldwin, Laconia, N. H. 

(procnred at any place where a stone Is being turned up to true) and nse 
It with water. File off the ping of the fancet (In diameter) "bove the 
seat or shell, so there shall be no shoulder to prevent the ping going to Its 
seat after It has been cleaned off.-C . H. J. 

CUTTING THE TEETH OF SMALL WHEELS IN A LATHE.-Let 
B. B. L. turn a rod or cylinder of the material, to the diameter he wishes his 
wheelS to be, and as long as he likes. Keep It on the centers where turned. 
Allow it no play In the driving connection with the face plates. Have the 
dial plate on the lathe spindle,  attached to the face plate or otherwIse. 
Make a tool the exact size and shape, Inversely, of the space between th e 
teeth. Make the tool to use in the chisel stock (or tool stand of the lathe) 
1\8 a planing or grooving tool ; lIute the cyUnder around, space by space, 
to the depth proper for the length of the teeth. Then with a thin cutting· 

off tool, cut off the wheels the thickness wanted, after wblch the y may be 
chncked and bored, as required. Internal gears are cut in the lame way . 
Keep the chuck where bored nntll·cut . lle had b etter procure a small 
gear cutter to attach to his lathe. �They may be procured at reasonable 
rates, of many of the tool makers of the E astern states. I have one of my 
own arrangement and make, with which, with one row of one hundred 
holes, I can get quite a goodly number ot divisions, from one np to ten 

ten thoussnd. -C. H. J. , of N. Y. 

H. L. C., of Mich.-When air is taken under water, its bulk, 
submitted to the pressure of the water. Is rednced more than Is that of 
the water by the same pressnre. Its relative buoyancy is therefore 
lessened as it is sunk deeper. . At a depth at S3 feet, it would only be 
about hal( as buoyant as j ust beneath the surface ; at 99 feet only about 
one fourth, and so on. At a depth at which It would re ceive a pressure of 
814 atmospheres, It would become as dense as water, provided Mariotte's 
law of the relative volnmes and pressures, held good for such high press
ures ; but It has been shown that it does not apply exactly, liS ;p ressures 
increase. 

PLATING ON IRON OR STEEL.-If your inquirer will follow 
the directions below, he wlll have no trouble In plating on iron or steel. 
Take two quarts rain water, dissolve two pounds cyanide of potaSSiu m ,  
and filter. This 80lutlon I s  only for steel or Iron. I n  order t o  plate steel 
or irou, dip It Into pure sulphuric acid for one minute, then clean with 
pumice stone and brush ; rln.e, and hang In cyanide solution of potaSSIum 
for three minutes, or until It become8 white ; then hang In silver solution 

until plated heaVY enQugh. -C. E. B. , ol j Il1 . 

either In degrees centigrade or Fahrenheit, to which they are reduced 
by IlIImer.ing the Instrnmel1t In boiling mercury, and noting the degree of 
expansion (contraction, In Wedgewood's pyrometer), aUd dividing the 
rest of the scale proportionally. The Wedgewood pyrometer Is very lnae 
curate ; Daniell's Is the best of the older Instruments, while the new one 
oC Sielllens, not long since described In these colUmns, 18 probably better 
than either. 

W. B., of Mass.-Glucose and starch sugar are the same 
thing. It is made by the action of dilute sulphuric acid upon starch. For 
partIculars of the process, we refer you to Miller's " Organic Chemistry," 
Dr. Ure's U Dictionary of Art and Ma.nufactures." etc. The constituents 
01 glucose are 72 parts carbon, 14 parts hydrogen, and 12 parts .oxygen, by 
weight. 

IMITATION OF EBONy.-If E. E. B. will take a solution of 
sulphate of Iron, and wash the wood with It two or three times ; let it dry, 
and apply two or three coats of II strong decoction of logwood ; wipe the 
wood when dry, with a sponge and water, and then polish with oil ; he will 
have a very good Imita tion of ebony. -W. A. P. 

NEW BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS. 

PART II. of " The Dictionary of Words and Phrases Used In Commerce, " 
hl\8 come to hand, and gives Increased evidence ot the ultimate valne of the 
work. Several Items, among whloh Is :one on c arpets, another on camel's 
hair, etc. , will be found In our Issue this week . They lllustrate the rcal 
character of the work better than we can describe it in a notice like the 
present. The editor is Mr. Thomas McElrath, and the publlshers Ilre N. 
TIbbals & Son, 57 Park Row, New York. 

AMERICAN HORTICULTURAL ANNUAL. Orange Judd & Co. ,  245 Broadway, New York . Price, 5 0  cents. 
This Is a valuable hand-book for gardeners and horticulturists, full 01 

well executed engravings of new varieties ot fru1ts, lIowers, and veg�tables 
wIth practIcal hints on growing them. 

(;naer this heading we 8hall publ18h weekly notes qf 80me qf tM mol'e prom. 
nent home and formgn vatenIB. 

TELEGEAPH SOUNDERS, RELAYS, ETO. -Thls Invention consists In arrang
ing, in an open rectangular wo oden box, the usual coils and.magnets, having 
between them and parallel to them, a straight, solid or hollow cylindrical 
bar, hung on two pivoted arms, which extend from shafts, having their 
bearings attached to the Side of the wooden case. Both arms being of the 
same length, the bar which they carry, will, In any position, be parall�l to 
the line It occupies In any other position. At right angles to this bar, Is 
attached to It, the armature, which In Its motions must, therefore. also move 
in parallei llnes, and strike the maguets square on their faces. The en ds 0 
he bar which carries the armature, strike upon sonnding pIvots, and tile ar. 
rangement enables the Instrum'lnt to give a very clear and distinct sound. 
The bar Is operated by springs which pull against each other In such a way 
that when no current Is paSSing about the magnets, the armature is held at 
the proper distance from the p oles. In the vertical position of the apparatua 
the weIght of armature and bar are made to aid In Imparting force to the 
blows upon the sounding pOints, but the Instrument may be nsed in any 
position. This instrument has been patented by Hugh Swinton Legare 
Bryan, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 

DIVIDING WHEELS 011' WEII'T THREAD KmTTING MAOHIl'IlIIS. -Thls Is an 
improvement upon the dividing wheels of the weft thread knitting maChine 
or loom, p atented Jnly 19, 1870, by William H. Abel, and whIch our re aders 
have noticed recently In this Journal. The Invention Is to Increase the 
capacity of snch loomfl to weave o r  knit a variety of patterns. To this end , 
the teeth of the dividing wheel are made radially adjustable, so as to throw 
out of !lne one or more needles, as may be deSired, at Intervals to form 
stripes, etc. "the invention has been patented by Horace Woodman, oC 
Saco,  Me. 

WASmNG M4011IIDI. -J ames M. Noble, of Delhi, Iowa. -Thls machine 
consists of a cylludrical rocking suds-box, with a funnel· shaped opening in 
the top, the ends of the funnel forming fianges for arresting the motion ot 
the snds. It also hl\8 a perforated false bottom, through which, when the 
cylinder is rocked, the snds rush backward and forward, to act forcIbly 
upon the goods to be cleansed. 

WIRlII FENOES. -Thls Ie an Improvement in fences, Invented and p atented 
by Z ebcdee Nicholson, of Haddenlleld, N. J. The Cence is formed of a series 
of straight strands of wire, between which other strands oC wire are made 
to assume a curvilinear zigzag course, crOSSing each other at pOints lying in 
vertIcal lines, over which intersections are placed " stiffeners," or plates of 
iron riveted together. The " stiffeners " occupy a position midway be
tween the wooden posts which support the fence. This makes an apparent
ly strong and secnre, as well as a neat loo king tence. 

MILLSTONE DEESSING MAOHIIDI.-Samuel East, MemphiS, Mich . - "thls I n  
vention relates to a millstone dressing machine, which operates a common 
mill pIck for cracking, facing, and furrowing, In which the pick Is supported 
on a handle in such a manner that It can be moved laterally to any desire d  
point, said frame being made to slide, by means of a screw, so that i t  c a n  be 
moved forward or backward, for the purpose of setting the pick In p OSitIOn 
to make tresh " cracks " in the " land " of the stone. 

LIFE PRESERVING TRmn<--Lawrence Rebstock, Hollldaysburgh, Pa. 
This invention relates to a trunk, so constructed that it may be converted 
at pleasure Into a boat, and thus serve as a life preserver In cases of ship 
wreck. 

BREECH LOADING CANNoN.-The construction of the barrel Is that of lon
gitudinal bars, hooped by iron bands shrunk on, a collar over all carrying 
the trunnions. The barrel Is hung in a U  . shaped frame, and Is provided 
with a grooved breech block, actuated by a lever In such a way, that when 
the lever Is swnng down. the breech end of the barrel Is raised above the 
block, so that the charge or cartridge can be Inserted, and vice versa. The 
Inventor and patentee 18 H. J. Allen, of Ark adelphia, Ark. 
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COAL SCUTTLE. -JameS C. Parrish, Petersburg, Va. -This: invention re
ates to that class of coal scuttles that are provided with a sifter wlthiu the 

scuttle, situated above and parallel with the bottom, and the invention con
sists In the peculiar connec�ion or combination of a handle with the door or 
hinged cover for the outlet of the ash pit. 

WASIIING MACHINE.-John Hilger Doll , of Etna, Ill. -This consists ot a 
rubbing board, having a similar surface to that of ordinary rubbing boar ds, 
but placed so that the rubber surface is uppermost, and in a horizontal posi� 
tion. Upon tho rubbing board are brought to bear a series of rubbing 
rollers, attached to a swinging frame, pivoted at Borne distance above it. 
The whole is fitted into a suitable tub or receptacle. 

BABY TENDER.-This consists of a cloth seat, with an open dress, which 
is deSigned to be hooked or buttoned about the waist of the child, and is at· 
t ached to a hoop a little distance above by means of cords or chains, the 
hoop being in turn attached by cords or chains t )  8 SWivel at the end of a 

$dtutifit 
It has for its distinctive feature a scale arranged relatively to the hight and 
stretch of the forked m easuring legs of the stand, so that measurements in 
right lines vertically, of the inclinations of the surface may be indicated on 
the curve which the index describes. It was invented by Rev. William 
Johnson, of Edisto Island, S. C. 

HINGES FOR TABLE LEAVEs . -The invention of Philip Hires, of Columbus, 
Ry. ,  has for Its object an improved hinge for table leaVes, etc. ,  which shall 
render the knuckle in table leaf JOints unnecessary, while the hinge will be 
out of sight, and will hold the leaf firmly. 

APPLICATIONS FOR EXTENSION OF PATENTS. 

METALLIO BRIDGES FOR PIANOFORTES. -G. Henry Hulskamp, New York 
city, has petitioned for an extension of the above patent. Day of hearing, 
J nly 5, 1871. 

rod, which is attached to a coiled spring, the whoJe being suspended from 
a hook In the ceiling. The cloth Beat is passed through between the legs of SAWING MILL.-William M. Ferry, Grand Haven, Mich. , haB petitioned 

the child. and hooked to the waist of the loose dress. This arrangement for an extension ot the above patent. Day of hearing, July 5, 1871. 

gives great freedom of movement to the limbs of the child, and holds It ARTIFICIAL LEGB.-Robert H. Nicholas, Chicago, Ill. , and Douglas Bly, ot 
in a comfortable position. This is the invention of Alexander H. Carson, Rochester, N. Y. , have petitioned Cor an extension of the above patent. 
of Ncwport, R. I. , and Andrew Brown, of Troy, N. Y. Day ot hearing, Jnly 12, 1871. 

DOUBLE CnURN DASHER. -William F. Jones, of Easton, Kans88,-The 
l ower end of the vertical dasher shaft is pivoted to the bottom of the churn. 
A transverse pin or round passes through the shaft, to the ends of which 
arc attached curved wings of peculiar form, and wIthin these winga are two 
other blades or wings, which force the milk or cream upward and outward, 
while the outer ones force it downward and inward. The several parts are 
all detachable, so that they can be thoroughly cleaned. 

Ij�UR.NITURE CASTER. -Augl1stus G. Stevens, of Manchester, N. H" has in
vented a furniture caster, in which the outer surface ot the socket is notched 
or serrated, so that when driven Into the wood the notches will hold the sock. 
ct fast by the expansion of the wood into then!. The screws driven into the 
ends of the furniture legs frequently get loose ; the notches are intended "to 
hold the socket without thc screws, shOUld the latter get loose. The stirrup 
and soclwt are held together by Ii hook which engages with a collar on the 
bottom of the socket. 

ADJUSTABLE SCAFFOLD BENOII .-An Improvement in scaffoldings made 
by James Pettit, of Rochester. Indiana, consists in making bench pieces, 
braces , and legs, movable independently, 80 that adj ustments in length and 
hight may be made either simultaneously or separately as may be desired. 
'1'0 this end he uses slotted legs and slotted sliding pieces at:.the top, which 
allow the pieces to be slipped In either direction ;  and adj ustable braces to 
hold them in place, the scaffolding being self supporting. 

WAGO" BRAKE . -l n  this invenUon,  the brake beam is hinged to the reach 
of the wagon;"s.nd connected with the draft bar, so that, whenever the team 
ceases to pull, the brakes are brought into instant and forcible contact with 
the wheels, the weight of the brake bringing it down against the face of the 
wheel. The connection betwcen the double tree and the hinged brake is 
cifected by rods and links. Patented by R. C. Shockley, of Fayette, Wis . 

COMPOUND CA.PSTAN FOR SUIPS.- Charles Perley, New YOrk City, has 
petitioned for an extension of the ahove patent. Day of hearing, July 19, 1871. 

CARRIAGE: PRops.-Chauncey Thomast Boston, Mass. , has petitioned for 
an extension of the above patent. Day of hearing, Sept. 6, 1871. 

BOBBINS FOR ROVING AND SLnBING. -Isaac Hayden, Bost on, Mass. , has 
petitioned for an extension of tM above patent. Day of hearlng, July 19, 1871. 

Value or Extended Patents. 
Did patentees realize the fact that their inventions a r e  likely to be more 

productive of profit during th.e seven years ot" extension than the first 
l\lll term for which their patents were granted, we think more would avail 
themselves of the extension privilege. Patents granted prior to 1861 may be 
extended for seven years, for the benefit of the inventor ,or of hIs heirs in case 
of the decease of the fOl'mer, by due application to the Patent Office, ninety 
days before the termination of the patent. The extended time inures to 

the benefit of the inventor, the assignees under the first term having no 
rights under the extenSion, except by speCial agreement. The Government 
fee for an extension is $100, and it is necessary that good professional service 
be obtained to conduct the business before the Patent Office. Full informa · 
tion as to extensions may be had by addressing 

MUNN & CO., 37' Park Row. 

[ We preaent herewitl! a 8tri1J8 of inquirilJ8 embracing a varietv Of tOpiC8 Of 
greater or less general interest. The questions are Simple, it is true, but we 

prefer to eliCit practical answers from our readers. 

1.-CEMENT.-How can I make a cheap waterproof cement 

for roofs, and to be uSed.:lbout chimneys, and other crevices ?-H. A. C. 

2.-CREOSO'rUm BOAT BOTTOllIs.-I noticed in your issue 
of the 1st inst. that creosote 011 is mentioned as a preventive for the sea 

Dmm BELLS . -Ellis Ballou. of Zanesville, Ohio. -The essential feature of worm. What would be the cost of same per gallon, and could it be succcss· 

this invention fs the protcction of the h and by plaCing the handle within a fully applied to old boats just hauled out, whose bottoms are thoroughly 
cavity of a shell formed betwcen the balls or spheroids of thc bell. soaked with salt water ? Or should the wood be in a comparatively dry 

state, before using the oil ? A preventive of this kind Is very much needed 
VALVES AXD STEAl! CHEsT s . �The chief feature of this invention is the em.. in the bays here, as we have a large number of small vessels which have to 

N"EWSPAPER ADDRESSING MACHINE . '-:Patrick O'Connor, ot Youngstown, 
Ohio. -The prinCiple of this machine is that of stencll plate printing. An 
endless stencil plate belt is moved around rollers, the impreSSion being given 
by a hammer, as the plates of which the belt is composed pass ovcr the upper 
roller. Instead of an endless belt, the inventor uses, when deSired, a ribbon 
belt, winding upon one roller, as it unwinds from another. 

ploymcnt of a conical steam valve, flattened on two Sides, within a steam be hauled out frequently and repainted with verdigrIs, etc. , to preserve the chest that has four parts, two of Which admit steam to the cylinder, and the ' timber from the worms. -J. E. M. other two of which arc respectively the inlet and outlet. The parts are all : 
equal distances apart, so that the proper connections of the part. with each 3.-HoNING RAzoR.-In honing my razor, I always get a 
other are established either by OSCillating or by rotating the valve , in the rough wiry edge. What is the reason ? If any one will tell me how to do 
latter case acting as a cut· off. The improvement is the invention of Peter this, so that I can at last get a good, smooth , satisfactory shave, they will 
N. 1Voods, of Fairfield, Iowa. confer a favor upon�P. R. 

RECOLORING F.l.BRICs. -After the fabric to be recolored has been properly 
dusted and freed from grease marks and stains, by the usual means employed 
for the purpose, it has appUed to it a hot SOlution of aniline color, dissolved 
in alcohol and diluted with bOiling water, in the proportion of one part dry 
color to ten parts alcohol, and as much water as may be required to obtain 
the desired tint, or shade. While the fabric is still damp from this applica. 
tion, the inventor applies, by another sponge, a suitable mordant, such as 
bromide of potaSSium, or other equivalent, the surplus mordant being final. 
ly removed by sponging with cold water. This process is the invention of 
John MnrrayWallaee, of New York City, aSSignor to Bernhard Weber, also 
of New York. 

CARRIAGE WUlllEL8.-The In· 
vention of James Y. Silton, of 
Dne West, S. C. , is illustrated by 
the accompanying diagram. It 
consists in making the spokes of 
carriage wheels with clamps for 
the felly and tire, as shown, and 
metal sockets for the spokes,each 
being cast in one piece, and one 
being used for each spoke. The 

engraving shows an elevation, and also a section through the device, which 
will give a clear idea of the invention. 

MACIIINE FOR MAKING SKEWERS . -This is the invention ot Chauncey An. 
drews, of Patterson, N.J.  By its use skewers are split out, smoothed off, 
and pointed conveniently and rapidly. The parts of the machine cannot be 
intelligibly described without drawings. 

BRICK LIFTER. -In certain kinds of brick machines, where the clay is 
pushed by a piston through a nozzle upon a table or set of rollers, to be 
subsequently cut into blocks by wires or cords, the rapid removal of the 
blocks or unburnt bricks is difficult. !t is the design of this implement, in
vented by K . •  Julius Rugg, of Cincinnati, Ohio, to facilitate this operation. 
It consists of two parallel wooden bvard j aws, with arms pivoted together, 
after the manner of tongs , to which another Bet of bars are pivoted, so as 
to form lazy tongs, the upper ends of the latter bars being attached to the 
hoisting rope by a ring, which p asses through suitable sheaves. This ena
bles the block of clay to be rapidly removed to a truck, so as not to inter. 
fere with the action of the machine. 

CrruRN.-Henri Schuldtdrees, of Brookville, Ind.-ThiS invention con. 
sists in an arrangement for the bearing of a horIzontal beater shaft, to be 
raised as the butter begins to form for gathering it, and also for supporting 
thc shaft at an elevated position. 

VAPORIZING VOLATILE HYDROCARBONS. -ThiS invention provides an appa. 
ratus for vaporizing volatile hydrocarbon OilS, in such a way that only a. 
small quantIty of the oil may be in the gas house at a time, and Which pre. 
vents the escape ot thc vapor into the gas house. The main body of the oil 
is kept outside the gas house, and is led in, through a pipe, to be vaporized in 
a coil heated by a hot water bath. A cold water condenser also surrounds 
tho pipe, just previ0us to its reaching the vaporizer, which condenses any 
vapor that might seek to return through the pipe, and thus prevents its es. 
cape into the room. The oil is thus vaporized in small quantities as it flows 
into the gas house. The inventor is John Butler , ot New York city. 

PI"TON PACKI"G. -Phllip Estes. Leavenworth, Ransas. �This invention 
relates to piston· heads provided with expansible packing rings, and it can", 
sists in the means employed for forCing said packing ring outward, whenever 
H may be necessary, in order to the preServation of a steam· light 1 0int 
between the piston and cylinder. 

PENI>ULUM LEVEL A}''I) CLINOMlllTER.-This invention h�s for Its object 
the adaptation of a stand pendnlum pOinter and scale (such as are used fol"' 
ascertaining the deviations of the earth's surface, of the surfaces of other ob· 
! eets, from a horizontal line) to usc as a plumb for determinIng the lines o( 
objects standing vertically. or nearly so, and of overhead Walls and cellings • 

4.-STA.:M:PS FOR PRINTING CARDS.-How are the elastic 
hand stamps for printing cards made ?-C. F. M. 

5.-AsPIIALTE W ALRS.-What is the experience of South· 
erners in the use of asphalte walks ? How does heat affect them, and how 
do they compare in point of cost with other walks ?-N. 

6.-SMORED BRICK W ALLS .-How can wood smoke stains 
be removed from a new brick wall ?-D. P. S. 

7.-MENDING CAST IRON PATTERNS.-How can a broken 
piece of cast iron be so mended that a fonnder may nse it for It pattern in 
molding a new piece ?-J. G. G. 

8.-STRENGTH : OF BEAMS.-I would suggest to those hav· 
ng so much controversy about the strength of beams, that a b e am will snp· 

port its own weight inversely 3S the square of its length. For, as you 
double the length (Which is its breaking leverage) you donble the load. But 
for a uniform load, supposing the beam to weigh nothing of itseif, the 
strength decreases as the length inoreases. If I am not right, will some one 
tell why ?-W. G. B. 

9.-DRAFT OF VEHICLES.-If a wheel be rolled over a 
plain of mud, of uniform conSistency, and so loaded that it sinks a part of 
ts dianleter into the mud, should the line or traction be horizontal or in· 
clincd upwards ? Suppose a block weighing 100 pounds rests on a level sur· 
ace, and requires a force of 100 pounds exerted horIzontally to move it : 
can It be moved more easily by pulling in any other direction ? If so, what 
angle does the line of traction make with the base, and what is the force 
necessary to move the block ? 

10.-GEARING SLIDE REST.-I am an amateur turner, and 
I want to gear my slide rest to my lathe mandrel, to cut small screws . I 
don't know very much about gear Wheels, and would like to ask one or two 
questions in regard to them. What would be the best number of teeth, to 
the Inch of the diametrical pitch, for a lathe like mIne, which is small (10 
inch swing) and light ? Would 16 teeth to the inch of the diameter of the 
pitch circle be too small or too large ? If so, what would be a good num· 
ber ? Sixteen teeth to one Inch of the diameter of the pitch circle wonld 
give, on a whe.1 of3 inches in diameter of pitch Circle, 48 teeth on the pitch 
circle, would it not ? And would a wheel so small as 1)4 inches, with 20 
teeth, work well with one of 2� inches with 40 teeth ? In giving the size of 
the wheels, I mean the diameter of the pitch circle. I have m ade all the 
calculations as to the size of the Wheels I want but do not know how to get 
at the number 0 teeth to the inch that will work nicely on so small a lathe 
as mine ?-G. J. Van D. 

11.-EI,ECTRIC LIGH'l'.-What is the most economical way 
to produce the electric light ? The direct way, by a Grove battery, or by a 
revolving magnet, or by Rhumkortf's coil ? Has an estimate been made as to 
the cost of its production, compared with that of any other illuminator ? 
What would be the cost of apparatus, and are there persons in New York 
who sell the proper apparatus ? This subj ect has been discussed by several 
scientific men and subscribers to your valuable paper, and all are anxious 
to hear what light can be thrown npon the snbj ect. -L. R. , M.D. 

12.-CHEAP BATTERY.-In your issue of March 11,  1871, 
there were directions to make a cheap galvanic battery. I undertook, In 
company with a friend, to construct one of these, and although we followed 
the instructions to the letter, as we thought, yet the resnlt was an Ignomini. 
ous failure. It did not generate one particle of electriCity, not even so 
much as is produced in the hnmble experiment of a silver coin and piece of 
zinc placed on the tongne. We first ptocttred a glazed earthen bowl, hold· 
ing about a gallon ; inside this was fitted a cylinder of sheet zinc ; within 
this cylinder we placed an nnglazed earthen fiower pot, medium Size, the 
hole s topped with shoemaker'S wax, and inside this agaIn was a cylinder 

. made from the bottom of an old copper wash boiler. Then , dissOlVing 

nearly half a pound of sulphate of copper in water, we poured it into the 
:flowerpot containing the copper, filling it full, and also filled the outer 
earthen pot with a strong solution of salt and water. Having attached cop· 
per wires to both zinc and copper, we now naturally expeeted the machine 
to work, but never a bit of it. Up to this writing, it has stood as c ompla· 
cently innocuous as a barrel of slop. Is anything wrong with our appara· 
tus ? We have modified, altered, improved and experimented, all to n o  pur
pose. So let A. G. please inform us where the difiiculty is, or we shall be 
confirmed in the opinion, gradually gaming ground in our minds, that hi a 
directions are a fraud, or at least of no use to novices like-F .R. S. 
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1 14,428.-DIV ISION PLATE FOR STOVES.-S. C. Ewing, Hill's 

)<'erry Cal. 
114,42U.:....S'rEAM ENGINE.-H. Fontaine, Paris, France. 
1 14,4a0.-GuN CARUIAGE.-J . G. Foster, Boston, Mass. 
1 1 4,4il l .-WAsH BOILE It.-J. H. Garner, Pontiac, Ill. 
1 14,432.-LANTERN.-N. Gear, Newark, Ohio. 
1 14,433.-RAIL JOINT.-W. F. GrassIer, Muncy, Pa. 
1 14,434.-EAHTH CL08ET.-W. H. Grove, Philadelphia, Pa. 
114,435.-SEWING MACHINE STAND.-W. H. Grove, Philadel-

pllia., Pa. 

1 14,436.-SuPPORT FOR WINDOW SASHES.-C. Ham, New 
York city. 

114,437.-BoILER FURNACE.-C. J.  Harris, Bloomington, Ill. 
1 14,438.-CANDI,E.-Charles Havard , New York city. 
1 14,439.-BEDsTE.m.-J . F. Hollister, Plano, Ill. 
114,440.-STEAM HEATEH.-A. L. Ide, Springfield , Ill. 
11 4,441 .-HARvEsTER HAKE.�B. Illingworth, Le Roy, Minn. 
1 14,442.-BoBmN WINDER.-T. M. Jenks, New York city. 
1 1 4,443.-SUINGLE MACIlINE.-Joseph Jimo, Vergennes, Vt. 
1 14,444.-BAKING PAN.-Amos J ones, Lebanon, N. H. 
114,445.-SAsH IIoLDER.-G. N. Kendall, Wooster, Ohio. 
114,446.-AwL.-Thomas Kenney, Lynn, Mass. 
114,447.-ET�EcTRo MOLD.-lS . P. Knight, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
1 14,448.-WAGON TONGUE SUPPORT.-J. Krehbiel, Williams-

vil l e , N . Y. 
114,44IJ.-FIRE BRICKS.-B. Kreischer, New York city. 
114,450.-SAFETY CAN.-W. H. Lawrence,Williamsburg, N.Y. 
114,451.-MATcH HOOK.-JOS. D. Leach, Penobscot, Me. 

�Ultritau. 
114,452.-SECURING WHEELS TO AXLEs.-George Granville 

Lobdell, Wilmington, Del. 
114,45ll.-STOYE DAMPER.-Ernest Lohsand, La Porte, Ind. 
1 1 4,454.-SECURING DENTAL FILLINGS.-C.H.Mack, Portland, 

Oregon. 
1 14,455 .-SPINDLE STEP Box.-L. Maish, Minneapolis, Minn. 
1 14,456.-FRUIT Box.-Joshuli. H. Marvil, Laurel, Del. 
114,457.- WASH BOILER.-D. McCleary, Allegheny City, Pa. 
1 14,458.-WHEEL.-R. W. McClel land, Springfield, Ill. 
1 14,459.-SAIL HANK.-Wm. E. Meyer, New York city. 
114,460.-ELEVAToR.-Charles E. Moore, Boston, Mass. 
1 14 ,461 .-BuCKLE.-John H. Morris, Paxton, Ill. 
1 14,462.-WASHER AND WRINGER.-J . H.  Murray, Kirkwood, 

N. Y. 
1 14,463.-GRAIN SEPARATOR.-W. A. Myers, York, Pa. 
1 1 4,464.-vVASHING FLUID.-E. H. Neill, San Francisco, Cal. 
114,465.-PUDDLING FURNACE.-J. Neville, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
114,466.-SJ.EIGH HEATER.-Alfred Norton, Kokomo, Ind. 
114,467.-NozzLE STOPPER.-J. H. Noyes, Abington, Mass. 
1 1 4.468.-RoLLING PASTE.-C. A. Oehl, New York city. 
114,469.-CHILL CASTINGs.-James Oliver, South Bend, Ind. 
1 14,470.-ENAMELING BOOT HEELS .-C. H. Orcutt, Leomin-

ster, Mass. 
114,471.-LANTERN.-John Orphy, Buffalo, N. Y. 
1 14,472.-PLOW AND MARKER-O. M. Pond, Independence, 

Iowa. 
114,473.-LuBRICATOR.-J. M. Porter, Frostburg. Md. 
1 14 ,474.-NuT LOCK.-P. F. Randolph, Jerseyville, Ill. 
1 14,475.-LIFE PRESERVING TRuNK.-L.Rebstock, Hollidays-

b urg, Pa. 
114,476.-BENDING MACHINE.-G.J.Hiblet, Bootheville,W.Va. 
114,477.-HAIR CRIMPING DEVICE.-F. C. Richardson, New 

York city. 
1 14,47tl .-,-CHuRN DASHER.-Julius M. See, Griffin, Ga. 
1 14,479.-BRIDGE.-Jacob Seebold, Kantz, Pa. 
1 14,480.-=-LiQUID METER.-H. C. Sergeant, Newark , N. J. 
114,4tl1 .-BoTTOM F9R METAL WARE.-H.W. Shepard,Manns-

ville
..! N. x .  

114,48.-,.-ATOMIZING LIQUID.-A. M. Shurtleff, Boston, Mass. 
114,483.-CuLTIVAToR.-M. P. Simpson, Rosemond, Ill .  
1 14,484.-STOYEPIPE THIlIIBLE.-H. G. Smith, Meriden, Ct. 
1 14,485.-TRuNK.-Joseph Stanton, Buffalo, N. Y. 
1 14,486.-0RE CONCENTRATOR.-W. C. Stiles, Nevada City, 

Cal. 
114,487.-SNAP HOOK.-O. O. Stode, North Cape, Wis. 
114,488.-SADDLETREE MOLD.-J. Straus, St. Louis, Mo. 
114,489.-BLOWER AND ROTARY ENGINE.-H. P. Tenant, Ger-

mantown, In d. 
114,490.-FABRIC FOR CUFFS.-H. H. Thayer and W. H. Hart, 

Jr. , Philadelphia. Pa. 
114,49 1 .-AuToMATIC FAN.-B. D. Thompson, New York city. 
114,492.-CLARIF YING CoFFEE.-C. L. Tucker, Chicago, Ill. 
114,493.-HARYESTER-B. G. Turner, Fremont, Neb. 
1 14,494.-CURTAIN FIXTURE.-E. Turner, Wolcottville, Conn . 
114,495 .-IcE MACHINE.-A. Vaass and F. Littmann, Halle, 

Prnssla. 
1 14,496.-HAY ELEVATOR.- J. M. Van Demark and Moses 

Barlow, Phelps, N. Y. 
114,497.-DRAUGHT REGULATOR FOR STOYES .-W. W. Wad

dell , Hillsborough, Ohio. 
114 498.-HoLLING HOE BLANKS.-H. Waters, Boston, Mass. 
114:499.-KILN.-G. A. Wedekind and H. Dueberg, Balti-

more, Md. 
114,500.-GRAIN SEPARATOR.-H. L. Whitman, St. Louis, Mo. 
114,501.-LAWN MOWER.-A. W. D. Wi.lliama, London, Eng . 
1 1 4,502.-SoDA WATER.-J. B. Wood , RlChmond, Va. 
114,503.-STEAM BOILER.-F. A. Woodson, Selma, Ala. 
1 1 4,504.-PAPER FILE.-S. W. Young, Providence, R. 1. 
1 14,505 .-WRENO H.-A. C. Coes, Worcester, Mass. 
1 14,506.-STEAM P UMPING ENGINE.-L . J .  Knowles, Worces-

ter. Mass. 
114 50'7.-STEAl\I PUMP.-L. J.  Knowles,  Worcester, Mass. 
114;508.-FFRTILIZER -H. A. Hagel, New York city. 
114,509.-MEAT SAW.-P. J. Hogan and A. Sowden, Cincin-

nati, Ohio. 

REISSUES. 

4,359.-STOVE LID AND DAMPE&.- Wm. Doyle, Albany, N.Y 
Patent No. 89,861, dated May 11, 1869. 

4,360.-PRESERVING WOO D RAILROAD TIES, ETC.-B. S. Fore
man. Morrison ,  Ill. Patent No. 43,197, dated June 21, 1864 ; reissue No. 
1,951, dated May 9, 1865. , 

4,361 .-0IL CUP.-J. P. Haines, New York city. Patent No. 
92,820, dated July 20 1869. 

4,362.-SAD AND FI,UTING IRoN.-F. Myers, New York city . 
Patent No. 112,482, dated March 7, 1871. 

4,363.-PRINTING CLoTH.-Alfred Paraf, New York city. Pat
ent No. 95,0.10, dated Sept. 21,  1869. 

4,364.-CONCRE'rE PAVEMENT.-J. J .  Schillinger, New York 
city. P atent No. 100,599, dated July 19, 1870. 

4,365.-METAJ. CORNEa PIECE.-E. A. Stratton and C. M.  
Stratton ,  Greenfteld, Ma.s. Patent N o .  100,463, dated March 1,  1870. 

4,366.-DISTILLI:N G PETROI,EUM, ETC.-A. H. Tait and J. W. 
Avis, New York city. Patent :N o .  53,SS9, dated JlIarch 20, 1866 . 

4,367.-DISTILLING PETROLEUM, E'l'c.-A. H. Tait and J. W. 
Avis, Ne w York city . Palent No. 63,115, dated March 19, 1867. 

4,368.-CATTLE CAR- The National Cattle Car Co., Salem, O. 
Patent N o .  29,409, dated July 81,  1 860. 

4,361J.-P ACKAGE FOR LARD.-Chas. L. Tucker, Chicago, Ill. 
Patent No. 86,868, dated July 2, 1867 ; reissues Nos. 3,037 and 8,088, dated 
July 14, 1868. 

DESIGNS. 

4,853.-BRACKET.-J. H. Bellamy, Charlestown , Mass. 
4,854 .-FRONT OF A CATCH-ALL.-J . H. Bellamy,Charlestown , 

Mas!. 
4,85;").-GATE HINGE.-Chas. B. Clark , Buffalo, N.Y. 
4.8.16.-BoTTLE.-Wm. A. Demuth, New York city. 
4,857.-CHAIN LINK.-Virgil Draper, Attlel)orough, Mass . 
4 ,858.-HANDLE CAP Foa SATCIIELS.-G . Havell .Newark,N.J. 
4,859.-PALM AND BACK PIECES OF GLOVES.-F. E .  Hotchkiss, 

GloverSVille, N. Y. 
4,860.-KNITTED 'fRIMMING.-M.Landen berger, Philadelphia, 

Pa . 
4,861 and 4,862.-RuBBER SHOE.-C. Meyer, New York city. 

Two p atents. 
4,863.-MuFF AND COLLAR Box.-R.M.Seldis, New York city. 
4,864.-WOYEN CLOTH.-R. C. Taft, W. B. Weeden and J. W. 

Taft. Providence, R. I. 
4,865.-THUMB PIECE FOR GLOVES.-I. B. Whipple, Glovers

vllle, N. Y. 
4,866.-Bow INsTRUMENT.-L. P. Wildman, Danbury, Conn. 

TRADE-MARKS. 

231 .-ToBAcco.-L. L. Armistead, Lynchburg, Va. 
232.-BALM .-Demas Barnes, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
233 .-LINIMENT.-Demas Barne�, Brooklyn, N.  Y. 
234.-INsEcT POWDEH.-Demas Barnes, Brooklyn . N. Y. 
235 .-PUEPARATION FOR THE HAIH .-D .Barnes,Brooklyn,N.Y . 
236.-BILLIARD CUSHION.-H. W. Collender, New York city. 
237.-JEWELRY.-Wm. M. Elias & Brother, New York city. 
238 .-MEDICINE.-T . S. Hodgson & Co., McKeesport, Pa. 
239.-TwINE, WARP, YAUN, ETC.-E.vV .  Keeler,Yaraville,N.J. 
240.-TEA.-C. A. Low & Co.,  San l!'rancisco, Cal. 
241.-WHISKY.-Mills, Johnson & Co. ,  Cincinnati, Ohio. 
242.-HILLIARD TABLE.-Phelan & Collender, New York city. 
243.-WOOD PUMP.-Rich & Burlingham, New York city. 
244.-CIGAR .-Smith, Crosby & Co., New York city. 
245.-FERTILIzER.-8mith & Harris, Philadelphia, Pa. 
246.-ToyS AND FANCY GOODs.-Strasburger, Fritz & Pfeiffer, 

New York CIty. , 
247.-MEDICINAL PREPARATION.-G.B.Thurston, Lynn, Mass. 

EXTENSIONS. 
P APEU BAGs.-Roxanna Rice, Sc-uth Lancaster, Mass. Letters 

Patent No. 17,l64, dated April 28, 1857 ; reissue No. 920, dated March 6, 1860. 
HARvEsTERs.-Chas. Crook, New Hope, Pa. Letters Patent 

Ig: ��'d����dr�h ��lfai;�. reissue No. 548, dated May 4. 1858 ; reIssue 

HARVESTERs.-Chas . Crook, New H0fge, Pa. Letters Patent 

Ig: �:�' d����d
A��li ��md. 

reIssne No. 5 , dated May 4, 1858 ; reissue 

DISCLAIMER 
HARVESTERs.-Chas. Crook, New Hope, Pa. Letters Patent 

I�: �:�'
d����dlt:fi &.lmJ. r eissue No . 548, dated May 4, 1858 ; reissue 

Inventions Patented I n  E ngla nd by America ns. 

April 12 to April 17, 1871, Inclusive. 

[Complied from ' the CommIssioners ot Patents' Journal. ] 

AXLES AND AXLE BOXES . -C. W. M. Smith, San FranciSCO, C al . 
BUTTON HOLEs.-G. M. Wells, Boston, Mas •• 
CLOTHES WEINGEE.-August Albrecht, Philadelphia, Pa. 
ELASTIO COllPOUND. -A . G. D ay, Seymour, Conn. 
FABBIOS FOB MATTRESSES. -G. C. Perkins, Hartford, Conn. 
FHAlIE FOB 1101' BINES. -J. T. Parlour, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
HAIB WASHEB. -M. L. Wlnn, New York City. 
NEW FIBEB. -J. H. McConnell, Springlleld, Ill . 
PHOSPHATES OF LnlE. -C. Morllt, Baltimore, Md. 
PBEPARATION OF MEAT . -M .  S. Valentine, Richmond, V a .  
PROPELLER.-D r .  R. Hunter, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
SASH FASTENER. -Nathan Thompson, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
STR �TCHING PIOTURE FRA.MEs. -,James Fairman, New York city. 
STRINGED INSTRUMET\TTS. -L. P. Wildman, D anbury, Conn. 
SUPE RPHOSPHATE OF LIlIE. -C. Morllt, of Baltim ore, Md. 
TREATMENT OF BONE. -N. B. Rice, E. Saginaw, Mlch . .  S. Driggs,New York . 
WHIp. -Charles T. Shelton, New Haven, Conn. 
WINDOW' BLIND HOLDER. -Nathan Thompson, Broo klyn, N .  T. 

F oreign Patents . 
The population 01 Great Britain, Is 31,000,000 ; of France, 87,000,000 Bel

glnm, 5,000.000 ; Austria, 36,000,000 ; ' Prnssla, 40,000,000 ; and Russia, 70,000.000. 

Pate,.tB may be secured by American citizens in a1l of theBe countries. 
Now Is the time, while business Is dull at home, to take advantage of these 
immense foreign lIelds. Mechanleal lmprovemcntB of al\ kinds are always 
In demand In Europe. There will never be a better time than the p resent 
to take patents abroad. We have reliable business connections with the 
prlnClpal capitals of Europe. A large share of all the p atents secured 
In foreign countries by Americans are obtained throngh our Agency. Ad
dress MUNN & Co . , 37 Park ROW, New York. Circulars, with full informa
tion on foreign patents. fnrnlshed free. 

GREAT VALUE 
OF 

ROBABLY no investment of a small sum of money 
brlngs 8 greater return thaD the expense i ncurred in obt8i n i � ,  
a patent. even when the i n vention i s  but 3 s m a l l  o n e .  Larg e r moo 
ventions are found to pay correspondingly well.  The nam c� oC 
Blanchard, Morse, Bigelow, Colt,  Ericsson,  Howe,  McCorm Ick, Hoe and others who llBve amassed immense fo rtunes from their 
invc'ntions,  are well  known. And there are hundreds o f  oth ers 
who have realized large Bums-from fl rty to one h u ndred thou .. 
Band d ollars-and a. multitude who have made sm aller sums ,rang· 
Ing fro m  twenty·lIve tlI O u sand to fifty thousand doU.rh. from 
their p atents. The first thing requisite for an inventor to k now 
is , if bis i n v ention is patentable. T h e  best way t o  ob t�in this i n
formatio n ,  h eit her  to prep are a. �ketch and descrip t I O n  o f  t h e  
i nvention ,  o r  c o n st r u c t  a m o dol, a n d  s e n d  t o  a rellable a n d  I' v .  
p e r l e n c e d  patent solicitor. aud a s k  advice. 

III thIa connection Inventors arc Inforn.ed that 

M U N N & c o . ,  
PuLU"hers of the 

Icitntifit 
3 1  PU1"k Row, New Y01"k, 

Have been engaged In the business of Soliciting Patent. for nearly twenty. 
li v e  years and have the most extensive faclUtles for transacting such b u si
ness, of an,. concern in t h e  world. M. & Co. have examined and reported 
mO.re than 

50, 000 INVEN TIONS, 
And prepared the 'papers for more than 

25.000 APPLICATIONS 
For Patents during the last quarter o f  a century. 

ab
���r

t �;I;�t
I:��I::�8��irr�a�e�m

ft��� of 
e
n 

a�h:l1r:���� �1'!�� b,J.I��ii-�o�r: 
o f s p e clti cation writers and counselors are lnade up from the ran ks o f tge 
Pat e n t  Office, and are men capable oC rendering the best service to the in .. 
v e n tor, from the experience practically obtained while cxamiuers 1Il the 
P atent Office. 

M U N N  & C O .  
Otrer their Bemces ln preparing 

Specillcations and Drawlnll"!I for Patents, Caveats, Re
Issues, D csigns, l.'rade Marks, Extensions, 

Interferences, and Assill"nmeuts. 

They also prosecute 

rEJECTED jPP L I CAT I ON S , 
Whloh have been Improperly prepared by the inventor or Incompetent al> 
torneys. Good inventions nrc otten rejected for no o tl?cr reason than tha t  
the C8868 w e r e  n o t  properly presente,l to tho Patcnt Olhce. 

Inventors should bear in mind that I)atents are often worth more in for. 
elgn countries than in the Unitej States, a nd t h e  redncad prices for whi cb 

����t
a�lt:fn'th�b�a���: ojc"m�:f�:r�o!sri"on��t:�tt�:ir 1���;"t����![6��ad�Dr 

For instructi ons concernin.ar 
PORBIGN PATENTS, ' 

R£ISSUE8, 

INTERFERENCE!!!, 

HINTS' ON SELLING PATENTS, 
ltULE!!I AND PROCEEDINGS AT THE UNITED STATE8 

PATENT OFFICE, 

THE PATENT LA 'WS, FEES, ETC.,  SEE 
"" :E[IN'TS TO INVEN TOR S 7 ' "  

��::'lt.l� ·l'a���� 
a�lc

':,'��':t�r.ffJ�c::\�n. Advice free. Everything con 

M U N N & C O . , 
P U B L I S H E R S  

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, 
31 Par"� Row, New Y01"k, 

0fBce in Washingtol:, � of F and Seventh etmtIIJl, 

© 1871 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.



value ql the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN a8 an adverti8'ing 

medium cannot be ovet'·estimated. It!; circulation is ten 

ti'TYUJR greater than that Q/ any similar journal now pub
lished. It goe8 ntn all the Stntes and Territories, and i8 
v>ead in all the prine prtl lUJrarie8 and reading-room8 Qf 
111,1' lI'orld , We inD i te the attention qf those who WU1h to 

make their busines8 known to the annexed rates. A bu,'4-

'neS8 man want8 8omethin:,] more than to .'lee his adver

f,igement in a printed newspaper. lIe want·,; drenlat on. 

I! it bt worth 25 cent8 per line to advertise in a paper Of 
til ree tho u8anrl circulation, it is worth $2. 50 ver line to 

adVertise in one of thirty th01l-8a1': d. 

RATES OF AlIVI£RTISING. 
flack Page - -
In�i lle l""age • • •  

for each insertion. 

1'00 a line, 
1'a cents a line , 

Engrw,ings may head arl1,erti8ements at the same rate per 
line, bl1 mea8urement, a8 the letter-preS8. 

B A I R D' S  

FOR PRACTICAL MEN. 
rrHE undersigned begs to announce that his 

REVISED CATALOGUE of April 1�, 
1871, 94 pages, 8vo., so long in preparation, IS now 
ready for delivery. In it will be found many new and 
highly important books, and the list. taken as a whole, is 
confidently submitted to the America 1 public, as TilE 

BEST ASSElMBLA G E  OF PRACTICAL AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS 

EYER OFFERED BY ANY ONE PUBLISHER, IN THIS COUN
TRY OR ENGLA�. Many thousand readers ot the SCIEN
TIFIC AMERICA.N have, In the past, sent for his Catalogue, 
and large orlters have been received for this one. All 
who have not ordered this edition are, Indiviclually and 
collectively, especially invited to send their addresses, 
and eataloguee shall be promptly sent, FRE� OF POSTAGE. 

llENltY CAREY BAIRD, 
IND USTRIAL PUBLISHER. 

406 Walnu t  st., Pbil adelpbia. Pa. 

NEW INDUSTRIAL BOOKS, 
BookR of Designs for Headstones , Mural, and 

�,�;�(': y� �� u ��/ir�s�n cIl� :l�a��1;� uDb�it�iAR�isJ B��� TELL, M. A. 4to. , cloth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5 00 
The Architect's and Builder's Pocket Compan

ion and Price Book : Consistinn: of a Short but Com-
g:��1A�.1;,�iVaendEPl\��I��rir�'t�i�:.cim�i�h DT����iI��lBU �g: 
�r�)(6�(trs�ons����·d ��l��;sot���e��lti��iati!�·Qri[fnl[t��ls 
of "l:lterials in Given Sizes, and Dimensions of Wood. 
i;�;g�s f�?dC�;����ic�,l�d,,�d�l�\ na��o cR�I��e��rBg��: puting and Valuing Brick and Brick 'York, Stone "'Vorl;;:, Painting. Plastering. etc. By F HANK W. VOHDES, Architect. Hlutjtrated. }I'ull bound in pocket lJOok form . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $2 00 Bound in cloth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 50 

Sign 'Writing and Glass Embossing : A Com· 
plete Practical Illustrated Manual of the Art. By 
.J.OIl':: S CALLINGHAM. To which are added 15 plate� 
��nt�.l P�2��6:s(R�!�?;���f ic).��:�.t. ��.�i.�t.� : . �? �.��$lo�O 

A Complete Guide for Coach Painters. Transl a.ted from the French ofM. ARr�oT. Coa('h Painter, for eleven years foreman of painting to M. Eherler. Coach Maker. Paris. By A. A. FE�QUET, Chemist and Engin eer. To which Is added an Appen<lix, containing 
�i�;7��Tc���gh ra��a�;���llpal��i�!�ricti�!r�i�11itl�� l�rt\�� l;uited States and Great Dritain. 12mo . . . . . . . . . .  $1. 25 

GaR Superintendent'R Pocket Companion for the year 1871. By HARRIS & BROTHER , Gas Meter Man· ufacturers. Full lJ ound in pocket· book form . . . $2.00 

IN ACTIVE I'REPA RATION. 

A ('omplete Treatise on the Distillation and 
Preparation of Alcoholic and other Liquors : From the French of M. DUI�LAIS. Trallsl ated and Edited by 
M. McKE:fN IE ,  M. D.  I i lustrat " d by numerous wood 
cnt8 and l arge folding plates . 700 pages. Svo. (Ready 
• Iulle 1 ,  18i1. ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $10 00 

A General Treatise on the Manufacture of 
Jli�l��;f�u�rA�,�h����.a� at�l� J6�'�i;3\he g�liclkr���� c ,  Bses, with Alcohol. ,V.iue , Grain, Malt. Cider. Mo
Jasses, and Beets ; as well 3.8 the Fabrication of Wood Vinegar, etc. , etc. By Prof. H. DUSSAl."CE. In one volume. 8vo. (Ready June 15, 1871. ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $5 00 

The above, or any of my books, sent by mail, tree of 
postage, at the publieation prices. My Revised Cu ta
lognc, A I.ril l�,  1 8 '1 1 ,  sent free of postage to any 
one who will favor me with his address. 

UENRY CARY BAIRD, 
I N D U STR I A L  P U B L ISHER, 

406 Walnut street, Philadelphia, Pa, 

SHOP RIG IITS to build a cheap Caloric Engine, with 4 Patents. J. McDoNOUGH, 120 Broadway. 

FlO W ARD' S IMPROVED ADJUSTABLE 
MITER MACHINES. Agents wanted. Whole· 

����:�i���i� :ralIb;liiBo�A�t�lf��auWrN(l g��,lers Belfast, Maine. -------------------------
Gear's Variety Mo lding 
Jrlaehinc is the beElt in the world. Send for Circular. 

A. �. & J.  Hear ... � 00., Boston, Mass. IJrCAUTION.-It is an infringement to use the N. Y. 
V. Maehine anywhere except inNew Yor�. Take Notice. We mean business. 

$ cientifie 
P ATENT RIG HTS sold o n  Commi ssion. Exchanges for bUSiness or Real Estate in New York e1fcc·ted. Examinations made and obtainable market value ascertained and reported. Address 

E. H. GIB B S  & CO. � 
98 Broadway, New York. 

References : J. C. WINANS. Pres. Hamilton �'ire Ins. 
g�.�I�il��I§.

sto�.lBb�i�.<fr�����: �.q. , Pres. Atlan· 

DUTCHER'S LIgh t ning FL Y KIL LER. 
DUTCHER'S DEAD SHOT for Bed Bugs. 

THY THEM, AND SLEEP IN PEACE. 

Illustrated Catalogues 

OF the best assortment of Small Tools for �fetal ,\Vorkers.:. ... wholesale. Rnd retaIl. Adoress A. J. WILKINSO" & CO . . 2 Washington st. , Boston. 

To IRON BRIDGE BUILDERS.-2 Bridges to let (250 feet each). Address ISAAC B. HYMEH, North Manchester, Wabash county, Indiana. 
FOR Dl<JAFNESS.-HASLAM'S ARTIFI-

CIAL EARS. Can be concealed. Send to E. HAS · LAM, 152 William st. , New York, for pamphlet. 

WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY .-Best Gage Lathe made, for all kinds ()f Handles and Cabinet work. Addresst,.for CataloKue, T. R. llA1LI£Y & VAIL, Lockport, N. Y. 

WANTED.-A responsible dealer in everv town in the United States, to sell " The Taniie Co. 's " Emp.ry Wheels and Emery Grinders . Extra Inlucemcnt!-l from Mav 1st. Send for terms to H TIlE TAN-I'.l'E CO."  Stroudsbur�"-,::.P..::a:.:.. __________ _ 
THE AMES , IRON WORKS SPECIALTIES. 

Portable Engines 
AND 

S A W M I L L S , 
Portable Hoisting Engines, Stationary Engmea and Boilers. s�erjor inducements are off red in quality and 
�i�·ARirp.biil�ipr���o38 cno�R���tt:r.� ��w York. 

Poesesaes all the desirable 1ualities of the Standard Ma-ch�lnglE�I.feF��i�e�acl�\�t: ���:�itf;ir;�Hh:he 
Pli1!�=EN b��'(f[&OI'i:�J!l;��.fs�U\nTH;R. Adaptability to a wide range of work. In its Ease of Operation-rnnuing light and qnict, ana be-ing easily comprehended. In its 

Super ioBu1:°I�t§'WR?�c�pir'j,���T'1J�r}% ali,ds Finish. 

VERTICAL rEED ! !  
which Is the most practical and desirable device (or the purpD�v'Is8��;:etr�r-e;�lc�a��:r�lhfchi�feTIIE 

Manutacturers (�laim makes it 
SUPERIOR TO ALL O THER MACHINES. THE DAVIS has been before tile pubUc nearly Ten Years, and! nnlike other Machines, has not been puffed into notonety, but, in a quiet way. has earned a �reat reputation, on account of its many desirable qualitlf' s .  
Jrfr' Agents are  desired in every County in the United 

�6!��i���. lCte�.��1:sk!�g�ril[gtg� �l��dl�fti tge����,tg; addrTi'fi1gI��ell�1,�'WHVGr�ACHINE COMPANY, of Watertown, N. Y. 

Portable &. Stationary 
Steam Engines 
AND HOISTING ENG INES. A good ar-ticle at low prices. Every machine warranted. Send for descriptive Price List. 

H. B. BIGELOW & CO., 
____________ New Haven. Conn. 

The New Wilson Under-Feed. 
T H E  BES r & CH EAPEST 

FIRS r CLASS SHUTTLE 
SEWING MACHINE ·-e&���lii�F1'" IN THE WORLD. ... 

. Warranted for live yeats, 
ttl and the warranty ind(·m� � nilled by a cayital of half 
H a million of dollars. �ACENTS WANTED 
R i n  unoccupied territory. 
'" For particulars address 
... WJlson Sewing lachine Co, � Cleveland, 0.; St. Louis,  � Mo. ; Providence, R.  I . . 
I'o Philadelphi!l,  Pa. ;  BOs: 

ton, Mass. ;  Plttsburg,Pa. 
Louisville , Ky. ; Cincinnati, 0.; Indianapolis, Ind . ; 
!Memphis,Tenn. ;  Chicago, 1II .;. Milwaukee, �is.; 
Toledo,O. ;  Albany,  N .  Y . ;  S t .  t':lul,  Minn.;  Rich. 
mond . Va. ; Montgomery, Ala.; New Orleans, La. ;  
Galveston & Houston ,Tex. ; San Francisco , Cal . ;  oe 

No. 707 B R O A D WAY. N E W  YORK.  

1 832. SCHENCK'tl PATENT . 1 8 70. 

Woodworth Pla-nerR. And Re·Sa.wing Machines, Wood and Iron Workin)? MR.chinf�ry . Engines, Boilers, etc. JOHN B. SCHE:r;; CK'S SONS, Matteawan, N. Y . •  and 118 Liberty st. , New York. 
("I INCINNATI BHASS WORKS. - Eng-i . 
\ )  nper8 and Steam j1"itters' Brass Work, Best Quality at very Low Prices. F. LUNIU;NHI<;IMEH , Prop 'r . . 

�Uteri'nu. 
A V A L U A B L E  I N V E N T I O N l  

LIQ UID C O JIP OSITI ON BR ONZE 
For B r o n zing and Gilding Heaters, Cb andellers, Pipes, Sates. e t c .  at  a �o1,i'�f:t����e";:�e�u(mW�hIiheGi'f)rsajM�Xl£i. appll' d on new Jj

.
olJ\..

arit'�;lp.
all shades and colors 

INVENTOR'S EXCHANGE. 245 Broadway, N. Y. 
PATENT BANDSAW MACHINES 

Of the most approved kinds, of various sizes, to saw bevel as well as aquareb without in· 
�"ipiityiIWI:, l4of't�S45";; 'l'enth aye. , New York. Price $250, $2'15, $350, and $400. At present (Oet. 16) , there are in 
8f�fa�����li!�I�r��s�iie��fP;; circular. Manufacture, also. 
��r�Tls�ov;�e:�w$:'�inlI:�� also on hand a large stock of best FRENOH BANDSA W BLADES. 

BROOKLYN 
WHITE LEAD CO., 

Perfectly Pure 'Vhite Leatl, 
RED L E I\. D  il.ND LITHil.RGE, 

Office 89 Malden L ane, New
. 

York. 

THE CELEBRATED 
Co ld-1'olled Shafting. 

THIS Shafting is in every particular superior 

Eco*b�lc�[n����,¥lW5 �6e�u�a�e)'ng I:oi�:�: �ri�� stronger than turned Shafting. Less diameter answers 
r:e:YarPJrC�I��e�:.uSitgi: �reer�'�c��;i�gU�d!c��8li��!eul� 
,,/haworth Gage. All who give it a trial continue to use it exclusi.vely. We have it in large quantities. Call and examine It, or send for price l1st. Address 

126 ar?d
E1�Rg�a��';;��t.�N��;'york. 

N. Y. lJtIach'inery Dep o t. 
G EORGE PLACE & co., Manufacturers and 

T Dealers in Wood and Iron Working Machinery, ot every description, Stationary and Portable En�lnes and 
����1��' i�e:t1��1�n�n�r Rti�B;bacf��g�{r a��o;;. �21i��j 1_28_C_h_a_m_b_e_r_._t._. N�e�w_Y�0�rk�.� __________________ ___ 

Sturtevant Blo�()ers. 
THEtlE are in every particular the best and most perfect Blower ever made. A full assortment of every size on hand, ready to deliver. Address GEORGE PLACE & CO. , 126 and 128 Chamber st., New York. 
BURDON IRON WORKtl.-Manufacturers of Pumping El�lnes tor Water Works High & Low Pressure Engines, Portable Engines and Boilers, of all kinds, S!lgar Mills, Screw, Lever. Drop, & Hvdraulic Pressesl MachilH'ry in general. HUBBARD & WHITTA· KER, lo ji"ront st., Brookly.ll. 

MACHINERY N E W  a nd 2d·HAND.-·-Send for Circular. eliAS. PLACE 
, & CO. , 60 Vesey st. , New York. 

P. BLAISDELL & 00., 
� ir ANUFAC'fURERS of the "BLAISDELL" 
lfl. PATI£NT DRILL PRESS�:S, with quick return mo· tion, Agrieultural Drills, Improved Engllle Lathes, from 
U��d �a��l��: :�cin01h��tirres��tc�\��rl\fa�1�:�ist��r�no�:'IillB, 

Jackson st. , Worcester, Mass. 

A gents ! Read This ! 
WE WILL PAY AGENTS A SALAHY OF 

$30 pel- week and expenses, or allow a large commiSSion, to sell our new and wonderful inventions. Address M. WAGNEU & CO. , Marshall, Mich. 
WOOD-WOHKING MACHINEHY GEN. m·ally. SpeCialties, 'Woodworth Planers and Rich , ardi:lon s Patent Improved Tenon Machines. Nos.. 24 and 26 Central, corrWI1�t'i{'B�.R�'J'&��Wic�!'i'\bsON. 

VINEG AR, how made in 10 hours , without drugs. Particulars 10 cts F .SAGE,CrOmwell,Conll. 

Tanite EJnel�?1 Wheels 
AND GHlNDlNG MA CTIlNES. 

s, A .  WO ODS, General A gent. Machinery Depot. !J1 Liberty st. , New York. 

RAILROAD MEN find all the latest railroad new�, descriptions and illustrations of railroad improvemellts, aIllo articles on railroad management and &1�i�ii�:I,% w;.��d�t��:Vea�rY6�k���d il1�h�frd1!���t� 
f��i$l:§"t ���f ���ha�/:gfr;::�;i!�l: �it���e��r ��gi�Oh cfci��� nal, 1'01' one year, $13_. ____________ __ 

$10 A DAY FOR ALL with Stencil Tools . 

• A(\(i ress A. E. GRAHAM, springfield, Vt. 
L .  &; J. W. F E U C HTWAN GER, 5 5  C e

dar st. , New York, CheJnlsts, Ma n ufac
turers, and lIn porters 01· Specialities, 
Silicates, Soda and Pota sh, Cblorldc 01 
Calcium, Peroxide of Manga n ese, Hy
drofluorIc Acid, Metallic Oxides, St eel 
and Gla ss Makers' and Potters' A rticles, 
P nblishers of Trea tises o n  " S olnble 
Glass," " Gems," a n d  " Ferm e n L e d  
Liqnor

_
s
_
.
_
" ________________ _ 

w: ANTED.-G un and Cartridge Machinery of all kinds, new or second-hand. Address WINCHESl'l£R REPEATING ARMS CGMPANY, New Haven Conn. 

$1 5  0 A MONTH ! EMPLOYMENT 
• EXTRA INDUCEMENTS ! 

A premium nO"RSE and ,\VAGON for Agents. We desire 
��I��fi�y$2��(�nt�h���,I: ��;�Yn�f �'f:�h\n��ar8it tO�:klc�h� stitch alike on bot.h sides, and is the best low·priced licensed machine in the world. W. A. HENDERSON & CO. , Clevcland, Ohio. or St. Louis, Mo. 

P RIZE MEDAL SCROLL SA W.
THOS. L. CORNELL, Derby, Conn. 

l ATHE CHUCKS-HOHTON'S PATl<JNT 
_..J from 4 to 36 Inches. Also for car wheels. Adores!" E. HOIlTON & SON, Windsor Locks, Conn. 

To Elect'ro- Plu,(ers. 13ATTERIES, CHEMICALS. AND MATE. RIALS, in sets or sin
�
le, with hookR of instruetion. manufactured and 80ld hy , HOMAS HAI�J�. Manufacturing Electrician, 19 Bromfle d street, liostOll, Mass. ll .. lustrated catalogue sent ���e on applieatioll. ____ _ 

OTIS' SAFE'l' Y  l!OlSTING 
MachInery. 

OTIS, BROS. &; CO. No. 309 BROADWAY, NI£W YORK. _____ _ 

pu�!rp s -For Description, Price 
11'1- • Lists etc. , of the Bcst Centrifup gal Pump ever invented, with Overwhelming Testimony 

����!s�VH1tAt}g.fsIsctr�lbuJ��r:���;��!HiJ, �� �. ) to 

'1'1l� U num 1I.'1lI Mill�, Pitttll.mrgh, .Pa. The attention of Engineers and Architects is caned to our improved Wrought-iron Beams and Girders (patent· ed), in which the compound welds between the stem and flanges, which have proved so obj ectionable in the old mode of manufacturing, are entirely avoided\we are pre· pared to furBish all sizes at terms as favorab e as can be 

C���i�:i�,�rg���r:'co�'Ull���cI���1iill��J)f[t���.:��:rp�8 
WOODBURY'S PATENT 

Planing and 1Jfatching 
and Molding Machlnes,Gray & Wood's Planers,Self-oiling Saw' Ar�.o�., Wgo�sc,r wood lW9�1i�c���t�t�l�g�:1:&: Y . .  Send for Cireulars. 67 Sudbury street; B08f,on. 

Reynolds' 
TURBJKE WATEIl WHEELS. 
The Olde8t and Newest. All others. only imitations of each otber in thClr strife after complications to confuse the public. We do not boast 

��11ib\iee,t!�6�6�i��i�g���. stB���� tiful �'l,����lffr;t�·, ��� t��J:
CO

T Gearinll:. SbaUln/:: . 

Niagara ,,'<tjtea-rrt P'lj/lltlJ. 
elIAS. B. HAlWICK, Adams st. , Brooklyn, N. Y. 

� l IJDl<JLS, PATTERNS , EXPERIMHNT A L, 
l' and other madlincrv Mod('ls for the Patent Office, built to order by HOLSK'E MACHINE CO. , Nos. 528, 5:30 and 532 'Vater st. , near Jefferson. Uefer to SCI.E:NTIFIO AMERICAN office. 14 tt' 
\\T ANTED-AGENTS, $20 PER DAY, TO 

sell the celebrated HOME SHUTTLE SEWING MACHINE. Has  the undcr·fecd, m akes thc "lock stiteh" alike on both sides, Ul l d  is fully liceJlsed. 
f�hth�.c:�a:k�t.ChX�fct(���stamiIY Sewing Machine 

JOHNSON, CLAIlK & CO. , BOstOD , MaRS. ; Pittsburgh, Pa. i Chicago, Ill. , or St. Louis. 1\1 o. . 

A ndrew 's Patc'nts. 
Na\V�«;'�1io!:�1il��te�8�ooved, Portable, and 

.t'ri�tiOfi or Hen red ll'linina & Quauy Hof8tt""rs. Smo k e.hu t'n i n K  Safety BoUers. 
O!';ci i l a tinR Enfline�, DttubJt" and SiDR'le, 1.2 to 1 00-H o r  .. e power. 
lJentriful!"ul P u mp .. , 100 to 1 00,000 Ual\ons per L,'h n lHe, ne�t t" U IIl P8 i n  til e  Worl d, PRISM 

llJ u(h �H nd� Gravel, CO&J, «;ru in, cteo, wi th_ out !lJl lll·Y. 11-�hH!; 'Ci���r���,ourllbl", and Economical • 
WM. D. ANDREWS & EIlO . •  

414 'Vater street, New York. 
lJNRIV A LLED Hand Saw Mill, Self-feeding, with ease. Rip 3· in. lumbeq guaranteea do wor]..: of 3 men. The only hand saw machme t.llown does as represcnted. Thousands in use. Send for circular. WM. H. HOAG, Sole Manufacturer, 21'[ 1'earl st. N. Y 

A LBERT H, CURJEL, Vienna, Austria, 
� ,I" A:r-<UFACTUREH of Machines, & Whole.if.! sale Deakr in SEWJNU llIA lJ l UNES, dcsi ... , s  mallufa('.tul'{'rs to inform him of Hew lIlventions for the purpose of introducing the same in Austria and Hungary. 

F E LT 
The cheapest; best and m08t d1lrabie non -conductor known, for eovel'ing Ice H.ousc�. �ejrjgeratol's, ·W�ter a.nd �tcam .Plpes, �(Oir�Re¥,:j.:lij\:JWl��'�ffti�: tile 46 Cuurtland st . . New York. 

SHINGLl<J AND HEADING MACHINE-Law's Patent with Tr(�vor & Co. 's Improvements. The Simples� and Best i? use. Also, Shingle. Hl'ading 
:�c� S�d�r���llters, Et�I�U�?�i� �C�g�l�1.'�����)��', 1J:\��r8 
1\ /1" ACH1NISTS' TOOLS, at greatly reduced llJ. prices. Also, Home 'Woodwortll Planers and Sec. on61·hand ToolR. 97 to 113 H. H. ave. , Newark, N . J. E. & R. J. GOULD, successors to Goulfl Ma('nine C o  
FRAGRAN'r SAPOLIENE 

rrHE WOODWARD STEAM-PUMP M A N-
UFACTUHlNG COMPANY, M"Dufacturers of the Woodward Pat. Improved Safctv Steam Pump and Fire gngine , Stearn. Water. and Gas )1--titting-s of all kinds. Also Dealers in Wrought- iron Pipe Boller Tubes, etc. Hotels Churches, Factories, & PublIc BuildiIlJ.!);: }H'atf'd hv Steam: 

�g�.�fW��ig·Rt.\�t���l� �Pii1��,�i{��:�1�1;� ��-llf:r �ii �i��:6f[�e ��oc�l p�:b�n�. �.a\V�6D�AWD� ���s�!�t. 

ALLCOTT'S LATHES, for Broom, Hoe, and S ILICA TE OF SODA, IN ITS VARIOUS --------.--.--------------
Rake Hantl�.lp'O�ii, � Liberty st. , New York. Qoart�H;:�;��;:���t�J��. ai-�i1�d�\��r.; bpa.PhiiadeJphla $60 �e!�!� t�a�tJt{��;.���c��!�ess 

© 1871 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.



idtutifit [MAY 
City Subscribers.-'fhe SCIEN'rIFIC A�IERI- r 

CAN will be delivered in every part of the city at 
$3 '50 a year. Single eopies for sale at the News�stallds 
n this city, Brooklyn, Jersey City, and Williams· 
bnrgh, and by most of the News Dealers in the United 

Safest 
AND 

Best. 
Harrison Safety Boiler. 

Has been in practical use for than ten years .  
States. 

Aflverti8ement8 will be admitted on thi8page at the rate Qf 
$1'00 per line for each insertion. Engravings may 
head advertisements at the same. rate per law, by meas
urement, as the letter-vre88. 

To ELECTBICIANS.-For sale, the secret 
of manufacturing Magnets, much more powerful 

than any kind known heretot"ore
p
for electric motor, or 

any other f.i
R�Btl�

l
Jf���tHou�\�

e
n �f?:�ew ���k:SS 

FULL I�STRUCTIONS to Stuff RirdR, Pre
serYe Butterflies, Insects, and Animals. Full in

I:!tl'uctions and preparations for prcscrviug the skin·s. 
Sent po��p::ri

.
d 
cR1Tg�

i
��;

f
l�fb�o st.�(gl�s:eland, Ohio. 

P APER PULP , made of Straw, Wood, etc., 
. . by Deininger's Process. better than uy any other, 
und with only one fourth of the Chemicals formerly, re
quired in boiling and bleaching. Address 'YEDEh..IND 
&, lHJEBERG, cor. Biddle and Ann ste. , Baltimore. 

:J"'ravelcrs 

WANTED.-A responsible dealer in every 
town in the United States, to 8('11 B The Tanitc 

Co. 's " Emery Wheels and Emery Grinders. Extra in
<lncements from May 1st. Send for tcrms to " THE TAN
ITE Co. , Stroudsburg, Pa. 

SnORT HAND 1 5 0 ,yords per lllin-
• ute In CO Ulw w e eks. 

Send stamp for Circular. Prof. GRAY, P. O.Box 4847, N. Y. 

EDISON & UNGER, 
EXPERTS I N  • E L ECTRICITY. 

SP�CIA'iY-F{!�a��,�toOA l.t�"W��,� st Nc���ii�W.J� 
Union Stone Co.,  

Patentees and Manufacturers of 
ARTIFICIA L STO N E  ' &  

EllIEKY WHE E L S  
and Al'tifieial Stone and EmeryWheel 
.Machinery and Too]s. ��'nd for circu
lar. 3� Pembel·ton Squar£", 

BOS'rON, MASS. 

Wood ' Boards :lIard 

SPANISH 
AND 

CEDAR 
FOR CIGAR BOXES, 

And a large and magnificent assortment 0 ... 

VENEERS, 
()ompl'ising evprything in t.llcir linc, both Foreign and 
Domcr-:-tic, to whieh they invite the �pecial uttention of 
all dealers. Send for Catalogue anel Price List. 

GEO. W. READ & CO., 
F t . 1 291 Monroe .t . 168, 170, and In 

fiC Ol y, 398 Madison st . Center st . , New York city. 

STEAM ENGINES, 

QAs'rING S, Forgings, lind Machinery of all 
) kinds. Address FIHIIKILL LANDING MACHINE 

C . , Fishkill- on·the-Hudson, N. Y. 

POWER PLEDGED 
Equal to �aDY Overshot, witlI 

N .  F .  B U B N H A M ' S 
NEW T URBINE 

lV ATER lVlIEEL. 
Illustrated Descriptive Pamphlet 

and Price lAst �ent free, by 
N. F. BURNHAM, York, Pa. 

THE CHEAPEST 110DE 
OF 

INTRODUCING INVENTIONS. 
I" NVENTORS AND CONSTBUCTOHS OF 

new and useful Contrivances, or Machines, or Engi
�ering works, of whatever kind, can have their Inven
tions illustrated and described in the columns of the 
SCI!ilXTIFIC AMERWAN, on payment of. a reasonable 
charge. 

The cuts are furnished to the party for whom they arc 
executed as soon as they have been used. 'Ve wish it 
un(lerstood, however, that no second-hand 01' poor en 
gravings, such M patentees often get executed by inex
perienced artists for printing circulars and handbills, can 
be admitted into the reading columns. We also reserve 
the right to accept or reject such subj ects as are present
ed for publication. And it is not our desire to receive 
orders for engravIng and publishing any but good Inven
tions or Macbin"�, and such as do not meet our approba
tion we sha1 respectfully decline. Estimates as to cost 
of engraving and publication will be given, on receipt of 
photograph, model, 01' drawing, and description. 

For further particulars address 
MUNN & C O  • •  

Publlshers o f  SCIENTTFIO AMERICAN, 

New York city. 

£,:i�� BEST DAMPEH HEGULATOR 
r"· for Steam Boiler. Send for Circulars. 

Agents Wantc(l. MURRILL & KEIZER, Baltimore, Md. 

HEAVY CASTINGS ���!�.r�l�he�nd 
M. & T. SAULT CO. , 

Steam Engine Builders & Founders, New Haven, Conn. 

THE 
Tanite Emery Wheel. 

Does not Gl";f:Iigni!'AJfr�tk '1!'o�:rrell. Address 
Stroudsburg, Monroe Co. , Pa . .  

PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES, COMBIN-
ing the maximum of eftlciency, durability and econ

{)my, with the minimQ-m of weight and price. They are 
widely and t"avorahly known, more than 900 being in 
usc. All warranted sath-.factory or no sale. Descriptive 
circulars Bent

J�
n
c�

PtlltA'lHEi3Y �tcg:�Lawrencc, Mass. 
46. Cortlandt st. , New York. 

UNION 

Spoke Works. 
SPOKES, HIMS, AND PLOW HANDLES. 

All goods warranted seasoned, and of the best quality. JOHN G. DAVIS & SON, Southwest cor. of Leona I'd and Otter sts . , Philadelphia. 

IRON STEAMSHIP BUILDERS. 

NEAFIE & LEVY, 
PENN WORKS, 

MAItIN E li.�fUf�
Hf",�""��RS, ETC., 

From 4 to 500 horse power 
including Corliss Engines, Slide 
Valve Stationary Engines, Por
able Engines, etc. Al�o Circu
lar Saw Milts, Shafting, Pulleys, 
etc. Wheat and Corn Mills, Cir
cular Saws, etc. 

Send for Price List. 
'WOOD & lUANN 

American Saw Co . ,  Manufacturers of 

L. JV. Pond---New To ols. 
EXTRA HEAVY AND IMPROVED PATTERNS. 

I A'fHES, PLANERS, DRILLS, of all sizes ' 
Mlrli�

e
{i����in�����a���� ���t ��it:�

i
tfia��

d
P���li�� 

and Shears for Iron. 
-Office and Warerooms, 98 Llberty st. ,NewYorkl Wor ' 

25,000 HORSE POWER IN USE. 
INTERNATIONAL MED"\L, LONDON, 1.%2. 

AMERICAN IKS'l'lTnTE MI;:DAL, 18G9. 

SEXD FOR CInCULA RS TO 
HARRISON BOILER WORKS 

Pililadelpilia, Ptt. 

Weston's Patent Differential 

PULLEY llLOCKS. 
, 5, 000 in usc. Address 
HAimISON BOILEUWORKS , 

PhilaueIplna, 
or JOHN A. COLE1UAN, Agent, ��I�I 110 llUOADW�\'Y, N e w  Yo rIc, 
01' 139 FED..lntAL ST. , Doston, Mass. 

Dr' T. V. Carpenter, Advertising Agellt. 
hereafter, Box 773, New York city. 

Addres 

Swain Turbine. 
a t  W Ol'ccster, Mass. 

UI�i;;;�' N;�;;i� "Our Low-Water Wheel from this on" 
OF THREE GRADES. 

TARRED SHEATHING. 
For outside 01 Studding, under Clapboards. 
A non- conductor of cold, he�t. and dampness. 
PREPARED PLASTERING BOARD, 
a cheap and perfect substitute for lat \ and 
plaster ; makes a smooth, warm, and substan
tial W tll, at less than half the usual cost. 

D OUBLE THICK ROOFING 

fi��-���l�·o��:t·��
t
ie:���: J�5��:r

a
���:r�� 

Sample and Circulars sent free, by 
ROCK RIVER PAPER CO. , 

Chicago ; or 
B. E. HALE, 

22 & 24 Frankfort street, N. Y. 

THE 
Allen Enfline Worll:s 
i I OI'I_ I:I !aH lal 

WILL DO 'l'EN PEB CENT MOHE WORK 
. on small streams, III a dry season, than any whee 

�ti�L6\��atf�8ts�
ave the best results, in every respect, at 

]'01' Heport of tests at Lowell, with Diagrams and 'fa. DIes of Power, address 
THE S'" AIN TURBINE C O . ,  

N orth Chellllsford, Mass. 

Patent tJ ertical Portable En[ine . 
Our guarantee is- more 

steam, less fuel, stronger in run-
��I�f

,
;�;�

r
d��'arbi�: l��� 1�·��t�� 

Style Portable, with J£nb-rine on 
Boiler, of same dImensions. Our 
Saw Mills are strong and well 
made-Lever Head BlOCks, with 
Patent Holler set j quick setting, 

�is� 
c
rJJ��S,:tGeI�If�;r��it & �Vj�1jGu,Yz��i�!�rrl�I�lHg.

i
I 

R UMPPF & L UTZ, 

And Per10rated Circular and Long Haws. Al�() SolId Fourth avenue and 130th and 1318t st.s . .N ew York city 
8aws of all kinds. Ko. 1 Fcrry st. , cor. Gold strect. Manufacturers ot 
New York. Branch Office for Pacific Coast, No. 606 Portcl" s Governor, 

r· MPOB'l'EHS and :ManufactnrerR of Aniline 
Colors and Dyestuffs, Colors for PaperhangPl"s an 

Stainers. Reliable recipes for Dyeing and Printing OU 
Silk, 'Vool, and Cotton '  AU new improvement� in the. 

��
t
r fi�d���ii�E��;;,����g�s

 
a;��e�·;����l!i.�eLl to

 us b Front strect, San Francisco,Cal. �i:.
e
n1!\�1::!\�I;t

a
ILes, Surface Plates, and • 42 Beaver street, N cw York. 

Patents on Designs . 
Citizens and aliens can now secure design patents for 

three aud a half, seven, and fourteen years. The law on 
this subject is very liberal. Foreigners, deSigners, and 
manuiacturers, who seud goods to this country, may se
cure Datents nere upon their new patterns, and thus pre
vent othcr makers from selling similar goods in this mar
ket. 

These patents coyer all novelties of form or configura
tion of articl of manufacture. 

For fnrther information address 
lUUNN & CO., 

No. 3' Park Row, New 

LeCOUN T'S PATENT 

Lathe DO[8 & Clamps, 
Of both Iron and Steel. 

L"Counl's Ptttent 
EXPANDING MANDREL, 
For use in t,he Lathe. 
Send for latest Circular. 

C. W. LeCOUNT, 
South Norwalk, Conn. 

An In�po1·tant Fact. 
MARV1N & CO. ' S  

SPHERICAL SAFES 
Hnve never been Robbed. 

Hundreds are in use by Banks, Bankers, and Merchants. {265 Broadway, New York. 
Warehouses, 15§ ������: �ie:�t�,���

lphia. 
93 Main st. , Buffalo. 

WIRE R OPE. 
J O H N  A .  R O E B L I N G ' S  S O N S ,  

MAXCF AOT URERa, TRENTON, N. J. 

FOR Inclined Planes, Standing Ship Higging, 
Bridges, Ferries, Stays, or Guys on Derricks & Cranes, 

Tiller Ropes) Sash Cords of COPPOl" and Iron, Lightning fn��6���� :Sf �fJld8e��r �li���
a
!�J

t
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en 
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circular, giving price and other information. �end for 
ra
a
r���i���

n 
c���t��A�

i
gri h��r�t��:\r!U������us:' 

No. 117 Liberty street. 

VENEERS. 
A. PARKER & co.,  

Nos. 1 6 6  and 168 Center s t  .. cor. CttnttI, 
NEW YORK, 

D EALEHS in Foreign and Domestic Cabinet 
Woods, in Boards, Planks and Veneers, have a large 

�f�����:c�ri�'�����d
t
:J�a'l���

h they invite the attention 

L. L. SMITH '" 00., 
Nickel Platers, 

6 HOW ARB ST., New York, 
Between Elm and Centre. 

I:>AT. SOLID EMERY WHEELS AND OIL 
STONES, lor Brass and Iron Work Saw Mills and 

EdgeTools. NorthamotonEmery Wheel Co, Leeds,'Mass. 

Angle Plates. 
Four first premIums were awarded to us at the Fa.:r ot 

the American Institute, 1870. 
Send for our illustrated circular. 

. Vertical & Horizontal 
CORN MILLS. 

���n&�i��'\���:rc�
u
$Sis8:�d$l�: 

EDWARD HARRISON, 
New Haven, Conn. 

Newspaper 

Steam Super-Heater, 
FOB Saving Fuel, and supplying Dry Steam 

of any desired temperature. Safe, durable, easily at
tached. H. W. BULKLEY Engincer �8 Libel'ty st . . N.Y. 

lIIfACHINEI)Y SHAFTING PULLEYS 
III . \., .  -- ana Hangers, Paper Box a.nd 
PaI?er Collar Machines, MaChines for Plaiting Bosoms, 
an Improved apparatus for running Scwing Machines by 
power, Brothers Patent Self- opcratilli SpinningJack At
tachment, Models, and���.

r�rOLilbrlg{;�linCl'Y. 
Machine Shop No .7, 9 & 11 Union Building, Troy, N. Y. 

HOTCHKISS BIUCK AND 'rILE MA-
CHINK-Send for Circular to Hoom 7, .No. 19 Cdit 

street, N ew York. 

$250 
EMPLOYMENT . 

A MONTH with Stencil Dies. Sam 
pIes f1S�

e
}f.

As�E�bER Brattleboro Vt. 

SPEHM OIL, 8triCtly pure, for SEW1 N G  
MACHINES amI fine  Machincry, i n  bottleR, ('ans, bar

rels. and casks. W. JI'. NY.It New Bedford, Mass. 

Advertl-sl-ng A s. & J. GEAR & CO., Boston, furnisb 
• Mach�lle�;c;ld ���
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maker, at lowcl:!t possible rates. 
A Book of 125 closely printed pages, lately issued, con

tains a list of the best American Advertising Mediums GOLDEN HILL Seminary for young ladies, 
Bridgeport, Conn. Miss EMILY NELSON, Principal. ����iB,iltg:f��:i\�

i
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ture, Literature, etc. , etc. Every Advertiser, and every SCI-entl-fic ' merI- Call 
E
erson who contemplates becommg such, will find this 11.. 

C�i�� �� �Jg.at value. Mailed free to any addrcss on re- FOf. 1 8 71.  GEO. P .  ROWEL L  & CO., 
Publishers, No. 40 Park Row, New York. TWENTY-SIXTH YEAR. The Pittsburgh (Pa. ) Leader, in its issue of May 29, 1 870 

says : 'D VEHY NUMBEH is l)rinted on fine paper , 

te';�{ri�:�d
o
'3urbl�g�;i: rs Cf?te' l':�i��t 

is:��s
b��l�a_ .r..J and elegantly illustrated with original engravings 

vertising Agency in the United States, and we can cheer
fully recommend it to the u.ttention of those who desire to 
advertise their business BCIENTIFICALLY and SYS'l'EllIAT-
��t
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money. " 

The fact that this Shattmg nas 75 per cent greater 
strength, a ftnerfinish, and is truer to gage, than any other 
in use. renders it undoubtedly the most economical. We 
are also the sole manufacturers of the CELEBRA'l':2D COL
LINS PAT. COUPLIXG, and furnish Pulleys, Hangers, etc. , 
of the most approved styles. Price Lists mailed on ap-
plication to JONES & LAUGHLINS, 

120 Water street, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Inl"" Stocks 01 this Shafting in store and 1'01' sale by 

Fg�t��LX�ii �l:��'c��';;,��'r���S�et, N. Y. 

BUEBK'S WATCHMAN'S TIME DE-
TECTOR.-Important for all large Corporations 

3ud Manufacturing concerns�cal?able of controlling 
with the utmost accuracy the motIOn of a watchman or 
patrolman, as the same reaches different stations of his 
beat. Send for a Circular. J. E. BUEHK, 

P. O. Box 1,057 Boston, Mass. 
N. B. -This detector IS covered by two U. S. Patents. 

Parties using or selling these instruments without autho
rIty .from me will be dealt with according to law. 

IRON PLANEBS, ENGINE LATHES, 
Drills, and other Machinists' Tools. of superior qual-

U�n °ann�'Wr�c�
n
�d���si�

i
�E"'iiX�_Mi''i,:iAJ-3i-Iic¥@: 

ING CO New Haven Conn. 

RAILROAD MEN, who hope for promotion, 
read the RAILROAD GAZETTE, published at 72 Broad· 

way, New York, and 112 Madison st. , Chicago. Sample 
numbers ,10 ets. 

represcnting 
New Illventions,Novelties ill Mecb a n i c s  

ManuCaetures, Chelllistry, Pbotog
raphy, Architecture. Agriculture. 

Engineering, Science. 
and Art. 

Farmers, :Mechanies, Inventors, Engineers, Chemis t8 
Manufacturers and People of all Professions or Trades 
will find the 

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 
of great value and interest. 

The Editors are assisted by many of the able't 
American and European Writers, and having access 
all the leading Scientific and Mechanical Journals 01 the 
world, thc columns of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN arc COlla 
stantly enriched with the choicest Information. 

An Official List of all the Patents Issned is pnbllshcd 
Weekly. 

The Yearly Numbcrs of the SCIENTIFIC AM"RICAN make 
two splendid Volumes of nearly ONE THOuSAND PAGE& 
equivalent in size to FOUR THOUSAND ordinary book 
pages. 

SPECIMEN COPIES SENT FREE. 
TERMS-$3 '()() a year, $1 '50 hall' year ; Clnbs 01 Ten 

Copies for one year, at $2 ·50 each, $25 '00, 
With a SPLENDID PRE�IlUM to the person who JOrIllS 
the Club, conSisting of a copy of the celebrated H�eel 
Plate Engraving, " Men ot Progress. " 

Address 
MUNN & CO.,  

PUBLISIIERS OF 'l'HE SCIENTIFIC Al1EUICAN. 
31' Park Row, New York. 

THE " Scientific American " is printed with 
CIlAS. ENEU JOHNSON & CO.'S INK. Tenth and 

Lombard sts. Philadelphia and 59 Gold st. New York. 

© 1871 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.




